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ABSTRACT 

The urban atmospheric environment contains a complex cocktail of pollution 
from numerous sources. However, the contribution to this mixture from power 
stations and other high-temperature combustion point sources is uncertain. 
Spheroidal carbonaceous particles (SCPs) and inorganic ash spheres (IASs) 

are uniquely formed as a by-product of high-temperature combustion of fossil 
fuels and therefore are ideal indicators of fossil-fuel derived pollution in 

London. 

Deposition of SCPs in London from power stations and other combustion 

processes regulated by the Environment Agencies under Part A of the 

Environment Act 1990 was modelled using the atmospheric dispersion 

modelling system (ADMS 3) developed by the Meteorological Office and the 
Cambridge Environmental Research Consultancy. The results agreed well 
with the spatial distribution of SCP concentrations in surface sediments from 

twenty-seven lakes and ponds within the M25. SCP size distributions were 
used to identify the dominant sources of SCPs for each site. Multivariate 

statistical analyses showed that lake and pond processes were generally not 
important variables affecting the concentration of SCPs in the surface 

sediments. 

High resolution SCP and IAS time-series collected by Burkard Spore Traps 

on a transect linking the centre of London with the power stations in the east 
Thames Corridor showed the presence of several pollution events, both SCP 

and IAS, that occurred simultaneously at a number of sites. Potential sources 

were identified for each [AS and SCP event based on SCP size data and 

meteorological conditions. The relationship between the IAS and SCP 

concentrations indicated whether the event was caused by a coal- or oil-fired 

source. Multivariate statistical analyses of the meteorological data did not 

consistently extract any one variable that would explain the SCP and IAS 

profiles. However, a subjective analysis of the data shows that many IAS 

events in London are caused by emissions from the power stations in the east 

Thames Corridor. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Historical air pollution in London 

Urban air pollution is perceived as being a modern problem associated with 
cars and heavy industry. However, pollution has always been a by-product of 
human activity and wherever humans settle there will be a pollution problem. 
As the population size increases then the pollution problem also increases. 

In the past urban air pollution was mostly associated with domestic and 
industrial use of coal as a fuel within the urban area. In medieval London the 

pollution from coal burning was considered such a serious problem that in 

1285 a commission was set up to investigate the matter. Regular meetings of 
this commission resulted, in 1306, in a ban on the use of sea coal 
(Brimblecombe, 1988). Coal use remained relatively constant between the 

13 th and 16th centuries with wood and charcoal being used in preference due 

to lower emissions of noticeable pollutants. However, shortages of wood and 
charcoal were not uncommon in cities once the surrounding area became 
deforested leading to a general rise in timber prices in 1540 (Nef, 1932). 

In the 16th century Queen Elizabeth I complained about the taste and smoke 

of 'sea-coales' from industrial sources. After her death in 1558 and with the 

accession of James 1, coal use became more widely accepted because it was 

more frequently used in his native Scotland. The lower sulphur content of 
Scottish coal (0.1% sulphur compared with 1.38% for Lancashire coal) meant 

that it produced less sulphur dioxide. This would have made coal use more 

socially acceptable for the upper classes (Brimblecombe, 1988). By the end 

of the Elizabethan era (c 1600) the shortage of wood meant that coal was 

needed as a domestic fuel and was no longer used exclusively in industry. 

Population growth in the 16 th century, in London and countrywide, with its 

associated increasing demands for coal, both by industry and for use in 

domestic fires, brought about the start of an 'early industrial revolution'. 

Without coal the expansion of industry at this time would not have been able 

to take place. At the end of the 15 th century 34 757 tonnes of coal were 
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imported into London. This had increased to 466 639 tonnes by 1697-98 
(Nef, 1932). 

In 1661 John Evelyn wrote "Fumifugium" which described the effects of 

smoke on buildings, clothes, paintings, water, plants and humans. He 

recommended that fuels such as wood or charcoal should be used in 

preference to coal but recognised that industries were the major cause of 

pollution. He recommended that an Act be put to Parliament that the 

industries be moved to the outskirts of London, 

'or at the least so far as to stand behind that Promontory jetting out, 
and securing Greenwich from the pestilent Aer of Plumstead- 
Marshes'. 

For industry that needed to remain within the confines of London, Evelyn 

recommended that it be situated in 'the Town of Bowe' because of the 

continual winds that would clear the air (Evelyn, 1661). 

By the beginning of the 17 th century London was suffering from air pollution 
problems that have continued through until the modern day. Coal replaced 

wood as the major domestic fuel and by the end of the century coal imports 

into London exceeded one million tonnes per annurn (Brimblecombe, 1977). 

In the 18 th century, medical writers such as Arbuthnot, Walker and Mead 

described the effects of air pollution on health and the urban environment. Air 

pollution had become related to London's fogs, which increased between 

1750 and 1890. The fogs of the 1 9th century were noted to be of a different 

colour to those of previous times (Brimblecombe, 1977). A fog incident in 

London during the winter of 1873 caused 700 deaths in addition to those 

expected at that time of year. 

Smogs had become less frequent during the first half of the 20th century. 

However, in December 1952 a slow moving anticyclone came to a stop over 

the city of London which then trapped high levels of pollution at low 

elevations. The 'Great Smog' lasted four days and was held responsible for 

the deaths of thousands of people. Relocation of large combustion sources 
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away from the centres of towns and cities along with the introduction of 

pollution control technology and pollution control legislation has reduced the 

quantities of smoke, S02 and N02 emitted within urban areas. However, 

there are now many pollution sources including road transport, aircraft, power 

stations and industrial processes and in combination these many sources 

create a complex cocktail of pollution in urban areas. Long range transport of 

pollution (e. g. HMIP, 1996) shows that pollution from those sources that were 

relocated away from urban centres can still contribute to pollution 

concentrations within the urban area. 

1.2 Pollution legislation in London 

A number of Acts of Parliament have been passed through the ages to 

attempt to achieve reductions in air pollution (Brimblecombe, 1988). The 

pollution problem and legislation to control it has been widespread since the 
time of Evelyn. The Public Health (London) Act of 1891 was brought in to 

control emissions of smoke from non-domestic fires and furnaces. This Act 

was crippled by the fact that the nuisance was defined by the words 'black 

smoke'. Polluters that emitted brown smoke could therefore get around the 

legislation. The term 'Great Stinking Fogs' was used in the 1 9th century to 

describe the fogs that were thicker and more frequent than in the past. The 

London County Council (General Powers) Act of 1910 strove to clarify the Act 

of 1891 but had limited power and little success (Brimblecombe, 1988). In 

1926 the phrase 'best practicable means' (BPM) to control pollution appeared 

in legislation for the first time, and by 1932 there were by-laws in 155 

authorities across the country that were concerned with the abatement of 

black smoke. 

Charles Gandy of the National Smoke Abatement Society called for the 

creation of smokeless zones during the rebuilding of London following World 

War 11. The City of London Act was passed in 1946 which allowed 

development of smokeless zones and nowadays over 90% of London is 

covered by these zones (Brimblecombe, 1988). The 'Great Smog' of 1952 

prompted major changes in legislation. Before this date legislation had been 
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weak and public opinion about pollution had been divided between support for 

cleaner air and the desire for coal fires. In response to the 'Great Smog', 

Clean Air Acts were introduced in 1956 and 1968 which attempted to control 
both domestic and industrial sources of pollution. The Control of Pollution Act 

of 1974 finally recognised the need to treat the environment as a whole and 

pollution control measures were integrated to protect the environment from air 

pollution, water pollution, noise pollution and waste disposal (Brimblecome, 

1988). Figure 1.1 shows the decrease in black smoke concentrations at a 

number of sites from 1961 onwards. 

Figure 1.1: Annual black smoke concentrations at selected sites 
(from QUARG, 1996) 
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More recently, in 1990, BPM was replaced with BATNEEC - the requirement 

for pollution control using the Best Available Technology (Not Entailing 

Excessive Costs). BATNEEC was replaced by BAT (Best Available 

Techniques) in 1996 by the Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control 

(IPPC) Directive, which takes away the ability for pollution producers to hide 

behind economic screens. 
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In order to comply with Part IV of the Environment Act 1995, the Government 

produced a National Air Quality Strategy which contained standards and 
objectives for air quality. The Local Air Quality Management system was also 
initiated as part of the Act that sets out the obligations for local authorities to 

meet the air quality standards. There is now a statutory requirement under 
The Air Quality Regulations 1997 (as amended) (made under Part IV of the 
1995 Act) for local authorities to review and assess seven of the objectives 

and where the objectives are not met to declare an Air Quality Management 

Area (AQS, 1999). 

The National Air Quality Strategy set out objectives to reduce eight main 

pollutants to protect health and was implemented in the UK in 1997. The 

1999 review added to these eight and additionally has suggested two new 
objectives which aim to protect vegetation and ecosystems (AQS, 1999). The 

pollutants covered are: benzene, 1,3-butadiene, carbon monoxide, ozone, 
lead, nitrogen dioxide, sulphur dioxide and particles (PMIO). PMIo are those 

particles that have a mean aerodynamic diameter of 10 gm or less. These 

guidelines are set within the European and wider international contexts. The 
UK, as part of the EU, is required to comply with European legislation. 

1.3 Pollution monitoring 

Once pollution is perceived as a problem then it becomes necessary to 

accurately quantify the extent of the problem through pollution monitoring. 

Otherwise analysis of the problem is subjective without spatial and historical 

levels with which to compare any changes. The process of keeping records 

of atmospheric pollution has been sporadic through time. In Victorian 

England there was no air pollution monitoring, but evidence for the extent of 

air pollution is provided by written records describing air pollution events or 

paintings showing urban scenes with the skies yellowed by sulphur. 

(Brimblecombe, 1988). 

The earliest monitoring of rainwater in London was carried out by RA Smith 

on samples from 1870. The next measurements were made between 1882 
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and 1884 with samples of rain collected by Dr WJ Russell from a small 
number of sites in London. These two sets of measurements gave levels of 
sulphate and chloride deposition higher than those measured in 1956-7. A 
few measurements of the levels of particulate matter in the air were made by 

Russell in the 1880's. He found that particulate matter concentrations were 
higher during dull or foggy conditions and lower during sunny weather. In 

1910, the Coal Smoke Abatement Society initiated a monitoring exercise to 

collect rainwater in what became the forerunner of the deposition gauge, 

which comprised a funnel with a mesh over the top to prevent birds soiling the 

sample. Analyses of chloride, sulphate, ammonia, calcium and solid matter 

were presented in the Lancet by Dr HA Des Voeux. The deposition gauge 

was further developed and by 1914 there were twelve gauges in operation in 

the British Isles (Brimblecombe, 1988). 

A good relationship between coal use and deposition of black matter led to 

the filter paper method being established in 1918. Air was drawn through a 

circle of filter paper and the amount of darkening caused by the deposition of 

particulate matter was noted. The degree of darkening was calibrated against 
the amount of suspended particulate matter. The system was automated to 

make measurements every 15 minutes. A system was installed in Kew 

Gardens in the 1920's (Brimblecombe, 1988). This relationship works well 

when pollution is from the same source. However, with the increased 

contribution that particulates from road transport make to the atmosphere the 

relationship is less clear (APEG, 1999). Modem filter papers are weighed to 

compare the mass of particulates with concentration in the atmosphere thus 

bypassing the problem of particulate colour. 

Atmospheric sulphur was first assessed in 1932 by the Building Research 

Establishment who were interested in the damage that S02 did to paint, stone 

and ironwork. However, this technique did not convert easily to give an 

estimate of atmosphericS02concentration. Pyatt (1973) used vegetation as 

a method for monitoring particulate pollution and found particulate matter in 

up to 50% of laurel leaf stomata. 
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Qualitative comparisons between historical records and contemporary 
measurements are difficult because of the lack of continuity in measurements. 
The number of different methods and observers leads to a certain amount of 
scepticism of the historical measurements (Brimblecombe, 1977). 

The resurgence of an interest in pollution in recent times because of concern 
over health and environmental impacts has lead to increased pollution 
monitoring. The United Kingdom's Automatic Urban Air Quality Monitoring 

Network (AUN) is operated by the Department for Environment, Food and 
Rural Affairs (DEFRA) and comprised ninety-three sites in 2000. The data 
from the AUN are collated into a pollution archive, which is available on the 
Internet (http: //www. aeat. co. uk/netcen/airqual, (September, 2001)). In urban 
areas where the pollution impact from road transport is greatest, specific 
monitoring networks have been set up. The London Air Quality Network 
(LAON) was set up in 1993 with the aim of improving air quality monitoring 
and to enable London Boroughs to review and assess their air quality 
(SEIPH, 1999). At the end of 1995 seventeen monitoring sites from the 
LAON were selected for inclusion into the AUN. The impact of power stations 
on the environment has been well monitored over the last 30 years by over 
200 long-term air quality monitoring stations (Laxen, 1996). In the Thames 

estuary in 1994 there were nine monitoring stations. 

1.3.1 Particle monitoring 

There are a number of different methods available to monitor particles. The 

type of monitor used depends on whether human health effects are being 

studied, in which case the airborne concentration of particles is measured, or 

whether nuisance effects are of interest, in which case particulate deposition 

is important. Most monitors now measure PMIO, which is an aerosol fraction 

that is small enough to enter the thoracic region of the respiratory system. 

PMIO is defined as the particulate matter that will pass through an inlet with 

defined characteristics with a 50% sampling efficiency for particles 10 gm in 

diameter (APEG, 1999) which means that the particles will penetrate the 

respiratory system beyond the larynx. Recently there has been a greater 
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focus on monitoring the smaller size fractions of particles (e. g. PM2.5, PMO, 

which are perceived to be more important in terms of potential health effects 
(APEG, 1999). 

Monitoring methods for PM10 can broadly be broken down into gravimetric 

cumulative samplers and direct reading monitors. Gravimetric cumulative 

samplers separate PM10 (or PM2.5) particles from the air stream which are 
then collected on a filter and weighed (e. g. the SA 1200 PM10 High Volume 

Sampler which is the standard monitor used in the USA for measuring PM10 in 

ambient atmosphere). Direct reading monitors carry out both sampling and 

analysis within the instrument (e. g. the Grimm Stationary Environmental Dust 

Analyser 1.200, the Tapered Element Oscillating Membrane (TEOM) and 
beta particle attenuation) (QUARG, 1996). The TEOM is used at most AUN 

sites by DEFRA. 

The TEOM system is kept at a constant temperature of 50'C to drive off water 
droplets, however this has caused the TEOM system to come under criticism. 
APEG (1999) suggests that the TEOM system under-represents the particle 

mass by 30% due to the evaporation of water from particulates and loss of 

semi-volatile species. Additionally, the heating system is not totally effective. 
Jones et al. (2001) linked the presence of CaS04and NaCl crystals on TEOM 

filters to the presence of water in the system, caused by the failure of the 

internal heating system to exclude water from the collection filter, thereby 

affecting the particulate mass. 

The number of particles per microgram increases with a decrease in particle 

size and, correspondingly, the surface area to volume ratio of the particle will 

increase with a decrease in particle size. The weight of deposition measured 

by PMIO analysers (e. g. TEOM, Beta Particle Attenuators) is dominated by a 

small number of large particles despite smaller particles dominating the 

particle number (e. g. Harrison et al., 1999a). Size fraction analysis of 

individual particles is carried out using single-particle optical counters (OPCs). 

These measure the amount of light scattered by particles as they pass 

through a tightly focussed beam of light. The scattered light is then converted 
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into a voltage pulse that is proportional to the size of the particle. Chemical 

characterisation of individual particles is possible using methods such as 

single particle mass spectrometry (SPMS) (McMurray, 2000). 

1.4 Contemporary gaseous pollution 

Fossil fuel power stations are responsible for the emission of significant 

quantities of gaseous pollutants, including S02 and NO), The principle gas 

emitted by these power stations is S02 whereas NO. contributes less to both 

annual mean concentrations and specific episodes (Laxen, 1996). 

S02 is a primary pollutant, which means that it is emitted directly from a 

source. Natural emissions of sulphur, which are then oxidised to S02, occur 

as DMS (dimethyl sulphide) from marine phytoplankton and as H2S (hydrogen 

sulphide) from soils and vegetation (Coils, 1997). Power stations are the 

largest emitters Of S02 in the UK, however in urban areas there can be a 

significant contribution to S02 concentrations from diesel-powered vehicles. 
In London, road transport is responsible for the production of 25% Of S021 

75% of NOx (SEIPH, 1996) and 96% of volatile organic compounds (VOC's) 

(QUARG, 1993). In 1991 the total UK anthropogenic emission Of S02 was 3 

731 ktonnes of which 73% (2723 ktonnes) was from power stations. National 

emissions of sulphur dioxide have decreased by 66% since 1980. In 1997 

power stations contributed 62% of the annual UK emissions of S02; a 

reduction in emissions of 1 698 ktonnes to just 1 025 ktonnes (AQS, 1999). 

Both NO and N02 are pollutants that are generally grouped together as NO, 

NO is produced in two ways: 
1. Thermal reaction between nitrogen and oxygen in the air; and 

2. From nitrogen in fuel. 

Where the oxidising capacity of the environment is limited there will be less 

N02 and more NO. In less polluted areas almost all of the NO will be 

converted to N02. 
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The nitrogen content of oil and coal is between 0.5% and 1.5%. The nitrogen 
content of natural gas is much smaller. Power stations in 1997 made up only 
20% of the total UK emissions of NO., and there has been a steady reduction 

each year since 1990 when the contribution was 29%. The contribution to 

annual NO,, from road transport has stayed between 46% and 48% for the 

same period. Both power stations and road transport have reduced total 

emissions each year from 781 ktonnes in 1990 to 370 ktonnes in 1997 from 

power stations and from 1 233 ktonnes in 1990 to 883 ktonnes in 1997 from 

road transport (AQS, 1999). 

The fate of nitrogen emissions is further complicated by the presence of 

ozone in the atmosphere. Natural ozone exists in the troposphere at 
background levels of 10-20 ppb. The remainder forms photochemically by 

the reaction of photons on N02 (COIIS9 1997). Thus during episodes of sunny 

weather this reaction causes the levels of N02 in the atmosphere to 
decrease. 

Other gaseous pollutants that are of concern for their effects on human health 

are CO, benzene, 1,3-butadiene and lead. The main source for both CO and 
1,3-butadiene is road transport and benzene results from petrol distribution 

and combustion. Petrol-fuelled vehicles were thought to be a significant 

source of lead in the atmosphere although emissions fell between 1989 and 
1995 due to increased usage of unleaded petrol and the reduction of the lead 

content of leaded fuel. A recent study of the isotopic composition of lead 

particles in the Straits of Dover has shown that vehicles are a minor source in 

comparison with industrial sources (Deboudt et al., 1999). 

1.5 Contemporary particulate pollution 

Airborne particles have a wide range of sizes. PMIO is defined above in 

Section 1.3. PM2.5 is the corresponding fraction that has an aerodynamic 

diameter of less than 2.5grn and is commonly referred to as the fine fraction. 

The fraction of PMjO which is larger than PM2.5 is normally considered to be 

coarse particulate matter. Smoke is defined as particulate matter derived 
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from the incomplete combustion of fuels smaller than 15gm in size. Total 

suspended matter (TSP) refers to all airborne particles (QUARG, 1996). 
Particles with a diameter of less than O. lgm (APEG, 1999) or 0.05gm 
(QUARG, 1996) are termed ultrafines. Figure 1.2 shows some typical 

aerosols and corresponding particle sizes. 

Figure 1.2: Diagram of particle sizes (from QUARG, 1996) 
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In urban areas the main source of particulates is road transport. Emissions 

from industrial or stationary combustion sources within London are not 

significant in comparison with road transport, which contributes 77% of the 
total PMjO emissions (APEG, 1999). Diesel vehicles emit much higher levels 

of particulates than petrol-powered vehicles and only diesel vehicles have to 

comply with limits for particulate matter. 

Diesel and petrol cars with catalytic converters have a similar breakdown of 
the mass fraction of PMjO with 90% of the mass less than 2.5gm in size, 85% 

of the mass less than 1gm in size and 50% of the mass with a diameter less 

than O. 1gm. For petrol vehicles without catalytic converters 20% of the mass 
is from the 2.5-10gm size range (APEG, 1999; from the United States 
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Environmental Protection Agency and the Institute of Environmental 
Sciences, Energy Research and Process Innovation in the Netherlands). 

1.5.1 Particle sources 

The National Air Quality Strategy Consultation Document (AQS, 1999) 
describes atmospheric PMjO as comprising particles from three main sources: 

Prima! y Rarticles are those that are emitted directly by combustion processes 
including road transport, stationary combustion and industrial processes. 
These particles are generally less than 2.5 gm and often less than 1 Rm in 

diameter and are mainly formed by homogeneous nucleation when the 

concentration of non-volatile particles is greater than the saturated vapour 
pressure in the atmosphere. Large numbers of very small particles around 1- 
10 nm in size can be produced. Growth of these particles through 
heterogeneous nucleation or agglomeration leads to formation of larger 

particles in the 'accumulation mode' (0.05-2 gm in diameter). Primary 

processes might also form coarse particles (see below). 

Coarse Particles are mostly formed by attrition and include particles 

generated by quarrying and the construction industry, resuspended road dust, 

tyre debris and natural sources such as wind blown dusts, soils, forest and 

other natural fires. These particles are likely to be greater than 5gm in size 

because a large amount of mechanical energy is required to break particles 
down further in size (APEG, 1999). Other particles that contribute to the 

coarse fraction are pollen (typically larger than 1 Ogm) and spores (larger than 

5gm). Fly ash is described by the Quality of Urban Air Review Group 

(QUARG, 1996) as a 'special case of comminution aerosol'. Comminution is 

a process that reduces fuel to small particles (in the case of coal) or droplets 

(in the case of oil). The particles are then further reduced through the loss of 

carbon and organic matter at high temperatures to leave involatile 

components (generally larger than 5gm (QUARG, 1996)). Smaller fly ash 

particles can also be a by-product of primary combustion (see above). 
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Seconda! y particles are formed in the atmosphere by chemical reactions 
between gases and are mostly less than 2.5gm in diameter. For example, 
S02 and N02 form sulphates and nitrates by homogeneous and 
heterogeneous nucleation in the atmosphere. The size of secondary particles 

may be affected by humidity but they are generally less than 2.5gm. 

The relative contribution of each of the three source types (primary, 

secondary and coarse) to total PMjO varies on a daily basis depending on 

meteorological conditions and variation of emissions from mobile and 

stationary sources (AQS, 1999). 

The biological component of the atmospheric particulate load is less well 
studied. In a seasonal study of individual particles collected using a Burkard 
Trap in London (Mackay, 1998) the contribution of biological particles such as 
pollen and spores comprised between 0.5% and 2.7% of the total numbers of 
particles counted. The contribution of bacteria and viruses to particle mass is 

not known. 

1.6 Particle chemistry and source attribution 

Composition of particulate pollution varies spatially and temporally and 
depends on the spatial distribution of particle sources, atmospheric chemical 

transformations, long range transport and removal processes. The chemical 

composition of particles can provide information about the particle source. 

Receptor modelling has been developed as a method to apportion aerosol to 

sources, and includes a number of different techniques including chemical 

mass balance (CMB) and multivariate models (Henry et al., 1984). 

CMB analysis requires detailed knowledge of source emissions (Watson and 

Chow, 2001) and is used to apportion pollution particles to sources based on 

their chemical characteristics (e. g. Javitz et al., 1988). The CMB approach 

has been used in combination with magnetic properties to identify sources of 

particles in Shanghai (Shu et al., 2001). Magnetic hysteresis parameters 
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were included with meteorological parameters and pollution data and showed 
that at one site there was a strong relationship between magnetic parameters 

and road transport derived combustion pollutants but not at another. 

Multivariate methods have been used widely to relate particles to sources. 
For example, Sadasivan and Negi (1990) identified seven sources that 

contribute to aerosol mass in Bombay using instrumental neutron activation 
analysis (INAA) and energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence (EDXRF) on bulk 

aerosol samples and Moreno-Grau et al. (2000) related the Pb/Cd ratio of 
bulk aerosol samples to anthropogenic contributions from industrial areas. 
Other examples of multivariate methods include Boni et al., (1988); Maugeri 

et al., (1990); Harrison et al., (1997a); Prati et al. (2000); Hien et al. (2001) 

and Huang et al. (2001). 

Other studies have focussed on the change in particle composition with 
particle size. Multivariate techniques were used by Chan et al. (2000) to 
identify source factors of size-fractionated PMIO bulk samples from Brisbane. 
The four source factors identified were soil, sea-salt, organics and vehicular 
exhaust. They found higher levels of contamination from fuel combustion 
products in the fine particle fractions. X-Ray diffraction analysis of size- 
fractionated particles from Cardiff showed an increase in concentrations of 
Ca, Si, Al and Fe with an increase in particle size (APEG, 1999). 

The relationships between different size fractions of urban aerosol give an 
insight into contributions from different sources. Stedman et al. (2001) used 

an alternative method of receptor modelling to allocate PM10 collected in 

London to three source types; coarse particles, secondary particles and 

combustion generated particles. This method uses the contributions of 

measured PMjo, NO., and particulate sulphate to estimate the total particle 

contributions from the three source types. However, these are broad source 

groups that contain a number of individual sources. For example, combustion 

generated particles derive mainly from road transport but also include 

emissions from power stations, industry and domestic combustion. In 1993 

these sources contributed 48% of the PMj0 emissions within the UK (QUARG, 
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1996). A study of five particle size fractions of street dust from Liverpool 

showed that there were significant correlations between the magnetic 
properties and size for some of the size fractions (Xie et al., 1999). Paciga 

and Jervis (1976) combined particle size fractions distributions and element 
ratios to determine the sources of some single elements from a number of 
competing sources. For example large particle sizes close to refineries were 
associated with Pb, As and Sb. 

APEG (1999) states that analysis of the composition and morphology of 
individual particles is necessary to determine particle sources. Although it is 

also noted that it is quite difficult to use particle chemistry to distinguish local 
industrial particles (including coal-ash) from cement particles, limestone, 

gypsum and wind blown soils. 

The composition of individual particles collected over the North Sea was 
determined by X-ray microanalysis and particles were classified using 
principle factor analysis into four sources of 'giant' aerosol particles (>lgm). 
The particle types were aluminosilicates, particles derived from combustion 
processes, particles from industrial sources and those from a marine source 
(van Malderen et al., 1992). Rojas and van Grieken (1992) examined the 

chemical composition of aerosols from different altitudes across the Southern 
Bight of the North Sea and found that almost 60% of the particles analysed 
were from combustion or energy related processes. 

Long (1998) used a semi-quantitative approach to determine the 

concentration of selected elements heavier than Na in individual particulates 

collected in London. The effects of particle size were analysed and it was 

shown that the relative proportion of Ca in individual particles increased with 

particle size and that the highest concentrations of Fe were in the 2.5-5[tm 

fraction. Both Si and Al were enriched in the fine and greater than 10 gm 
fractions and concentrations of Mg, Ti, Ni, Cu and Pb became a greater 

percentage of the total elemental composition as particle size decreased. 

Particle morphology and chemical composition were combined and analysed 

statistically to identify the following major source types: road traffic, power 
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stations, sea salt, road dust and industrial emissions. Industrial sources 
produce a complicated mix of particles and it was not possible to fully attribute 
industrial particles to their sources. In a similar study in London, Sitzmann et 

al. (1999) found that it was possible to use particle chemistry to identify 

individual particle types from transport microenvironments but they could only 

classify these particles into broad source groups. . 

Analysis of specific types of particles that can be linked with individual source 
types can provide further information. For example, source attribution of lead 

particles is possible using lead isotope signatures (e. g. Deboudt et al., 1999). 

Vehicle sources have a different signature to those of industrial sources such 

as lead smelters and waste incineration plants. McCrone and Delly (1973) 

showed that the major elements in particles emitted by power stations are V, 

Fe, Si, S and Ca from oil-fired boilers and Fe, Ti, Si, S, K and Ca from coal- 
fired boilers. Ti and V had been traditionally used to separate emissions from 

the two fuel types. Rose et al. (1996a) differentiated between spheroidal 

carbonaceous particles (SCPs) from oil- and coal-fired power stations based 

on particle chemistry and particles from peat combustion were successfully 

separated from coal and oil. However Rose et al. showed that in some cases 
there might be an overlap in particle chemistry with some coal-derived SCPs 

containing V which is normally used to indicate oil. Hence the need for a 

multivariate approach to identify the SCP source fuel. 

1.6.1 Relationships between particle size fractions 

PMIO concentrations are derived from bulk particulate mass so a small 

increase in larger particles will have a significant effect on PM10. 

Measurements of PMjo will vary as the impact from different sources varies 

and the degree of influence on PM, o will therefore depend on the size of 

particle produced by a particular source. 

Simultaneous measurements of PMjO and PM2.5 collected using a TEOM at a 

site in Birmingham are well correlated; in summer r=0.62 and in winter r=0.93 

(Harrison et al., 1997b). The implications of these data are that changes in 
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the mass Of PM2.5 dominate changes in the mass of PM10 to a greater extent 
in winter than in summer. On some days in the winter almost all of the PM10 

could be accounted for by PM2.5- In the summer a significant component of 
PMIO was thought to be derived from wind-blown resuspended particles which 
have a larger particle size, therefore reducing the correlation coefficient. 

The relationship between ultrafine particles and both PMIO and PM2.5 was 

studied by Harrison et al. (1999b). It was found that the number of ultrafine 

particles in the atmosphere had a significant linear correlation with PMjo and 
PM2.5 (r2 = 0.44) and that ultrafine particles dominate the total particle count. 
However the relationship between ultrafines and PMo was modified on days 

when the presence of larger particles increased particle mass but did not 

contribute greatly to particle number. 

In London, the PMjo mass at roadside locations is dominated by fine particles 
less than 2.1 gm in diameter (Rickard et al. 1999). In contrast, counts of 
individual particles greater than 5gm collected using a Burkard Trap on the 
UCL Geography Department in Bloomsbury in July 1994 have a good 
relationship with PMIO concentrations from the Bloomsbury Russell Square 

monitor (r--0.71) (Battarbee et al., 1997). The fine fraction that comprised 
between 49.3% and 75.7% of the total particle count had a much poorer 

correlation with PMjO concentrations. 

1.7 Fossil-fuel derived pollution 

1.7.1 Particles emittedbyhIgh-temperature combustion of fossil-fuels 

The need for efficient conversion from fossil fuel to electricity drives the 

combustion processes of power generation. Soot formation is essential for 

combustion of both oil and coal because it governs radiant heat transfer from 

the flame (Nettleton, 1979). In the furnace, pulverised coal particles are 
heated rapidly which leads to homogeneous and heterogeneous types of 

combustion. Homogeneous combustion of coal occurs when the volatiles 

evolve and ignite in a gas/gas reaction. Heterogeneous reaction of coal 
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happens when the coal particles reach ignition temperature and have not 

released a large enough volume of volatiles. This process is dependent on 

particle size with larger particles most likely to undergo heterogeneous 

combustion. In spite of the dependence on particle size, homogeneous 

combustion is the dominant mechanism for temperatures above 1100K 

(Morrison, 1986). 

Two main groups of particles are produced by high-temperature fossil fuel 

combustion; inorganic ash spheres (IASs), which are formed by the fusing of 
inorganic minerals within the fuel (Raask, 1984) and SCPs, which are mainly 

comprised of elemental carbon (Goldberg, 1985). AS are aluminosilicate 

spheres (Mamane et al., 1986) or cenospheres (Raask, 1968). 

Aluminosilicate spheres are mostly colourless or occasionally light brown, 

some are solid and some are hollow and they have a wide range of sizes 
(Ramsden and Shibaoka, 1982). Cenospheres are colourless and have a 

typical size range of 20-200 pm. 

Figure 1.3: Classification of black carbon particles according to their shapes 
and surface texture (Goldberg, 1985) 
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Large SCPs (>20gm) from fossil fuel and wood combustion have 

characteristic morphologies. These can be classified in terms of texture: 

smooth and homogeneous, rough and irregular with pits or cells or etched 

convoluted layer structures; and by shape: porous and spheroidal, elongated 

and prismatic or irregular fragments (Goldberg, 1985). Classification of 

carbonaceous particles is shown in Figure 1.3. However, it is not always 

possible to characterise SCPs solely by particle morphology. For example, 
Rose (1991) showed that particle surface chemistry is necessary to 

accurately discriminate between SCPs from oil- and coal-fired high- 

temperature combustion sources. 

Since SCPs are produced only at high temperatures they are ideal tracers of 

emissions from power stations. Both oil- and coal-fired processes produce 
SCPs whereas IASs are produced only from combustion of coal in the UK. 
Boiler design, efficiency and capacity all affect the particle size range emitted 
(Goldberg, 1985). For example, SCPs are more abundant in the larger size 
fractions of coal-combustion stack samples (Griest and Harris, 1985). 

All UK coal-fired power stations are equipped with electrostatic precipitators 
(ESPs) which remove an average of 99.5% of particulate emissions. Table 

1.1 shows fuel use and particulate emissions data for coal-, oil- and gas-fired 

power stations in the UK. In spite of the use of ESPs, coal-fired power 

stations still emit 0.5% of TSP. This equates to 3240 tonnes of TSP emitted 

to the atmosphere by a small number of coal-fired power stations in the UK in 

one year (QUARG, 1996) 

Table 1.1: Annual emissions of PMIO from UK power stations using data from 
National Power and PowerGen for 1994 and 1995 (from QUARG, 1996) 

TSP PMJO PMJO 
Fuel 
burnt 

Ash 
emitted 

emission 
factor 0/ *PM10 

emission 
factor 

PM10 
emission emission 

kg/MWh (kt) (kt) 
(g kg'l) (g kg-1) 

(kt) 
generated 

Coal- 64090 66.8 1 80 0.6 38.45 0.267 
fired 
Oil-fired 4330 4.8 1.1 20 0.2 0.962 0.116 

Gas 4556 0.02 0.093 0.004 
turbine 
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1.7.2 Fossil-fuel derived particles in lake sediments 

Lake sediments can provide a record of lake, catchment and atmospheric 
deposition history. SCPs are uniquely formed by high-temperature 

combustion processes and, therefore, records of SCPs in the environment 

only reflect emissions from these processes. SCPs are preserved in lake 

sediments (Renberg and Wik, 1984) and, provided the sediment is not 
disturbed, do not suffer from remobilisation or motion within the sediment. 
Particulates deposited onto the surface of lakes are incorporated into the 

sediment where they can potentially remain undisturbed for thousands of 

years. 

The profiles of SCPs in cores of sediment from lakes in both polluted and 
spristine' environments can be related to historical records of fossil fuel 

burning (e. g. Griffin and Goldberg, 1979; Goldberg et al., 1981; Odgaard, 

1993; Renberg and Wik, 1984,1985; Wik et al., 1986; Wik and Renberg, 

1991; Rose, 1995, Rose and Harlock, 1998). The onset of atmospheric 
contamination as indicated by SCPs and heavy metals in lake sediments 

shows good correlation with the lake acidification indicated by diatoms 

(Battarbee et al., 1995). The appearance of industrial and domestic 

combustion derived persistent magnetic spherules in lake sediments agreed 

well with the onset of human activity and its associated pollution (Nriagu and 

Bowser, 1969). 

SCPs and IASs found in cores from Loch Tinker, Scotland have similar 

profiles and were used to infer the contribution of coal-derived pollution to the 

sediment (Rose, 1996). The IAS and SCP concentrations from levels of a 

dated sediment core taken from Hampstead Heath in London show similar 

profiles (Rose et al., 1994). The major difference between the two particle 

types is that SCPs are not present in the sediment prior to the Industrial 

Revolution. IASs, however, have a low, continuous background level that can 

be attributable to similar particles produced by other natural sources such as 

volcanic eruptions and meteoritic dust. 
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1.7.3 Pollution in London from fossil-fuel combustion 

The contribution of fossil-fuel derived pollutants to London's environment is 

important even though there are few large combustion sources in the city. In 

particular S02 and volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions may cause 

exceedances of pollution standards during episodic plume grounding 

conditions (Laxen, 1996). Emissions from the power stations in the Thames 

Corridor, which is the area of land that lies along the sides of the Thames 

Estuary to the east of London, are responsible for increased concentrations of 
N02 both locally and in London (HMIP, 1996). As mentioned earlier, Rose et 

al. (1994) showed that SCPs and IASs from power stations are present in 

Hampstead Heath Men's Bathing Pond. Applestone (1997) and Long (1998) 

found SCPs and IASs on studies of individual particles collected using 
Burkard Traps. European emissions of PMjo were shown to have significant 
impacts on London (Malcolm and Manning, 2001) although the specific 

contribution of fossil-fuel combustion was not determined. In general the 

magnitude and extent of fossil-fuel derived particulate pollution in London is 

poorly understood. 

1.8 Adverse impacts of air pollution 

1.8.1 Materials 

Metals, building stone, glass, wallpaper and paintings can all be affected by 

air pollution. Most of the damage is caused by the oxidation of sulphur 

dioxide to the secondary pollutant - sulphuric acid (e. g. Webb et al., 1992). 

Oil-fired carbonaceous particles have been found to exacerbate the decay of 

marble and limestone of historic buildings (e. g. del Monte et al., 1984; del 

Monte and Vittori, 1985; Sabbioni and Zappia, 1991,1992) and the decay of 

high porosity natural rocks such as sandstone (Sabbioni and Zappia, 1992). 

Hamilton (1993) found coal- and oil-derived particles in black crusts on 

buildings in London and Vienna. 
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1.8.2 The natural environment 

A study at Leeds University in 1906 examined the action Of S02 and its acids 

on vegetation. Additionally, they looked at the effects of soot in cutting off 

sunlight and its deposition on plant leaves. The conclusions were that the 

atmosphere in and around industrial cities has a deleterious effect on plant 

growth and that pollution is deposited by rain falling through polluted air 
(Brimblecombe, 1988). During the 1970's the interest in power station- 
derived pollution was due to the impact of pollutants on distant sources as 

acid precipitation (Laxen, 1996). The Surface Waters Acidification Program 

(SWAP) was set up in 1983 (Battarbee and Renberg, 1990) to carry out 

palaeolimnological studies of lakes in areas of high and low acid deposition. 

SWAP used techniques including trace metal, sulphur, PAH chemistry, SCP 

analysis and mineral magnetic analyses to trace atmospheric contamination. 

1.8.3 Health effects 

Smogs and air pollution have always been associated with an increase in 

mortality and morbidity. It is more difficult to ascribe deaths to the effects of 

air pollution in the past since medical knowledge of the symptoms and causes 

of illnesses was less comprehensive. However, indoor air pollution from hut- 

fires in the dwellings of Anglo-Saxons is thought to have caused the sinusitis 

that was common in those times (Brimblecombe, 1988). 

More recently particulate pollution has been associated with cardiovascular 

and respiratory disease in London (Anderson et al., 1996) and elsewhere 

(e. g. Seaton et al., 1995; Dockery et al., 1993). 

The 'Great Smog' of 1952 was thought be responsible for a total of 12000 

deaths. Official figures stated that only 4000 people died but these were the 

people that died before the cut-off date of December 30 in that year 

(Brimblecombe, 1988). A similar pollution disaster occurred in Donora, 

Pennsylvania in 1948 where 20 people died as a result of the effects of air 

pollution (http: //www. eswp. com/donora. htm). These smog episodes were 
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evidence that air pollution can affect human health and by the 1970's a link 

was established between particulate and S02 pollution and respiratory 
disorders (Dockery and Pope, 1994). 

S02 stimulates the nerves in the lining of the nose, throat and airways of the 

lung, which then causes these to constrict. Those suffering from asthma and 
lung disease are most sensitive to the effects of exposure. Relatively short 

exposures to S02 can cause a measurable restriction of the airways in 

sensitive people (Laxen, 1996). N02 causes inflammation of the airways at 

high concentrations and in sensitised individuals the response to allergens is 

enhanced. The Expert Panel on Air Quality Standards (EPAQS) concluded 

that, among those with pre-existing lung and heart disease, particulate air 

pollution episodes are responsible for causing extra deaths. Particulate air 

pollution is associated with asthma, increased levels of mortality and affects 

the respiratory and cardiovascular systems (AQS, 1999). 

Dockery et al. (1993) showed in their study of 6 cities in the USA that, after 
adjusting for the effects of smoking and other risk factors, fine particulate air 

pollution contributes to excess mortality. Seaton et al. (1995) suggested that 
increases in lung disease and blood coaguability are caused in susceptible 
individuals by alveolar inflammation resulting from ultrafine particles in the 

urban environment. Increases in sulphur dioxide and particulate matter 

concentrations in European cities are associated with an increase in total 

mortality. Black smoke was found to have a stronger correlation with 

mortality than PM1O and as an explanation it was suggested that black smoke 

consists of finer particles than PM10 or that black smoke may consist of 

greater numbers of toxic particles from diesel sources (Katsouyanni et al., 

1997). Air pollution levels experienced in London between 1987 and 1992 

were found to have an adverse effect on daily mortality (Anderson et al., 

1996). 

Most particles larger than 5 gm deposit in the upper airways or the larger 

lower airways, particles smaller than 5 gm can travel to and be deposited in 

the smaller airways e. g. the bronchioles or the alveoli. PM2.5 is defined as the 
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high-risk fraction of aerosol for children, the elderly and the infirm. The 

ultrafine fraction of particles below 0.1 gm is also of concern because these 

particles can penetrate deeply into the lung (Dockery and Pope, 1994). 

There are three main mechanisms that remove particles from the lung (from 
Dockery and Pope, 1994): 

1. larger particles deposited in the upper airways are moved along the 

mucociliary ladder to be coughed up or swallowed; 

2. particles that penetrate further are cleared by lung macrophages that either 
push the particles onto the mucociliary ladder or into the lymphatic system or 

3. the finest particles that penetrate beyond the terminal alveoli will be 

absorbed into the lymphatic system. 

Particles provide a mechanism for transport of sulphuric acid to the lungs 

where damage occurs. Soot particles provide a surface for adsorption of 
water vapour and S02 and trace metals (e. g. V) catalyse the formation of 

sulphuric acid (Colls, 1997). Strokes may be caused by blood clots resulting 
from particulate pollution (Diociaiuti et al., 1999). Membrane damage was 

caused by the interaction of aerosil (silica in isotronic buffered solution) 

particles with human red blood corpuscles (erythrocytes), with greater 

concentrations of particles causing greater damage (Wordley et al., 1997). 

Dockery and Pope (1994) found that particles in the size range 2.5-30gm, 

which they defined as the coarse fraction, usually have a basic pH whereas 
fine particles (<2.5gm) are often acidic. 

The biological mechanisms by which particulate matter may increase 

mortality are not well understood (Katsouyanni et al., 1997). Health studies 

are needed to look at the fine and ultrafine fractions of particles and to 

examine the effects of metals adsorbed onto particles. Toxicity of metals 
depends on their bioavailablity, which is affected by particle size. In addition, 
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agglomeration of particles will affect transport into the lung. For these studies 
knowledge of the composition of individual particles is essential. 

The contribution of oil- and coal-power station derived particles to the 

reported health effects is not known. Generally it is assumed that fly ash 

particles are large and will not penetrate deeply into the lung. However, 

Schure et al. (1985) showed that the surfaces of small (<5 gm) non-porous fly 

ash particles were embedded with particles of porous carbon and these 

particles are within the respirable size range. Elements adsorbed onto the 

surface of these particles would then be available to interact with biological 

tissue. A study of coal fly ash particles between 0.5 gm and 5 gm in size 

showed that the concentration of trace elements increases with decreasing 

size (Cereda et al., 1995). Therefore, the particles that can penetrate furthest 

into the lung have the greatest concentration of potentially harmful elements. 
Heavy metals are associated with the surface of SCPs from power stations 
(e. g. Rose et al., 1996a) which means that it is feasible for SCPs to have an 

adverse effect on health. However, the contribution of SCPs to TSP and 
PMIO in ambient air is unknown and is therefore worthy of investigation. 

The mixture of particle sources that impact on London, including primary 

particles from road transport and major power stations on the edge of the 

conurbation, make London an excellent environment in which to study SCPs 

and their contribution to particulate matter. A related fact is that a study of 

particles collected using a Burkard Trap in London by Long (1998) showed 

that on average 12.5% of particles were fly ash, which is derived from the 

same sources as SCPs. 

1.9 Research objectives 

In an urban area such as London it is difficult to determine the exact source of 

pollution and therefore equally difficult to specify the causes of pollution 

episodes. The complex cocktail of pollution emitted from stationary sources, 

road transport, high single point sources and low-lying area sources, 

combined with the contribution of transboundary movement of gases and 
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secondary particle formation, produces a complicated mixture of gases and 
aerosols. 

Local authorities are required to declare Air Quality Management Areas 
(AQMAs) based on exceedances of pollution standards set out by the Expert 
Panel on Air Quality Standards (AQS, 1999). In order for each local authority 
to manage their pollution levels effectively they need to know the source of 
each pollutant so that reductions in emissions can be made. However, 

pollution concentrations as monitored by the LAQN cannot provide 
information about a specific pollution source when there are multiple sources 
for the same pollutant. 

Regulation of pollution in London is especially difficult due to the transient 

nature of pollution and the close proximity of the London boroughs. Pollution 

originating in one London borough may cause the air quality standards to be 

regularly exceeded in another borough. In order to manage the problem of 
particulate air pollution, identification of particle sources is necessary and this 

cannot be done effectively through analysis of bulk samples. 

The pollution problem in London is of concern to air quality specialists and 
health workers as well as to London's population. Particulate pollution is 

thought to be responsible for causing deaths in susceptible groups including 

those people that suffer from asthma or heart and respiratory disorders. The 

majority of particulate concentration data collected by the Government and 
London boroughs for monitoring purposes is bulk particle mass of PM1O and, 
in a few cases, PM2.5. To understand the health effects of particulates 
information is needed about individual particles. PMIo does not provide 
information on particle number which is essential for identifying the health 

impacts of particles (B6rub6 et al., 1999). PM2.5 has a better relationship with 

particle number (Harrison, 1999b) but there are only a few sites where PM2.5 

is routinely monitored. 

The contribution of power station derived particulates will be small when 

compared with particles emitted by road transport, however meteorological 
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conditions may produce episodes of high concentrations. Episodes of 

pollution resulting from increased emissions from industrial sources cause 
high values Of S02 in London (SEIPH, 1996) and it is feasible that these 

episodes will be responsible for high concentrations of particles from the 

same sources. Since the impact in London of SCPs and IASs from power 

stations and other high-temperature fossil-fuel combustion sources is 

unknown, as are the precise health effects of SCP and [AS inhalation, it is 

vital to quantify this small contribution. Overall, this study aims to contribute 

to a better understanding of the transport and deposition of SCPs and IASs in 

London. 

1.9.1 Aims 

e To determine the footprint of pollution from high-temperature fossil-fuel 

combustion sources in and around London using lake sediments, 

* To validate modelled deposition of SCPs, 

9 To assess short term variations of emissions from fossil-fuel combustion 

sources using Burkard Trap tapes; 
To determine spatial differences in deposition of SCPs and IASs using a 

transect of Burkard Traps across London; and 
To identify the meteorological conditions under which high concentrations 

of particles from high-temperature combustion sources impact on London. 

1.9.2 Methodological approach 

It is widely accepted that lake sediments can provide a historical record of 

both gaseous and particulate air pollution. The literature related to SCPs in 

lakes sediments is referred to in Chapter 4. Most studies involving SCPs as 

indicators of pollution have covered longer time periods, for example, to 

reconstruct the change in deposition prior to and following the oil crisis in 

1973. Relatively little work has focussed on using sediments to reflect 

contemporaneous atmospheric deposition patterns which this study aims to 

do. However, the shortest time period that can be resolved using this 

approach is around 6-12 months. 
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Dispersion modelling is a widely used tool in the field of atmospheric science 
and is especially concerned with estimating the local impact of sources of 
pollution taking into account the effects of meteorology. This is discussed in 
detail in Chapter 3 but it is worthwhile to note that most dispersion models are 
used to predict the impact of pollution over periods of weeks to months. Real 

time monitoring of atmospheric concentrations, using approaches such as 
that of the Burkard Trap, provides information on a scale of hours. 

It is important to emphasise that the approach of this study is original in that it 
brings together the three methodologies described above to evaluate the 
impact of SCP's on London. Within this study it has been necessary to 

assess the relationships between the methodologies and this has raised the 

need to also consider the relationships between the timescales of the 

measurements. There is an overall emphasis on the spatial distribution of 
SCPs deposited across London rather than any quantitative calculation of 
loadings, in order to determine the range of and area affected by SCPs. 

1.9.3 Specific objectives 

* Develop and validate a dispersion model for predicting deposition patterns 

of SCPs across London 

Examine the distribution of SCP concentrations in lakes and ponds across 
London. 

Examine the relationship between predicted and measured concentrations 

of Scps 

Establish the frequency of SCIP episodes across London using Burkard 

Traps 

Assess the impact of coal- and oil- fired power stations on London using 
Burkard Trap data 

9 Attempt to determine the relationship between meteorological variables 

and SCP and AS pollution events using statistical analyses. 
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1.10 Thesis outline 

The sites and methods are described in Chapter 2. 

Chapter 3 identifies the footprint of SCPs emitted by fossil-fuel high- 

temperature combustion sources in and around London as derived from 
dispersion modelling. 

The record of SCPs in the surface sediments of lakes and ponds is used to 
determine the spatial variation across London in Chapter 4. Modelled 

dispersion of pollution from Chapter 3 is then compared with the lake and 

pond pollution footprint. Confounding factors that influence the SCIP record 

are considered and the particle size distribution of SCPs is also measured. 

Records of SCPs and 1ASs on Burkard Trap tapes are analysed in Chapter 5. 

Chapter 6 contains a statistical analysis of the meteorological data for each 
Burkard Trap IAS and SCP episode. Patterns in the SCP and IAS profiles for 

each episode identified in Chapter 5 are compared with meteorology. 

Chapter 7 is a summary and conclusions with suggestions for further 

research. 
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CHAPTER 2: SITES AND METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Lake and pond site selection 

2.1.1 Lakes and ponds inventory 

An inventory of lakes and ponds in the area within the M25 was created for 

the purpose of site selection. The name, size and four-figure grid reference of 

each lake or pond visible on 1: 25000 Ordnance Survey maps was catalogued 

and entered onto a database. The size was measured directly from the map 

using a grid overlay and by counting the number of squares inside each lake 

or pond. At the edges of each site the portions inside the edge were added 
together to complete full squares. There are a total of 2873 lakes and ponds 
in London within the M25 including natural farmland ponds, artificial 

reservoirs, gravel pits and quarries, bathing ponds, ornamental ponds, fishing 

lakes and boating lakes. The location of all lakes and ponds in London within 
the M25 is shown in Figure 2.1. The size distribution is highly positively 

skewed with 86% of lakes and ponds in London covering an area of less than 

0.5 ha. A further 4% are between 0.5 ha and 1 ha. Only 58 (2%) lakes are 
larger than 10 ha in size (Figure 2.2). 

Z 1.2 Site selection 

Sites were chosen on the following basis: 

1. The aim of the study is to identify the footprint of deposition of SCPs 

from high-temperature fossil-fuel combustion sources in London. Therefore it 

was necessary to choose a good spatial coverage of lakes and ponds across 

London. 

2. To eliminate the effects of bias towards any particular type of lake or 

pond a random selection method was used. 
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Figure 2.1: Lakes and ponds in London within the M25 
overlaid with a 10 x 10 km grid 
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Figure 2.1: Lakes and ponds in London within the M25 
overlaid with a 10 x 10 km grid 
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As can be seen in Figure 2.1 the spatial distribution of the water bodies is not 

uniform across London. A sample chosen simply at random from the total 

number of lakes and ponds would give a sample that is a representative 
fraction of the whole. However it would not necessarily have a good 
distribution across the'area of the map. In this scenario it is likely that all the 

sites would be clustered together where there is the highest concentration of 

lakes and ponds. 

This study is not primarily concerned with the water body per se but instead 

with the record of deposition of airborne particulates to the water body. The 

most important factor governing the position of the sampling sites, therefore, 

is that they should represent as much of the spatial extent of London as 

possible. For this reason the simple random selection was rejected and 
instead a stratified random sampling strategy was used (Webster and Oliver, 

1990). 

The area of London up to the boundary of the M25 was divided into 5km x 
5km squares based on the Ordnance Survey national grid. For the purposes 

of this study the area within the M25 is referred to as London although the 

outskirts of the area surrounded by the M25 covers areas which do not lie 

within London Boroughs. Water bodies that lay across the division between 

two squares were included in the grid-square to the North or East of the line. 

A random point was chosen in every fourth grid square (i. e. A4, B4, C4, D4 

etc. see Figure 2.3) and the water body larger than 1/4 ha closest to that point 

was selected as a first choice for sampling. The second closest water body 

was chosen to be the reserve site if the first choice was subsequently 

rejected. 
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Figure 2.3: Site selection procedure 
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Evidence suggests that all ponds and lakes are equally likely to provide a 
suitable sedimentary record irrespective of size. Good sedimentary records 
can be found in lakes and ponds with a range of sizes; for example SCIP 

profiles were obtained for sites in Scotland with sizes ranging between 2 ha 

and 60 ha (Rose, 1991). There is little existing information about the depths 

of lakes and ponds in London and so sites could not be pre-selected based 

on depth. During the first few field visits it was found that the smaller sites 
tended to be very shallow, and in some cases had dried out completely. 
Therefore, the sampling approach was arbitrarily refined to set a lower limit of 
0.25 ha on pond size. This reduced the sample size from which a sub- 

sample could be selected to 398 sites. In practice the size criteria was used 

as a guideline rather than a rule since in a few grid squares there were no 

sites larger than 0.25 ha. In these cases, the largest site available was 

chosen. 

This initial study targeted a sub-set of 27 lakes and ponds. One grid square 
had no suitable sites. A further core was taken as part of a separate study by 

Dr Nigel Cameron and was made available for inclusion in the pilot sample 

set taking the total to 28. These sites are listed in Table 2.1 and displayed 

graphically in Figure 2.4. 

2.2 Coring Techniques 

The Glew Gravity Corer (Glew, 1991) was used to take three cores of 

sediment from each site in June-August 1998. Given the limited time 

available at each site, the deepest point of each lake or pond was chosen to 

be representative of the historical record (Rose et al, 1998a) and was located 

by traversing the site with an echo-sounder. 
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Table 2.1: List of sites 

No. Site Name Code Grid 
Reference 

Date 
Sampled 

1 Addiscombe Scouts Lake ADDI 5361 1648 12-Jun-98 

2 Alexandra Park Conservation Pond ALEX 52751916 17-Jul-98 

3 Banbury Reservoir BAN13 5361 1914 30-Jul-98 

4 Grange Park Lake BEDE 52891651 09-Jun-98 

5 Brent Reservoir BREN 52171877 24-Jun-98 

6 Brooklands Lake BROO 55441731 15-Jul-98 

7 Bush Farm BUSH 55681833 19-Jun-98 

8 Gatton Bottom Lake CHER 52891537 17-Jul-98 

9 Crosness Sewage Works Lake CROS 54841807 05-Jun-98 

10 Dagnam Park DAGN 55571932 16-Jul-98 

11 Riverside Club, Duck Lane DUCK 50801916 11 -Jun-98 
12 Ealing Pond - EALI 51681841 03-Jul-98 

13 Fairlop Waters FAIR 54581907 19-Jun-98 

14 Flint Hall Farm FLIN 5361 1530 17-Jul-98 

15 Holly Hill Farm HOLL 52942001 17-Jul-98 

16 Norstead Manor Farm Pond NORS 54641609 21 -May-98 
17 Peckham Rye Park Lake PECK 53491749 05-Jun-98 

18 Queen Mary Reservoir QUEE 5071 1697 17-Aug-98 

19 Regents Park Lake REG 52781825 09-Jun-98 

20 Richmond Lake RICH 51651724 03-Jul-98 

21 Shenley Pond SHEN 51882005 11 -Jun-98 
22 Stanmore Common Lake STANM 5161 1940 11 -Jun-98 
23 Stenhil Lake STEN 54891720 15-Jul-98 

24 Stew Pond STEW 51831609 14-Jul-98 

25 Stockley Park Lake STOC 50791804 03-Jul-98 

26 Victoria Park Lake VICT 53561834 05-Jun-98 

27 Wandsworth Pond WAND 52741737 09-Jun-98 

28 Whitely Village Lake WHITV 50941628 1 14-Jul-98 
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The samples taken were as follows: 

0 two replicate samples of the upper 0.5 cm of sediment were taken from 

separate cores and extruded in the boat. The samples were placed in small 
'Whirlpak' bags and sealed whilst in the boat. 

0 one 'long' core of sediment. This core was sealed and taken back to 

the shore and was either extruded on site or taken back to the laboratory to 
be refrigerated and extruded as soon as possible. The upper 10 cm of 

sediment was sliced into 0.5 cm fractions. The sediment below 10 cm was 

sliced into 1 cm fractions. Each sample was placed in a small Whirlpak' bag 

and sealed. The sample was homogenised in the bag to ensure that the SCP 

distribution was constant throughout the whole slice. All samples were placed 
in a cool-box during the fieldwork and were stored in a cold-room prior to 

subsequent analyses. 

2.3 Laboratory analyses of sediment samples 

2.3.1 Dry weight and loss on ignition 

A sub-sample of approximately 1g was taken from each 'Whirlpak' bag, 

placed in a pre-weighed crucible and heated overnight at 1050C until constant 

weight was achieved. Prior to weighing, the crucible was placed in a 
desiccator to prevent absorption of water from the atmosphere during cooling. 
Each sample was re-weighed, placed in a muffle furnace at a temperature of 

5500C for 2 hours and then weighed again. Dry weight and loss on ignition 

ratios were calculated from weight loss after these two heating stages. 

The remaining sediments were dried, either in a drying cabinet or using an 
Edwards Modulyo 4K freeze drier, until constant weight was achieved. 
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2.3.2 Spheroidal carbonaceous particle (SCP) digestion 

The method used is a sequential extraction that removes organic, siliceous 

and carbonate fractions from the sediment. Laboratory procedure (from Rose 

1994): 

1) Weigh 0.1-0.15g of dried sediment into a 12ml polypropylene tube. 

2) Add 1.5ml concentrated HN03 and leave overnight in a fume 

cupboard. 

Add a further 1.5ml concentrated HN03 and heat in a water-bath for 2 

hours at 80-90'C. At the end of this stage each tube is filled with distilled 

water and centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 5 minutes. (The centrifuge used was a 
Denley BS400). The supernatant is then carefully pipetted off and neutralised 
before being discarded. 

4) Add 4ml 40% HF to each tube and return to the water-bath. Heat at 

80-90'C for 3 hours. The residue is then washed, centrifuged and the 

supernatant pipetted off as before. 

5) Add 3ml 6M HCI to each tube and return to the water-bath. Heat at 80- 

900C for 2 hours. The residue is then washed and centrifuged as before at 

least twice before being transferred to pre-weighed and labelled 10ml glass 

vial with a snap-top lid. 

To prevent contamination of the residue by SCPs in the laboratory 

atmosphere the tubes were covered whenever they were not in the fume 

cupboard. 
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Z3.3 Slide Preparation 

A known fraction from each residue was pipetted onto a 19mm diameter 

cover-slip and then the cover-slip was mounted onto a slide using 'Naphrax' 
diatom mountant. 

Z3.4 Counting 

All SCPs on the cover-slip were counted at WO under a light microscope. 
Most of the particles that survive the digestion are carbonaceous, however 

there will be some other mineral fractions present on the cover-slip. The non- 
carbonaceous material is different enough from the SCPs to enable accurate 
identification of the SCPs. The smallest SCP sizes that can be confidently 
identified at this magnification are around 2.5gm in diameter. Rarely, it is 

possible to identify a particle with a diameter less than 2.5gm. 

The SCP concentration is calculated as the number of SCPs per gram dry 

mass of sediment (gDM") with a 90% confidence interval. The confidence 
interval is a measure of the uncertainty associated with the number of 

particles counted and the amount of sediment used in the analysis. As the 

number of SCPs on a slide increases then the confidence interval decreases. 
Similarly, as the weight of sediment used increases then the confidence 

interval decreases. 

Z3.5 Operator counting errors 

Counts of carbonaceous particles were made on slides previously counted by 

Dr Neil Rose to ensure correct identification of SCPs (Table 2.2). 

Table 2.2: Comparison of SCP counts 

Site Count (Rose) Count (Berry) 

Tinker 70 70 

Burnmoor 90 118 

Arr 7 6 
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The agreement is generally good with the largest discrepancy at Burnmoor. 
A study of fly ash across Europe involved comparisons of SCP counts from 
three analysts. Comparison of counts made on 15 slides circulated between 
the analysts showed that there was a great deal of variation between analysts 
(Rose et al., 1996b). Only one analyst counted SCPs in this current study 
and the results will be compared within the study rather than against other 

studies. 

Z3.6 Particle size 

Particle size measurements were made using a graticule on one of the 
eyepieces. The graticule was calibrated against a stage micrometer, which 
gave a measurement of 2.56 gm for each graticule unit and, therefore, the 

particle size was measured to the nearest 2.56 gm. Each particle was 
classed into a size range, 0-2.56 gm, 2.56-5.12 gm, 5.12-7.68 gm, and so on. 
SCPs at the upper limit of a size range were included in the lower range, for 

example, a SCP 5.12 gm in size was placed in the 2.56-5.12 gm size range. 

2.3.7 Detection limit and repeatability 

The theoretical detection limit for this method is 5-10 g DM-1. To achieve the 
theoretical detection limit it is necessary to evaporate all the final sediment 

residue onto the cover-slip. Since only a fraction of the residue is used, the 

actual detection limit is in the range 50-80 g DM" (Rose, 1994) 

The digestion method reduces 0.15g of sediment to less than 0.001g, thus 

reducing the unwanted fraction by 99.3%. The recovery rate of the method is 

89%-103% with a mean recovery of 95.2% (Rose, 1994). Repeatability of 
this method was tested by Rose (1994) by digesting 5 replicate samples from 

3 levels of a core. Triplicate counts were carried out for each replicate and 

standard deviations and confidence limits were given for each level. In 

general, the repeatability is good (around ± 3%, 95% confidence limits) at the 

top of the core. The error margin becomes larger with depth as SCP 

numbers become fewer (Rose, 1994). 
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2.4 Dating 

In order to determine the time slice that the surface sediment represents it 

was necessary to date the sediment cores. 

Z4.1 Radiometric dating 

Radiometric dating using 21 OPb and artificial fallout radionuclides (' 37Cs and 
24'Am) (Appleby et al., 1986; Appleby and Oldfield, 1978) is ideal for dating 

recent sediments, but it is not practical or affordable for all sites within the 

context of this study. Radiometric dating was carried out on two cores (BANB 

and BREN) by the Liverpool University Environmental Radioactivity Unit using 
a well type co-axial, low background, intrinsic germanium detector fitted with a 
Nal(TI) escape suppression shield. 

Z4.2 Sediment accumulation rate dating method 

At each site a measurement of the maximum depth of sediment was made so 
that the sediment accumulation rate could be estimated. The maximum depth 

of sediment was measured by pushing a long pole down through the 

sediment until it reached the base of the lake or pond. In most cases the 

sediment core covered the full extent of the sediment. If the age of the lake 

or pond is known then by assuming a constant sediment accumulation rate, it 

is possible to work out the accumulation rate. 

Accumulation rate (cm y(l) 
Sediment depth (cm) 
Lake/pond aqe NO 

Where the maximum depth of sediment is larger than the core length it is still 

possible to calculate the date of each level. However, this assumes that the 

accumulation rate is constant throughout the period of sediment deposition. 

The age of the sediment core is the age of the lake or pond multiplied by the 

fraction of core length divided by the maximum depth. This method is only 

suitable for artificial lakes and ponds that have a discrete bottom. In this 
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study there were twenty sites that could be classed as artificial, one site 
(BREN) is a flooded river basin and the remaining seven are uncertain. 

Z4.3 Uncertainties of dating sediments 

The success of any dating method is limited by other factors that include 

alteration of the shape or size of the lake or pond, sediment disturbance by 
dredging or by biological activity (e. g. Fisher et al., 1980; Davis, 1974), and 
core compression (HAkanson and Jansson, 1983). All these factors will 
influence the dating of cores taken in this study. Care was taken to avoid 
areas of the lakes and ponds where the shape had been altered or where 
regular dredging was undertaken. Sediment disturbance by biological activity 
and core compression are problems that affect all sedimentological work and 
were borne in mind when the. cores were taken. During collection any cores 
that were disturbed or incomplete were discarded. 

2.5 Site selection for the Burkard Spore Trap transect 

The Burkard Volumetric Spore Trap (Figure 2-5) is based on a trap developed 
by Hirst (1952) and was developed in conjunction with the Burkard 

Manufacturing company in 1966. It is an inexpensive and effective method 
for collecting continuous high-resolution records of atmospheric particulates 
that can be archived for subsequent analysis using optical and scanning 

electron microscopy. 

A Burkard Spore Trap was in operation at UCL between 1995 and 1999, 

immediately adjacent to the Geography Department in Bedford Way, 

Bloomsbury. Further traps were deployed between January and June 1999 

along a transect joining UCL with Northfleet in the east Thames corridor 
(Figure 2.6). Three further traps were available and these were placed in 

Thamesmead at the Thamesmead Community College, in Dartford on top of 

a building at the Glaxo-Wellcome site and near Northfleet at Painters Ash 

Primary School, on top of the monitoring station run by Gravesharn Borough 

Council (Figures 2.7a-d). 
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Figure 2.5: The Burkard Spore Trap 

Reproduced from the Burkard Manufacturing Company trap operating manual 

Table 2.3: Burkard Trap sites 

Location Grid 
reference 

Start 
Date 

Finish 
Date 

Height above 
ground (m) 

Bloomsbury 52991823 9/9/94 8/2/00 3.0 

Thamesmead 54821796 10/2/99 9/6/99 5.0 

Dartford 55451744 3/3/99 9/6/99 9.1 

Paint rs Ash 56501708 24/2/99 9/6/99 2.0 
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Figure 2.6: Locations of Burkard Trap sites and air pollution monitoring 
stations used in this study 
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Sites were chosen so that the distance between the power stations in the 
Thames Gateway and central London would be split as evenly as possible. 
Table 2.3 shows the grid references, height above ground and the dates 
between which the traps were operational. 

Z 5.1 Description of Burkard Trap sites 

Bloomsbury 

The Burkard Trap was situated on a flat roof approximately 3m away from 

Gordon Square in Bloomsbury, central London (Figure 2.7a). The flat roof is 

within a canyon approximately 7m wide. One end of the canyon opens out 

onto the road and the other end opens out at the back of the UCL Geography 

Department building. This site would be classified as 'roadside' according to 

the First Report of the Urban Air Review Group (QUARG, 1993). 
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Figure 2.7a: Location of the UCL Burkard Trap 

Burkard 

Bloomsbu 
monitorin,, 
station 

Reproduced from the Ordnance Survey maps by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf 

of The Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office, @ Crown Copyright NC/01/228 

Figure 2.7b: Location of the Tharnesmead Burkard Trap 

Burk ard Tn 

Reproduced from the Ordnance Survey maps by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of 
The Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office, @ Crown Copyright NC/01/228 
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Thamesmead 

The trap was positioned on top of a school building in Thamesmead (Figure 
2.7b) approximately 70m from the closest road. The school is surrounded by 

playing fields on all sides. To the south of the school is a dual carriageway 
road and there is marshland to the north. This site would be classed as 
'urban background' (QUARG, 1993). There are no tall buildings in the 
immediate vicinity of the Burkard Trap. 

Dartford 

The Burkard Trap was located on top of Building 150 at the Glaxo-Wellcome 

site in Dartford (Figure 2.7c). The trap was placed on the south-west corner 
of the building within 10m of a road. The site would fall into the 'roadside' 

category according to QUARG (1993). However the height of the building will 
reduce the amount of road transport generated particulates that impact on the 
Burkard Trap and, therefore, the site may be more representative of the urban 
background. There are a number of structures on top of Building 150, 
including the vents from the air conditioning system and the laboratory fume 

cupboards. The location on the roof was chosen to minimise the impact that 

any emissions from these vents might have on the Burkard Trap. 

Northf leet 

The Burkard Trap was placed on top of a monitoring station operated by 

Gravesham Borough Council (see Section 2.7.3) adjacent to the busy A2 

road to the south (Figure 2.7d). The site is on a school playing field and is 

surrounded on the other three sides by grass. 
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Figure 2.7c: Location of the Dartford Burkard Trap 

urkard Trap 

Reproduced from the Ordnance Survey maps by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of 
The Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office, @ Crown Copyright NC/01/228 

Figure 2.7d: Location of the Northfieet Burkard Trap 

Reproduced from the Ordnance Survey maps by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of 
The Controller of Her Majestys Stationery Office, @ Crown Copyright NC/01/228 
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2.6 Spore trap operation 

A detailed description of the mechanics and development of the Burkard Trap 

is included in Battarbee et al. (1997). This approach allows individual 

particles larger than 2.5 ptm to be discriminated and to be counted on an 
hourly basis. The major drawback of this method is that the fine fraction of 

particulates is not so efficiently collected as coarse particles which leads to 

under-representation of the fine fraction (Long, 1998). However, this problem 

will not affect the results of this study since particles less than 2.5 gm are not 

easily identified (see Section 2.3.4) due to the detection limit of the optical 

counting method used. 

Z6.1 Mechanics 

The spore trap is constantly oriented into the wind by its wind vane (Figure 

2.5). Air is drawn into the spore trap at a rate of 0.6 M3 W via an inlet orifice 

measuring 14 mm x2 mm. The drum rotates at a rate of 2 mm W, therefore 

all particles deposited in one hour will be spread over a4 mm wide band. 

The drum is 14 mm wide and the tape is 345 mm in length, which allows for 

the 336 mm length of the weekly record and a small amount of extra tape in 

case of a late removal. Rotation is controlled by a clockwork mechanism, 

which is simply rewound each week when the tape is changed. A small motor 

powered by a car battery pulls air through the trap. Figure 2.8 shows the 

impaction drum of the Burkard Spore Trap. 

The air impacts on two collection surfaces. The rotating drum is covered by a 

'Melanix' tape of which one half is coated with a gelatine/glycerol based 

mixture which is suitable for analysis under an optical microscope. The other 

half has a second layer of 'Scotch Magic' adhesive tape which can be 

examined under high vacuum, as in scanning electron microscopy. Long 

(1998) found a good correlation between particle number counts from both 

the gelatine-coated and 'Scotch Magic'adhesive surfaces. The rotating drum 

is removable thus allowing a new drum to be prepared in the laboratory and 

then quickly changed in the field. 
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Figure 2.8: The impaction drum of the Burkard Spore Trap 
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Reproduced from the Burkard Manufacturing Company trap operation manual 

2.6.2 Tape preparation 

The gelatine mix is prepared according to the following formula suggested by 

the Burkard Trap operation manual: 

I Og gelatine 

54 CM3 glycerol 

60 CM3 distilled water 

The ingredients are added to a beaker and placed in a water bath. The 

mixture is heated at a low temperature until the solution is clear and fluid, 

making sure that the solution does not boil. 

The 'Melanix' tape is attached to the rotating drum by strips of double-sided 

sticky tape. The 'Melanix' tape and the double-sided tape are both supplied 
by the Burkard Manufacturing Company. The 'Melanix'tape is then divided in 
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two around the circumference of the drum by placing a strip of 'Scotch Magic' 
tape' sticky side up over one half of the 'Melanix'. The exposed 'Melanix' is 
then painted with a thin layer of the gelatine mix. 

Post collection, the strips were removed from the drum and stored in a cold 

store below 5'C to slow down bacterial and fungal growth. The tapes were 

made into slides for optical microscopy according to the following method 
(adapted from Burt, pers. comm. ) Each week's length of 'Melanix' tape was 

cut up into 8 sections, each section corresponding to a calendar date. A 

glass slide was coated with a thin layer of distilled water and each tape was 

placed face up onto the thin layer of water. The water was to prevent the 

tape from slipping and to eliminate air bubbles between the tape and the 

slide. It was essential that the water did not leak onto the particle surface of 
the tape as this would result in particle movement. A thin layer of gelatine 

mixture was painted onto a 24 mm x 64 mm cover-slip which was then 

carefully placed on the tape. The gelatine mixture was warmed to a low 

temperature to reduce its viscosity. It was vital not to heat the mixture too 

much or, once the cover-slip was put onto the tape, its gelatine mixture would 
become fluid which would destroy the resolution of the particle record. 
Similarly, once the cover-slip was on top of the tape it was vital not to move it, 

otherwise the record may be affected. 

Z6.3 Collection efficiency 

The Burkard Trap is an inertial impactor. This means that particles with 

sufficient inertia will impact on the surface whilst those without sufficient 

inertia will follow the air stream. Impactor collection efficiency is based on 

particle size. For the Burkard Trap collection efficiency drops below 50% at a 

particle diameter of 2.8gm. Long (1998) found that the Scotch Magic tape is 

more efficient at collecting small particles (<2.5 pm) than the gelatine-coated 

tape. However, in this study, identification of particles smaller than 2.5 Rm is 

limited by counting at x400 under a light microscope (see Section 2.3.6). A 

more detailed description of Burkard Trap efficiency is given in Long (1998). 
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Z6.4 Counting 

SCPs and IASs were counted and sized as for the sediment samples, using 

an optical microscope at a magnification of x400. The number of SCPs and 
IASs were counted in each adjacent field of view along the tape. SCPs and 
IASs that fall on the edge of the field of view where more than half of the 

particle is visible are counted. Where less than half of the SCP or IAS is 

visible in the field of view it is excluded. The tape was moved length-wise 

beneath the microscope, each lateral movement representing an increment of 

time. The number of fields of view along the tape are then divided into the 

time period represented by the tape to get the number of fields of view per 
hour. The number of particles in each field of view in each hour were then 

combined to determine the number of particles per hour. The particle size of 
the SCPs was measured as for the sediment samples (Section 2.3.4) 

Z6.5 Burkard trap tape counting errors 

It is impossible to count a continuous line along the Burkard Trap tape. The 

method used looks at a continuous sequence of spots along the tape. The 

field of view examined at a magnification of x400 has a diameter of 250 gm 

and an area of 49087 ýtM2 .A square field of view would give an area of 

62500 ýIM2 therefore this method is missing out approximately 20% of the 

tape. The effect on the particle time-series will be small since the error is 

consistent for each field of view and will not cause a bias in the results. 

2.7 Selection of pollution episodes 

SCIP and IAS counting is very time consuming and, therefore, it was 

necessary to reduce the number of Burkard Trap tapes available by selecting 

shorter periods of interest based on S02 concentrations. 
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Z 7.1 Selection of S02Episodes 

S02 is produced in large quantities by high temperature combustion of fossil 
fuels. In Europe, in 1994, between 80% and 90% of the anthropogenic 
emissions Of S02 were estimated to originate from the thousand largest point 
sources (Barratt and Protheroe, 1994). In the UK, in 1997, fossil-fuelled 

power stations accounted for 62% of the national total and there are 
significant emissions from other large industrial sources. Didcot and 
Kingsnorth, two of the power stations included in this study, are listed in the 

largest hundred S02 emitters in Europe (No. 61 and 72 respectively) (Barratt, 

2000). Road transport emissions are thought to be relatively unimportant 

nationally, although, in urban areas, diesel powered road transport can make 

a significant contribution to background S02 levels (AQS, 1999). 

In order to identify potential episodes of SCP and AS on Burkard Trap tapes 

S02 concentrations were used as a surrogate for high-temperature point 

source derived pollution. Where there is a peak in the S02 profile or a S02 

episode this is likely to be attributable to pollution from these sources, Le. 

ones that also produce SCPs and, in some cases, IASs. N02 concentrations 

were also obtained for the same time periods to determine the potential 

contribution of road transport to an episode. If there is a coincidental peak in 

both S02 and N02 then the source is likely to be road transport rather power 

stations or industrial sources. 

Pollution episodes were selected based on hourly average S02 

concentrations exceeding 35 ppb at monitoring stations close to the Burkard 

Trap transect sites at London Bloomsbury, London Eltham, Thurrock and 
Rochester. The episodes chosen are shown in Table 2.4. 
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Table 2.4: S02 episodes selected for Burkard Trap tape analysis 

Episode Dates MaXiMUM S02 
concentration (ppb) 

1 4/3/99 - 9/3/99 46 

2 15/4/99 - 17/4/99 51 

3 13/3/96 - 14/3/96 98 

4 11/3/97 - 13/3/97 84 

5 19/12/99 - 22/12/97 57 

ZZ3 Location ofpollution monitoring stations 

The locations of Burkard Trap sites and pollution monitoring stations are 
shown in Figure 2.6. 

Bloomsbury 

Bloomsbury monitoring station is used for comparison with the Burkard Trap 

at UCL. It is an urban centre site and is located in the south-east corner of 
Russell Square in central London (see Figure 2.7a). The square has many 
mature trees and grassy areas. The monitoring station is 35 m from the 
closest road; all four sides of the gardens are surrounded by busy roads. 

Eltham 
Eltharn monitoring station is an urban background site in the grounds of an 

environmental education centre, and is around 25 rn from the nearest road. 
The concentrations from this station are compared with Thamesmead. The 

surrounding area consists of a variety of habitats that includes trees, areas of 
grass, ponds, a golf course and housing. 

Thurrock 

Thurrock is an urban background site 35 m from kerbside of the busy London 
Road and is in a generally open area surrounded by local light industry. The 

concentration data from Thurrock is compared with Dartford and Northfleet. 
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Rochester 
Rochester is a rural site located at a primary school. The station is 80 m from 

a road with low traffic density. The local environment is generally open, 
although the site is close (within 6 km) to both Grain and Kingsnorth power 
stations. This site was principally chosen for comparison with Northfleet, 
however these two sites are several kilometres apart. Ideally the data from 
the monitoring station at Northfleet, where the Burkard Trap was co-located, 
would be used. Unfortunately it has not been possible to obtain these data. 

The concentrations Of S02 at this site are likely to be influenced by the busy 

A2 that runs alongside the monitoring station. The effect of the road transport 

emissions might partially mask emissions from industrial sources and it is 

therefore possible that elevated S02 levels might indicate a road transport 
derived pollution episode. However, comparison with the N02 data record will 
determine the pollution source. 

2.8 Dispersion Modelling 

Dispersion of particles emitted from power stations and other high- 

temperature point sources was modelled using ADIVIS 3, a PC-based 

dispersion modelling program developed by the Cambridge Environmental 

Research Consultancy. 

2.9 Meteorology 

The meteorological data were taken from the London Weather Centre (grid 

reference 530200,180000, height 42 m) archive accessed through the British 

Atmospheric Data Centre (www. badc. rl. ac. uk). 

2.9.1 Meteorology used in ADMS 

Sequential data from 1996 were chosen, rather than ten-year statistical data, 

to reflect the weather of the year prior to the sampling. The particulates 

emitted by power stations in 1996 would be incorporated within the surface 
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sediments of the lakes and ponds samples by 1997. Long-term average data 

over ten years would not represent the dispersion of particulates for 1996 as 
accurately since meteorology varies from year to year. 

Gatwick and Heathrow are the next two closest meteorological stations to 
London that have all the data necessary for modelling using ADIVIS 3. 

London Weather Centre was chosen for this study in preference to either 
Heathrow or Gatwick because it is the most central of the three and was felt 

to be most representative of the study site. Further details of the dispersion 

modelling procedure are included in Chapter 3. 

2.10 Statistical methods 

Statistical analyses including Pearson product-moment correlations, principle 

components analysis, stepwise multiple linear regression, redundancy 

analysis and general descriptive statistics were performed in Excel 97 for 

Windows, Canoco for Windows v. 4 and Statistica for Windows v. 5.1. 

Statistical analyses are dealt with in more detail in relevant chapters. 
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CHAPTER 3: DISPERSION MODELLING IN LONDON OF 
PARTICLES FROM HIGH-TEMPERATURE COMBUSTION 

SOURCES 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Pollution dispersion in the atmosphere 

The troposphere is the region below the lowest 9-16 krn (depending on 
latitude) of the earth's atmosphere, in which temperature decreases with 
height. Most weather is generated in the troposphere. It is relatively well 
mixed by the action of vertical convection and the vertical and horizontal 

advections of momentum, heat energy and moisture. The troposphere is 

separated from the stratosphere above by the tropopause which limits the 

movement of pollution (Arya, 1999). 

The influence of the earth on the atmosphere is felt over a distance known as 
the atmospheric boundary layer. The boundary layer depth responds to the 

amount of incoming solar radiation (Figure 3.1). It varies depending on hour 

of day and time of year and can be up to 2.5 krn above the earth. 
Atmospheric turbulence and cloud cover both affect the boundary layer depth. 
The boundary layer can be described as the region of the atmosphere that is 

characterised by turbulence generated by the frictional drag as the 

atmosphere moves across the earth's surface. (Oke, 1987). Pollution is 

dispersed within the boundary layer and its depth affects the vertical extent of 

pollution dispersion. 

3.1.2 Effect of wind speed and direction on poHution dispersion 

Insolation causes horizontal temperature variations in the atmosphere which 
form horizontal pressure differences and the result is motion of the air in the 

form of winds. The wind direction determines the path that pollutants follow 

and constantly varies with fluctuations that cover an arc of 30-45 degrees 

centred on the mean wind direction. These fluctuations give pollution plumes 
their characteristic cone shape. The magnitude of the horizontal pressure 
difference determines the speed of the wind. Pollution from a source is 
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diffused by turbulent transport in the across-wind direction and transported in 

the down-wind direction. As wind speed increases then more wind volume 

will pass the emission source in a given time and therefore the pollution 

emission is stretched along the direction of dispersion and thus is diluted. 

Wind speed also affects the stability of the atmosphere due to internal 

shearing between air layers and the interaction of the wind with the surface of 
the earth. Turbulence generated in the atmosphere will diffuse pollution by 

mixing the plume with clean air. Wind speed also governs the distance that 

pollution will travel. Strong winds will cause a pollution plume to be 

transported a long way and also to be diffused effectively. Pollution problems 

occur when wind speeds are low and pollution diffusion is restricted both 

down-wind and cross-wind. Low wind speeds allow local circulation systems 

to develop (e. g. land and sea breezes, mountain and valley winds and urban 

circulations) and these have localised effects on pollution dispersion by 

preventing the pollutants mixing with clean air. For example, the air pollution 

problem in Mexico City is attributed to its location in a flat basin surrounded 
by mountains (e. g. Fast and Zhong, 1998; Raga et al., 1999). 

Pollution dispersion is further complicated in the atmospheric boundary layer 

by the variation in wind speed and direction with height. Wind speed 

increases with height because the influence of the surface (drag) decreases 

with height. Wind direction changes with height and at the top of the 

atmospheric boundary layer is determined by the action of the Coriolis force. 

Wind speed decreases close to the surface where the influence of the surface 

roughness is greatest and the effect of the Coriolis force is reduced (Oke, 

1987). Wind shear causes horizontal motion of the particles; as wind shear 

increases then the mean particle trajectory will touchdown closer to the 

source (Arya, 1999). 

3.1.3 Atmospheric stability 

Stability is a description of the relative tendency of an air parcel to move 

vertically and is driven by variations in temperature and specific humidity 

(Arya, 1999). There are three stability classes as follows (Arya, 1999): 
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Figure 3.11: The boundary layer 
(from Arya, 1999) 
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Stable conditions generally occur on calm, clear nights when there is strong 

cooling of the ground and lower layer of the atmosphere. Temperature 

inversions (increase of temperature with height) are common. 

Neutral 

Neutral conditions can occur either during the day or at night but are most 

common at dawn and dusk. A neutral atmosphere is characterised by cloudy 

conditions with medium to strong wind speeds that cause mixing of the lower 

atmosphere. 

Unstable 

Unstable conditions are also known as convective and they generally occur 

on hot, sunny days with light winds. Strong insolation causes warm thermals 

to rise from the ground, which cause boundary layer turbulence. 

Both stability, due to its dependency on insolation, and boundary layer depth 

are dependent on the time of day, therefore pollution concentrations will also 
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vary on a diurnal time-scale. For a detailed description of stability and other 
atmospheric processes see Arya (1999). 

3.1.4 Pollution from point sources 

The source height has an important effect on dispersion of emissions. 
Generally, as source height increases then downwind ground-level 
concentrations decrease due to dilution of the plume by eddy diffusion. The 

air quality surrounding a tall stack is usually good because the pollutants are 
transported away and have a greater effect downwind. The effective height of 
release is dependent on the exit velocity, temperature of release, stack 
diameter, stack height and meteorological conditions. The exit velocity and 
temperature control the momentum and buoyancy of the plume. 

The effective stack height (H,, ) can be simplified as the stack height (h, ) plus 
the additional height due to the plume rise (Ah) as follows: 

H s=hs+Ah 

Plume rise due to both the momentum and buoyancy effects of release 
decreases with increasing wind speed and vice versa (Arya, 1999). Following 

emission, the plume characteristics are determined by the atmospheric 
stability (Oke, 1987). 

Emissions from industrial sources have analogies in the natural environment. 
Dispersion from fires (Clark, 1988) are related to the height of the convection 

column. This provides energy and buoyancy much like the effect of the 

temperature and velocity of release from a stack. 

The effect of meteorological conditions on emissions is dependent on the type 

of source. Pollution episodes caused by stack emissions occur generally in 

unstable and convective conditions (typical of a warm day), with low wind 

speeds, during mid-day and afternoon. Thermally induced circulations will 

cause the plume to move vertically and horizontally. A downward loop may 
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cause high concentrations at ground level quite close to the source. In 

contrast, low-level vehicular sources usually produce maximum ambient 
concentrations under stable atmospheric conditions in the winter (HMIP, 

1996). Low wind speeds and low boundary heights prevent the dispersion of 

polluted air. Therefore the maximum contribution from industrial sources will 

not coincide with high pollution concentrations from road traffic. Pollution 

episodes can then be attributed to likely sources based on the specific 

meteorological conditions at that time. 

The range over which pollutants in the plumes from stacks can be clearly 
detected is up to 50 krn from the source. Beyond this the emissions blend 

into the background (Laxen, 1996). The impact that the pollutants within the 

plume have on people or the environment is dependent both on the 

meteorological conditions that exist at the time of the emission and later, as 

the pollution plume moves down-wind. 

Figure 3.2 shows some typical plume patterns. Looping typically occurs 
during the daytime when there is strong instability. Transport in the 

atmosphere is dominated by large eddies that are wider than the emitted 

plume. The plume is then distorted by the movement of eddies and follows a 

vertically sinuous path. High pollution concentrations occur when the plume 
intersects with the ground. 

Coning is characteristic of either windy or cloudy conditions or conditions that 

are both, with stability close to neutral. Vertical and lateral spreading of the 

plume are roughly equal and a cone is formed around the centreline of the 

plume. The plume will go to ground eventually but at a greater distance than 

during looping. 

Fanning occurs during stable conditions, which possibly have an inversion. 

Turbulence is weak and buoyant mixing is suppressed so there is little vertical 

diffusion. Variations in wind direction horizontally may force the plume into a 

fan shape or, alternately, into a meandering ribbon. The plume can stay aloft 
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for many kilometres which means that ground level concentrations are 

negligible. 

Figure 3.2: Characteristic plume patterns 
(from Arya, 1999; modified after Slade, 1968) 

Stable (fanning) 

N 

Neutral below, stable above (fumigation) 

Unstable (looping) 

Neutral (coning) 

Temperature-> WindSpeed--> 
Stable below, neutral aloft (lofting) 

Lofting occurs during the early evening when the plume is emitted above a 

nocturnal inversion that builds up from the earth's surface. Pollution 

movement downwards is prevented by the stable layer beneath the plume, 

although once the nocturnal inversion grows higher than the effective stack 

height the plume changes to the fanning type. 
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Fumigation usually follows either lofting of fanning and causes the plume to 
be mixed downwards to ground level. This occurs shortly after sunrise 
through surface heating when the nocturnal inversion is replaced by an 
unstable layer that grows up to the top of the plume. Once the plume 
becomes part of the mixed layer it is drawn downwards by convective 
turbulence and the capping inversion forms a lid on the pollution preventing 
upward mixing. This condition only lasts a short time; once the mixing height 

grows well above the stack height the plume is spread over a greater volume. 

Trapping can be caused when pollution is dispersed in an unstable or 
convective boundary layer until it occupies the whole layer. The pollution can 
disperse horizontally but is prevented from vertical dispersion by the capping 
inversion at the top of the boundary layer. Severe plume trapping occurs in 

steep valleys and gorges when the pollution is trapped horizontally, by the 
topographical features, as well as vertically. 

3.1.5 Dispersion of aerosols in the atmosphere 

An aerosol is a two-phase system that comprises solid or liquid particles and 
the gas that surrounds them. Particles are removed from the atmosphere by 

one of the following mechanisms: gravitational settling, dry deposition, 

precipitation scavenging. 

The majority of particles emitted to the atmosphere with a diameter larger 

than 1 pm are removed by gravitational settling. Stokes' Law describes the 

settling behaviour of a particle in still air. The particle accelerates due to 

gravity until its terminal settling velocity is reached. At this point the drag 

force of the air is equal and opposite to the effect of gravity on the particle. 
Terminal settling velocity is proportional to the square of the particle diameter 

and thus increases rapidly with particle size. 

As particle size approaches the mean free path of the gas (<1 gm) the 

particle settles faster in still air than predicted by Stokes' Law due to 'slip' at 
the particle surface (Hinds, 2000). However, in the atmosphere, turbulent 

diffusion will slow the descent of smaller particles and these may stay aloft 
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indefinitely. Dry deposition is the main mechanism by which most particles 
come to rest on the ground or another surface. Transfer of a particle from the 
air to a surface takes place in three stages. The first stage is transport to the 
immediate vicinity of the surface. This is followed by diffusion of the particle 
through the molecular sub-layer. The third stage is the substrate transfer 
component, in which material is absorbed by the surface. The amount of 
material that is absorbed depends on the solubility or absorptivity of the 
material at the surface (Arya, 1999). Dry deposition is a turbulent transfer 

process and affects those particles that do not undergo gravitational settling 
but instead are carried with the plume. As particles impinge on the surface 
there is a downward flux of matter and the underlying surface acts as a 
pollution sink. Dry deposition of particles is affected by their electrostatic and 
hygroscopic properties and is also affected by the nature of the underlying 
surface; for example in this study the receptor points are lakes and ponds and 
absorption over water is affected by the surface tension (Hinds, 2000). 

Particle detachment, resuspension and bounce are all affected by particle 
size and surface characteristics. Detachment and resuspension become 

more difficult as particle size decreases because the adhesive force on small 

particles (<10 gm) is much greater than the other forces on the particle. The 

force required to resuspend a particle is less because it involves the particle 

sliding or being rolled first. Bounce depends on the velocity of the particle as 
well as adhesive forces but also decreases with particle size. 

Wet deposition only occurs during precipitation and has the effect of removing 

particulate matter very quickly. Particles that pass through clouds may 
become nuclei for water or ice and these nuclei can then capture other 

particles. Once the droplet becomes large enough then it will be precipitated 
by rainout (or snowout). Washout of particles occurs below the cloud level, 

the efficiency and rate of which depends on the rainfall rate and the size and 

electrical charge of the particle. However, it has been suggested that 

particles in dust storms and possibly pollution particles in urban air will reduce 

rainout (Rosenfeldt and Rudich, 2001). Large particles that do not absorb 
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much water form a large number of nuclei that grow slowly. The available 
water is spread over a large number of nuclei and precipitation is suppressed. 

Particle shape and density affect the rate that particles settle. Both can be 
incorporated into the concept of aerodynamic diameter in which particle 
characteristics are normalised to an equivalent spherical particle that has the 

same density as water. Particles with the same aerodynamic size will also 
have the same settling velocity. SCPs are spheroidal and for the purpose of 
modelling in this study are assumed to be spherical. 

3.1.6 Dispersion modelling 

While much is known about the bulk composition of atmospheric pollution 
particles it is not possible to use bulk properties to identify with certainty each 
pollution source (see Chapter 2), although the receptor modelling technique 
(e. g. Stedman et al., 2001; APEG, 1999) can be used to identify and quantify 
the contributions of major sources. 

Emission inventories provide information about the emissions from individual 

sources but do not explain the distribution of pollutants in the atmosphere. 
For example, a comprehensive study on pollution emissions in London was 

used to develop the London Atmospheric Emissions Inventory (LRC, 1997). 

Sources of pollution in London within the M25 were identified and emissions 

were estimated for eight key and three additional pollutants. Direct 

monitoring of pollution concentrations shows actual pollution levels but it is 

expensive. 

Dispersion modelling is used to predict the quantity and distribution of 

pollution in the atmosphere and deposited to the ground. Where there is a 
lack of monitored data, dispersion modelling uses the information in 

emissions inventories to predict impacts of pollution. Modelling can help to 

determine the causes of air quality exceedances in areas where there are 

many contributors to the air pollution levels, or to determine where 

exceedances will be in the future if the air quality guidelines change. If a new 

source is planned then its potential impacts can be modelled. Whereas 
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emission inventories show where the largest pollution emitters are located, 

dispersion modelling uses the effects of meteorology to determine the 

location of the greatest impact. 

Table 3.1: List of dispersion modelling abbreviations 

Abbreviation Model name 

ATDL Atmospheric Turbulence and Dispersion Laboratory 

AEOLIUS Assessing the Environment Of Locations In Urban Streets 

PAL Point, Area and Line sources model 
ISC Industrial Source Complex model 
CALINE California Department of Transport Line Source model 
ADMS Atmospheric Dispersion Modelling System 

AERMOD American Meteorological Society / Environmental Protection 
Agency Regulatory Model improvement Committee Model 

NAME Nuclear Accident Response Model 

A number of dispersion models are available for modelling emissions from a 

range of different sources and these are described in detail in Middleton 

(1997) (see Table 3.1 for a list of abbreviations). Broadly, models can be 

divided into screening models e. g. ATDL; nomograms for estimating the air 

quality impact from a source e. g. AEOLIUS for street canyons; older style 

Gaussian plume models that can be used for multiple source modelling e. g. 

PAL, ISC and CALINE; and newer style models e. g. ADMS, Indic and 

AERMOD (Middleton, 1997). Long range transport of pollution can be 

predicted using models such as NAME, which was used in an investigation of 

an air pollution episode that occurred across central England in 1998 (EA, 

2000). NAME was also used to model hourly concentrations of sulphate 

aerosol for two large PM10 episodes in the Midlands, UK. It was found that 

one episode was dominated by long-range transport from Europe and the 

other was attributed to a source within the UK (Malcolm et al., 2000). PM10 

concentrations in the UK were also modelled by Abbott and Stedman (1999) 

using ADMS v2.2. Alternatively back trajectory modelling allows the pollution 

path to be modelled from deposition to likely source (e. g. Met-Office back 

trajectory model available via http: //www. badc. rl. ac. uk). 
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There are many other models of varying degrees of complexity that have 

been developed by researchers for modelling pollution from a number of 

source types. These include Lagrangian particle models (e. g. Anfossi et al., 

1998; Xia and Leung, 2001; Russell Bullock et al., 1998), pseudo-Lagrangian 

(Sofiev, 2000), hybrid models (e. g. Nimko et al., 1999), regression-mapping 

techniques (e. g. Briggs et al., 2000), stochastic particle models (e. g. Haan, 

1999) and neural network modelling (e. g. Gardner and Dorling, 1999; Perez 

et al, 2000, Kolehmainen et al., 2001). 

Dispersion of particles from industrial sources have also been modelled; for 

example, dispersion of radionuclides from the Chernobyl accident have been 

modelled successfully (Hatano et al., 1998). Oza et al. (2001) simulated the 

effects of sea breezes on dispersion of 4'Ar particles from a 100 m stack in 

Kalpakkan, India. Modelling in the UK indicates that releases of primary 

particles from large industrial stacks in the UK are unlikely to lead to breaches 

of the 1997 Strategy Objective (AQS, 1999). 

3.1.7 Long-range transport 

Many studies have shown that there is long distance transport of large 

particles. For example carbon and fly ash particles with a range of sizes from 

2 prn to over 23 prn were collected on meshes on the bows of ships in the 

North Sea, although the larger particles were collected closer to the coast. 

The largest particle found in the open sea was 6 gm (Parkin et al., 1970). 

Charcoal particles in the size range 5-20 prn emitted from fires in lake 

catchments are more likely to travel thousands of kilometres rather than to be 

deposited locally (Clark, 1988). 

Natural particles such as Saharan dust can be transported many kilometres 

from source, for example to Spain (Rodriguez et al., 2001). Large but 

i rreg u larly-sh aped particles, suggested to be wind blown soil dust particles 

with a mean diameter of 15 gm, were collected above the southern bight of 

the North Sea (Van Malderen et al., 1992). Particles from high-temperature 
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combustion sources with a mean diameter of 4 pm were also collected in the 

same study. 

3.1.8 Transport of pollution to London 

Long range transport of particulate matter to London is possible given the 

right meteorological conditions. The impact on London of long-range 

transport was shown by Barnes and Eggleton (1977) who found evidence of 

particles transported from eastern Europe to eastern England. Based on 

1992 emissions data, annual average concentrations of 1.9 Pg M-3 Of pM10, 

1.6 pg M-3 Of PM2. s and 0.27 pg M-3 Of pM0.1 were modelled as originating 
from major emissions sources in Europe (APEG, 1999). Slightly lower 

concentrations were found in Edinburgh using the same model. In both cases 
the smallest particle size fraction had the lowest concentrations. 

Modelled NOx concentrations from proposed new sources in the East Thames 

Corridor are predicted to only have a small effect on the 98 th percentile of 

hourly means for N02 and are not expected to lead to a breach of the 

statutory European Commission (EC) Limit value for N02- Modelling of the 

plumes from two power stations with 200 m stacks using ADIVIS 2.2 was 

carried out to determine whether changes in the plume composition would 

increase the chance of exceeding various pollution standards (EA, 1996). 

Other studies that model pollution concentrations within London have 

focussed on processes within London and their impact on pollution 

concentrations. For example, Gardner and Dorling (1999) used neural 

network modelling to predict concentrations of NO. and N02 in London from 

meteorological data. Seika et al. (1998) developed a Gaussian dispersion 

model called ABM (ambient background model) and applied it to a number of 

pollutants in London including PMjo. The purpose of this ABM model was to 

predict annual mean background concentrations from both point and area 

sources. 
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Current knowledge of dispersion and deposition of combustion derived 

particles to London from the major point sources in south-east England is 
limited. Although the detrimental impacts of fly ash on building stone are well 
understood (see Section 1.8.1), the precise health effects of SCP and IAS 
inhalation are not known. Given the capacity for IAS and SCP to adsorb trace 

elements (Schure, 1985), those within the inhalable size fraction may 
constitute a threat to human health (see Section 1.8.3). Therefore it is vital to 

extend the current knowledge of the impact of particles from high temperature 

combustion sources, especially to areas that have high populations. 

3.1.9 Aims 

This chapter describes the use of ADIVIS 3 to model emissions of SCPs from 

coal- and oil-fired Part A processes in and around London. The aims of this 

chapter are: 
1. to use dispersion modelling to predict the pattern of deposition of different 

sizes of SCPs deposited in London; and 
2. to test the hypothesis that SCP deposition to London is related to distance 

from the power stations in the east Thames Corridor and decreases from 

the east to the west of London. 

The main focus of this study is on deposition of pollution to receptor points in 

London (Figure 2.4). The receptor points correspond to lake and pond sites 

where sediment samples have been taken (see Section 2.1.2). The 

distribution pattern of particles deposited in London is plotted. An 

assessment is made of the sensitivity of the model to different meteorological 

parameters. The output from this chapter is compared with the concentration 

of SCPs in surface sediments of lakes and ponds in London detailed in 

Chapter 4. 
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3.2 Dispersion modelling of particles from power stations and other 
Part A processes in London 

3.2.1 Modelling software 

ADMS version 3 is the most recent version of a PC-based atmospheric 
dispersion model developed by the Meteorological Office and Cambridge 

Environmental Research Consultants. ADIVIS 3 has a great deal of flexibility 

in the model options. The effects of coastline, buildings and topography can 
be taken into account. The model can be customised to reflect variations in 

the roughness length (see Section 3.5) between the meteorological site and 
the receptor site. Long- and short-term concentrations and deposition (both 

wet and dry) can be calculated. Meteorological data can be specified and 

edited as necessary. ADIVIS 3 was chosen for this project because it is 

suitable for modelling particle deposition from either single point sources or 
from multiple point sources in combination. ADMS 3 is capable of generating 
deposition data for a spatial output grid or at predefined receptor points. 

In ADIVIS the boundary layer is characterised by the boundary layer height h 

and the Monin-Obukov length (M-0) as opposed to the older approach that 

describes the atmosphere in terms of the Pasqill-Gifford stability class. The 

M-0 length is the buoyancy length scale and describes the depth of the near- 

surface layer in which shear effects are likely to be significant under any 

stability condition. The Pasquill-Gifford stability class is defined by a 

classification scheme (from A to F) that refers to simplified atmospheric 

stability derived from routinely available meteorological variables. For 

example, Class A is extremely unstable and relates to low wind speeds with 

moderate to strong incoming radiation (Arya, 1999). The advantage of using 

the M-0 length is that it more accurately represents the state of the boundary 

layer. A detailed description of calculations and parameterisations used in 

AIDIVIS 3 are included in the technical summary of the model User Guide 

(CERC, 1999). 
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ADMS 3 includes a plume rise module that takes into account the effect of 

plume buoyancy and momentum in calculating the plume rise. ADIVIS 3 is 

conceptually similar to Gaussian models (e. g. NRPB - R91 (National 

Radiological Protection Board model number R91), US EPA (United States 

Environmental Protection Agency) models such as ISC (Middleton, 1997)) in 

that a continuous plume is assumed to travel downwind under steady 

meteorological conditions. However, ADIVIS 3 differs from older Gaussian 

models during convective conditions especially for elevated plumes. Under 

these conditions the plume spread parameters are used in a skewed plume to 

take account of the strong updrafts and weak downdrafts and the effect these 

have on the plume. In stable and neutral conditions the spread parameters 

are described by a Gaussian plume (Middleton, 1997). 

A comparison of ADIVIS with the AERMOD and ISC Dispersion models was 

carried out (Hall et al., 2000a) which found significant differences between the 

three models. There are many concerns about atmospheric dispersion 

models, and some of these are discussed in Hall et al., (2000b). However, 

ADIVIS 3 has been validated in a number of studies over flat terrain (e. g. 
Bennett and Hunter, 1997), in wind tunnel studies to simulate the building 

module (Carruthers et al., 1999) and the fluctuation, chemistry and line, area 

and volume sources have been tested (CERC, 1999). There are strengths 

and weaknesses with any modelling system and to a certain extent the 

usefulness of ADIVIS 3 for modelling dispersion of particles in London will be 

tested in this study. 

3.2.2 Pollution sources selected for inclusion in the modelling study 

There are many sources in the UK and in Europe that will contribute to 

background concentrations of SCPs but the deposition pattern from these 

sources is unlikely to vary spatially over a relatively small area such as 

London. The sources selected for inclusion in the model are high- 

temperature fossil-fuel combustion sources in London and south-east 

England and are described below. 
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Power stations 
The power stations included were Grain, Kingsnorth, Tilbury and Littlebrook 

power stations to the East of London and Didcot power station to the West 

(Figure 3.3). Pollution from the four main power stations in the east Thames 

Corridor (Grain, Kingsnorth, Tilbury and Littlebrook) will contribute to 

London's pollution load during episodic weather conditions (HMIP, 1996). 

Didcot is further away from London and lies in almost the opposite direction to 

the east Thames Corridor sources. 

Other power stations in south-east England that use fossil fuels are 
Richborough and Fawley. Fawley is part of an oil refinery and lies 

approximately 115 krn distant from London. Fawley was not selected 
because it is a relatively minor source, in 1997 it generated only 214 GWh of 

electricity. Although Littlebrook only produced 332 GWh in that year, it is 

much closer to the lakes and pond receptor sites (it is the only power station 
located inside the M25) and therefore will have a much greater impact on 
London. Richborough lies to the east of London (approximately 105 km 

away) and was closed in 1996. Although Richborough was in operation for 

part of 1996 it is not included in the study as it was fuelled by orimulsion 

which produces particles that have a very different morphology to SCPs (Watt 

pers. comm. ) 

Other non-power station Part A processes 

Part A processes are those that are most likely to cause serious pollution. All 

power stations fall within the Part Al process category. There are around 

6 000 Part Al and A2 processes in England and Wales. Part Al processes 

fall under the jurisdiction of the Environment Agency (LRC, 1997) whereas 

Part A2 processes are controlled by local authorities (Pollution Prevention 

and Control Act, 1999). Where a Part A process is wholly or partly 

responsible for a breach of the UK air quality objective it is required to use the 

best available techniques (BAT, see Section 1.2) to correct the problem. 

Particulate emissions from Part A processes are included in the Pollution 

Inventory (http: //21 6.31.193.171 /asp/pi-abo ut. asp? Ian gu age=E ngI ish, Sep, 

2001) and, prior to 1998, were incorporated in the Chemical Release 
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Inventory (LRC, 1997). Part A processes within London that burn either coal 
or oil at high temperatures and therefore produce SCPs have been selected 
for inclusion in the model (Figure 3.3). These are the combustion plants at 
Ford in Dagenham, London Underground in Chelsea, London Underground in 

Greenwich, Kodak in Harrow and Heathrow Airport. Other non-power station 
Part A processes outside London were excluded. It was assumed that these 

processes would not have a significant impact on London. These non-power 

station processes have lower stack heights and much lower emissions than 

the power stations that are situated outside the M25 but are included in the 

model. 

Part B processes 
Part B processes are those industries that operate under local authority 

authorisation. There are 644 Part B processes in London of which only 14% 

are combustion processes. There is no legal requirement for Part B 

processes to declare emissions (LRC, 1997) and so it would be difficult to 

obtain the necessary information in order to run the model. In addition, 

emissions from oil- and coal- fired combustion Part B processes are likely to 
be small in comparison with Part A processes and deposition of particles from 

Part B processes will be more localised than all types of Part A processes 
due to lower emissions and stack heights. For these reasons Part B 

processes have not been included in this study. 

3.3 Source parameters 

ADMS 3 has options to model line, area, volume, jet or point sources. Each 

of the power stations and other Part A processes in this study was modelled 

as a point source. The model requires information about the particles emitted 

and both physical and operational parameters for each source. Either 

terminal velocity or deposition velocity is needed by ADMS 3 in order to 

calculate particle settling rate. In this case neither are known for SCPs and 

so the settling rate is calculated by the model from particle size and density. 
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3.3.1 Particulate emissions 

Particle emission data were taken from the PowerGen pic Environmental 
Performance Report 1996 (PowerGen, 1996) for Grain, Richborough and 
Kingsnorth and from the National Power Environmental Performance Review 
1997 (National Power, 1997) for Didcot W, Littlebrook and Tilbury. 
PowerGen data represents the 1996 calendar year whereas data from 
National Power covers the period from April 1996 to March 1997 inclusive. 

Littlebrook and Grain are oil-fired and do not use coal, which means that all 
the particulates emitted can be attributed to oil combustion. Kingsnorth, 
Tilbury and Didcot are powered by coal but are fired up using oil and so the 

particles produced are from both oil and coal combustion. 

To split the total mass of particulates emitted into a coal-derived and oil- 
derived component it was necessary to make a calculation based on the 

quantities of each fuel used. The total suspended particle (TSP) emissions 
were calculated for each coal-fired process based on the mass of coal and oil 
used in the study year and the emission factors from QUARG (1996). These 
factors are 1.0 g of TSP for each kilogram of coal and 1.1 g for each kilogram 

of oil used and were based on 1995 data from PowerGen and 1994 data from 
National Power. 

The ratio of coal-derived to oil-derived particulates was then applied to the 

published emissions to produce oil and coal components of actual emissions 
data (Table 3.2). 

Table 3.2: Conversion of particulate emissions into coal- and oil- derived 
fractions 

Coal oil Particles Particles Total Published 
Power used used from coal from oil particles particulate 
Station (Kt yr-1) (Kt yr-1) (Kt yr-1) (Kt yr-1) (Kt yr-1) emissions 

(Kt yr-1) 
Kingsnorth 2460 120 2.460 0.1320 2.5920 3.360 

Didcot A 1152 42 1.152 0.0462 1.1982 1.021 

Tilbury 1243 41 1.243 0.0451 1.2881 0.190 
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The sum of the oil- and coal-derived particles is shown in the total particles 
column and the published particulate emissions weights are also shown for 

comparison. The calculated total and the published emissions are of the 
same order for Kingsnorth and Didcot. Differences between the two figures 

are small and are likely to be due to errors in the measurement of particle 
emissions or to rounding errors in the published data. All three sources are 
equipped with electrostatic precipitators (ESPs) but the ESPs at Kingsnorth 

were due for refitting in 1996 (Johnson, 2000 pers. comm. ), which might 

explain slightly higher emissions than expected. 

The published emissions are considerably smaller than the calculated 
emissions from Tilbury and the reasons for this are unclear. The TSP factors 

used in this study are based on 1994/1995 data. If different fuels were used 
in 1996 a different amount of ash might be produced thus causing the TSP 

factor to be inaccurate. Alternatively, if the fuel usage statistics are correct 
then the difference in ash produced may be due to electrostatic precipitator 

efficiency (ESP). Didcot and Tilbury use a similar amount of fuel but Didcot 

produces over five times more ash. If the ESP at Didcot is less efficient or not 

working correctly then this may account for the difference in ash emitted. 
Another explanation might be that there is an error in the published emission 
data. However, the published data were assumed to be correct and for each 

source the published data were used in the model. 

3.3.2 Particle characteristics 

SCPs are uniquely emitted by high-temperature combustion sources and 
have a characteristic morphology that is easy to identify using optical 

microscopy. Oil- and coal-derived SCPs are black and spheroidal often with 

a porous structure (Rose, 1991). It has been suggested that oil and coal 

particles can be separated visually by the presence of surface contouring 

around the pores of oil-derived parficles although Rose et al. (1996a) showed 

that this contour effect may also be present on coal-derived particles. SCPs 

in coal fly ash only account for around 5% of the particulate matter by mass 

(Raask, 1984; BEI, 1991) because the majority of coal-derived emissions are 

denser particles formed from mineral inclusions in coal. Mineral matter only 
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accounts for 0.1% of fuel oil (Goldstein and Sigmund, 1976) and so for the 
purpose of this study it has been assumed that SCPs comprise all of the fly 

ash produced by oil-fired processes. 

SCP bulk density was determined by Rose (1998, pers. comm. ) using fly ash 
from oil- and coal-fired power stations. The densities are 0.467 g CM-3 for oil 
fly ash and 1.020 g CM-3 for coal fly ash. The density of the coal fly ash 
includes the particle fraction that is formed from mineral matter, which means 
that the density is unlikely to reflect the true density of the coal-derived SCPs. 
Since oil- and coal-derived SCPs are similar in terms of morphology and 
structure an assumption was made for modelling purposes that the density of 
coal-derived SCPs is the same as the density of oil-derived SCPs. To reflect 
the actual emissions of SCPs the deposition output from the model was 
scaled down to 5%. 

3.3.3 Size range of SCPs emitted by power stations and other Part A 
processes 

A typical grading for coal-derived fly ash shows that the majority of the ash 
(52%) is in the size fraction less than 20 gm (BEI, 1991). All coal boilers emit 
particles in two distinct phases, a sub-micron mode and a large particle (>1 

gm) mode and the distribution profile of these phases is dependent on boiler 
design (McElroy et al., 1982). Oil-derived fly ash has a smaller average size 
fraction than coal; most of the particles have a diameter less than 5 gm 
(Raeymaekers et al., 1988). 

Particles in pulverised fly ash (pfa) do not have the same particle size 
distribution as the fly ash that escapes from the stack. Each of the power 

stations modelled in this study has an electrostatic precipitator (ESP). ESPs 

are most efficient at collecting larger particles and have an efficiency that is 

typically between 99.3% and 99.7%. Particle size measured after the aerosol 
has passed through the ESP typically has a smaller average size with 50% of 

oil-fired particles less than 0.38 pm compared with 50% of coal fired particles 

smaller than 4.9 pm (Shen et al., 1976). 
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All the measurements referred to in this section were made on particles 
emitted from boilers of different sizes and different operating conditions. The 

size of SCPs emitted from combustion processes will be affected by many 
factors including the type of fuel, combustion chamber operation efficiency, 

maintenance of particle arrestment equipment and sulphur content of the coal 
(for coal-fired processes). The particle size mass distribution of fly ash from a 

coal combustion source was altered during an experiment to reduce 

emissions of NO,, (Griest and Harris, 1985). Lower NOx was associated with 

a production of larger fly ash particles. The properties of fuel oil such as 

specific gravity, viscosity, volatility, ash content and heat values are also 
important in terms of particle production. 

Agglomeration of particles will also affect the size distribution for dispersion. 

Oil combustion typically produces a higher H20/CO2 ratio compared with coal 

combustion and this will increase agglomeration of particles in the flue gases 
(Shen et al., 1976). 

Since the size distribution of SCPs emitted by combustion sources is not 
known in detail, no attempt has been made here to fit deposition to a particle 

size distribution. In order to model the deposition of a range of particle sizes, 

different particles sizes were input as separate pollutant species in the 

emissions data entry screen of AIDIVIS 3. It is not possible in ADMS 3 to 

model a continuous size range because it can only model deposition for 

discrete particle sizes. For example, if a particle size of 10 gm is modelled 

then the output is for a particle of exactly 10 gm diameter. The data do not 

include particles that are smaller or larger. The particle sizes modelled 

increased in increments of 10 gm between a minimum of 10 gm and a 

maximum of 100 gm. 

It is possible to use a mass fraction factor for each particle size to correct 

emissions for each size according to the particle size distribution. The 

resulting output is total deposition for the whole of the emissions and does not 

discriminate between particle sizes. Since the object of this study was to 
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assess the deposition patterns of particle sizes and not the magnitude then 

the mass fraction factor was not used. 

3.3.4 Operational parameters 

Operational parameters for the power stations and other Part A processes 

modelled in the study are shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. 

Table 3.3: Part A Process release characteristics - input data for model 

Process Stack 
number 

Efflux exit 
velocity (m s") 

Flue gas exit 
temperature (OC) 

Emission of oil- 
derived particles 

(g s"') 

1 32.3 157 0.539 
Citigen 

2 32.3 157 0.539 

1 6.7 250 0.381 

Heathrow 2 15.0 250 0.054 

3 15.0 250 0.092 

1 7.5 160 0.507 

Kodak 2 13.3 106 0.152 

3 13.3 106 0.184 

1 8.2 141 0.800 

2 10.1 139 1.200 
Ford 

3 10.8 146 0.720 

4 10.0 149 0.720 

1 14.0 250 0.026 

London 2 14.0 250 0.026 
Underground 
Greenwich 3 14.0 250 0.026 

4 14.0 250 0.013 

London 1 10.0 149 1.268 
Underground 
Chelsea 2 10.0 149 1.046 

Data supplied by the London Research Centre (Sadler, 1998, pers. comm. ). 
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Table 3.4: Power station process release characteristics - input data for 
model. 

Power 
Station 

Flue gas exit 
temperature ("C) 

Eff lux exit 
velocity (m s") 

Coal-derived 
particles (g s") 

Oil-derived 
particles (g s") 

Grain 130 24.7 15.221 

Kingsnorth 130 25 101.119 5.426 

D ldcot'A' 

[ 

i 115 28 31.127 1.248 

it i t Littlebrook 140 31 1.300 

Tilbury 130 17 5.814 0.211 

Data supplied by the Environment Agency (Powesland, 1998, pers. comm. ). 

3.3.5 Physical parameters 

The physical parameters are stack height and stack effective diameter 

(Tables 3.5 and 3.6). Where a power station has multiple flues (several 

chimneys within one stack) an equivalent radius has been calculated as if the 

emissions were emitted via a single orifice which has the same effective area 

as the total orifice area of the individual chimneys. Some of the Part A 

processes have been treated slightly differently. Where there are multiple 
flues the parameters for each individual flue were input separately and then 

combined in the model to make up the emissions from the source. Power 

station data were supplied by the Environment Agency (Powesland, pers. 

comm. ) and Part A Process data were supplied by the London Research 

Centre (Sadler pers. comm. ). 

Table 3.5: Physical parameters of the power stations 

Power 
Station Easting Northing Stack 

Height (m) 
Effective Stack 
Diameter (m) 

Grain 588500 175500 244 13.4 

Kingsnorth 581150 172050 198 12.2 

Didcot'A' 451000 191300 199 12.0 

Littlebrook 555700 176500 215 11.3 

Tilbury 566000 175500 164 8.9 
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Table 3.6: Physical parameters of the other Part A Processes 

Source Easting Northing Stack 
Number 

Stack 
Height (m) 

Stack 
Diameter (m) 

Citi en 531630 181740 
1 42 1.28 

g 
2 42 1.28 

506470 174410 1 39.4 1.13 
Heathrow 507420 175760 2 29.0 0.5 

509520 175720 3 36.6 0.5 

514640 189670 1 50.0 1.26 

Kodak 
514660 189680 

2 64.0 1.35 

3 64.0 1.35 

1 80 1.5 

Ford 549900 181900 
2 80 1.5 

3 80 1.5 
r4 

80 1.5 

1 61.8 3.9 
London 
U d d 538800 178100 

2 61.8 3.9 
n ergroun 

Greenwich 3 61.8 3.9 

4 61.8 3.9 

ondon 
Und r r und 526400 177000 

1 83.8 1.5 
e g o 

Chelsea 2 83.8 1.5 

3.4 Model Options 

3.4.1 Topography 

Local terrain can have an effect on airflow that will in turn affect plume 
dispersion. Generally, if the terrain varies by more than a slope of 1: 10 then 

the effects of topography should be included in the model (Robinson, 2000 

pers. comm. ). The study area for this project is relatively flat - most of the 

Thames corridor is less than 50 m above sea level (Figure 3.4) - so in this 

case the topography module was not used. 
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3.4.2 Coastline 

The coastline module takes into account the effect of coast and sea breezes 

on dispersion. It was not used even though it may have been appropriate for 

modelling emissions from Grain and Richborough, which are located close to 

the coast. The coastline module will only work under specific meteorological 

conditions and the model will stall if these conditions are not met (Robinson, 

2000, pers. comm. ). To run successfully it would have been necessary to edit 
the meteorology file to only include lines of data that meet these conditions. It 

was not feasible to model the long-term pattern of deposition in London using 
this option. 

3.4.3 Buildings 

The buildings module was not used because in each case the height of the 

surrounding buildings was less than a third of the height of the power station 

stack (CERC, 1999). 

3.5 Meteorology 

The meteorological data were taken from the London Weather Centre (grid 

reference 530200,180000, height 42m) archive accessed through the British 

Atmospheric Data Centre (www. badc. rI. ac. uk). The wind rose in Figure 3.5 

shows that hourly winds most frequently originated from the south-west, 

closely followed by the north-east. The prevailing wind direction in the UK is 

from the south-west (Stirling, 1997) and so 1996 is slightly unusual in that 

winds from the north-east are more frequent than would be expected. The 

average speed for each wind direction at the London Weather Centre (Figure 

3.6) does not vary much. The strongest winds originated from 60' 

(approximately east-n o rth -east) and from 230' (south-west) but winds from 

the north were also relatively strong. The winds from the south-east had the 

lowest average wind speed. 

ADIVIS 3 offers a number of options that can be used to alter the input 

parameters to more closely reflect real meteorological conditions. Two 

scenarios were created as follows: 
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Figure 3.5: Number of occurences of wind from each direction at the 
London Weather Centre in 1996 
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Figure 3.6: Average wind speed and direction at the London Weather 
Centre In 1996 (speed Is In knots (0.515 m s4) and direction Is in degrees) 
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Base 1: emissions outside London (power stations in the east Thames 

corridor and Didcot) 

Base 2: emissions within London (Part A processes and Littlebrook) 

The input parameters for Basel and Base 2 are shown in Table 3.7. 

Table 3.7: Meteorological input parameters 

Base 1 Base 2 

Roughness length 
0.2 1.5 (m) 

Minimum Monin- No minimum 30 Obukov length (m) 

The roughness length is a measure of the friction of the surface of the earth. 
The height of the top of the boundary layer increases with surface roughness 
(Oke, 1987). Roughness length affects turbulence and is one of the driving 
forces behind the creation of the urban heat island effect. Some typical 

roughness lengths are shown in Table 3.8 

In Base 1 the meteorological data are specified as unrepresentative of the 

source site and so a different roughness length is used for each site. The 

roughness length of the meteorological site was set to 1.5 m to reflect the 

urban and suburban environment. The source environment is flat and 

featureless agricultural land interspersed with pockets of industry therefore 

the roughness length was set to 0.2 m. The roughness length for Base 2 was 

specified to be representative of the source site since all of the Part A 

processes and Littlebrook power station are within the extended built up area 

of London and its satellite towns. A roughness length of 1.5 m was used for 

both. 
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Table 3.8: Roughness lengths of artificial and natural surfaces 
(modified from Oke, 1987) 

Surface Roughness Length 

Water - open sea 0.1 . 10.0 X 10-5 

Ice 0.1 X 10-4 

Soils 0.001-0.01 

Grass (0.02 - 0.1 m) 0.003-0.01 

Grass (0.25 - 1.0m) 0.4-0.1 

Agricultural crops 0.04-0.2 

Forests (deciduous or coniferous) 1.0-6.0 

Scattered settlement 0.2-0.6 

Suburban 0.4-1.8 

Urban 1.5-10 

The Monin-Obukov (M-0) length is a measure of the stability of the 

atmosphere. Its length is the distance that convective thermals take to 

accelerate to be capable of generating significant turbulence (Middleton, 

1997). The M-0 length is one of the most important parameters in ADIVIS 3 

as it is used with boundary layer height to determine atmospheric stability. 
ADIVIS 3 allows the user to specify a minimum M-0 length so that any factor 

that might affect atmospheric stability, but is not represented by the 

meteorological data, can be taken into account. For example, heat 

production in cities will cause warming of the atmosphere and cause an 

unstable atmosphere. This is one of the causes of the urban heat island 

effect. In Base 1 no minimum. M-0 length was set because the pollution 

plumes mostly travel across flat agricultural land. In Base 2 the effect of 

changing M-0 length and roughness length on deposition is shown in Section 

3.8. 

The other meteorological parameters that it is possible to alter are the default 

albedo value and the Priestly-Taylor value. Albedo is the ratio of the amount 

of incident solar radiation reflected by a body to the amount incident upon it 

and it has a value between 0 and 1. Low numbers show that most of the 

radiation is absorbed and high numbers show that most is reflected. Fresh 
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snow has an albedo of 0.95. Albedo is likely to vary across the study area 
due to the change in surface properties from agricultural land to the urban 
area. Soil has an albedo of between 0.05 and 0.40 whereas agricultural 
crops range between 0.18 and 0.25. The materials that make up the urban 
environment range from 0.05 to 0.20 for asphalt roads, between 0.10 and 
0.35 for concrete and 0.08 to 0.52 for glass depending on its angle. Albedo is 

another variable that is important in determining the urban heat island effect. 
The albedo is likely to vary across the study site and so the default value 
(0.23) was used. 

The Priestly-Taylor parameter represents the surface moisture available for 

evaporation. This parameter is likely to change spatially across the study 
area, like albedo, but there is no single value that can be specified to 
represent the whole area, and therefore, the default parameter (1.0) was 
used. 

3.6 Results 

Total deposition from power stations, other non-power station Part A 

processes and all sources are plotted in Figures 3.7 - 3.9 for SCP sizes 
ranging between 10 pm and 100 ptm. However, predicted deposition is based 

on the assumption that all the SCPs emitted were of that particular size 
fraction i. e. for the 10 gm graph all the emissions were modelled as if they 
had a diameter of 10 gm, and likewise for the all the other size fractions (see 
Section 3.3.3). This approach does not attempt to predict the size distribution 

of SCPs once emitted from a power station stack but instead focuses on the 

spatial distribution of SCPs of a certain size. The results will show the 
distance that one size of SCPs will travel relative to other sizes. 

The broad line surrounding the study area in each graph is the M25. The size 
fraction in microns refers to emissions that have an aerodynamic diameter of 
that size. ' 
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3.6.1 Total deposition from all power stations 

Figure 3.7 shows total deposition from Tilbury, Grain, Kingsnorth, Didcot A 

and Littlebrook to lake and pond receptor sites in London. 

Deposition is highest in the east and south-east of London for all particle 
sizes with the maximum deposition occurring at BROO for all sizes 
(approximately 20 mg M-2 y(l and 34 mg M-2 yr" for 10 gm and 100 lum 
respectively). This pattern is consistent with deposition expected from power 
stations located to the east of London. Didcot is the only source to the west 
of London and its impact is likely to be much less because it is further away 
than most of the sources in the east Thames corridor. This is borne out by 
the deposition patterns that do not suggest a significant western source. The 

pattern of deposition is similar for both small and large particles and the mass 
of deposition increases as particle size increases showing that larger SCPs, 

particles are deposited in London from the same sources as the smaller 
ScPs. 

3.6.2 Total deposition of SCPs from all other Part A Processes 

For other Part A processes the overall pattern of deposition also varies very 
little with particle size (Figure 3.8). The highest deposition is in the centre of 
London with VICT (almost 90 Mg M-2 

* 
y(l for 10 pm diameter SCPs) and 

WAND Oust over 104 mg M-2 y(I for 10 gm diameter SCPs) having the 
highest levels of deposition for each particle size. These sites are close to 
Citigen and London Underground Chelsea. There are hotspots of higher 

levels of deposition close to all of the modelled sources. Variations in the 

pattern at some sites can be linked to the location of sources, for example 
deposition to EALI is higher for deposition of sizes 10-80 pm than for 90-100 

gm. This can be explained by the impact from a source that is close enough 
to deposit smaller particles but too far away to contribute to the largest size 
fractions. Away from the source locations deposition is low and consistent 

regardless of SCP diameter. The distance of influence of other Part A 

processes is less than the distance of influence of power stations. 
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3.6.3 Total deposition from all sources 

The pattern of deposition from all sources in combination is dominated by the 
non-power station Part A processes (Figure 3.9). Deposition from the power 
stations is much lower with a maximum deposition of 39 mg M-2 y(I for SCPs 

with a diameter of 100 gm. In comparison the maximum emission from non- 
power station Part A processes is 130 mg M-2 yr". As the size fraction 
increases the pattern of deposition suggests more localised deposition, which 
agrees with the theory that larger particles will not be distributed as far. 

Figures 3.10a-aa shows that even though it is not possible to derive the 
actual size distribution pattern of SCPs deposited to each lake and pond from 
the modelled data, the relative deposition of different size fractions shows 
much about the dispersion of SCPs across London from all sources. There 

are two main graph shapes, those that peak in the middle size fractions and 
drop down at the higher size fractions, and those that peak at 100 gm. The 

ones that peak in the middle e. g. ALEX (Figure 3.10b), BREN (Figure 3.10e), 
QUEE (Figure 3.10r) are in the west of London and furthest from the sources 
in the east Thames corridor. Therefore deposition of larger SCPs to these 

sites is starting to reduce which shows how the impact of the power stations 
diminishes from east to west London. 

Localised impacts from Part A processes show up at sites such as DAGN 
(Figure 3.10j), which has a kink in the graph profile. Deposition of larger 
SCPs from the power stations reduces from 100 gm down to 70 gm but then 

increases again to 60 gm. The profile would be reduced as at FAIR (Figure 

3.10m), which is the next closest site, however deposition from Ford is 

relatively high at DAGN and so the SCPs larger than 70 gm are likely to 

originate from Ford. In general the sites that peak at 100 gm (e. g. BUSH 

(Figure 3.1 Og) and BROO (Figure 3.1 Offl are those to the east of London that 

are close enough to power station sources to receive deposition of the largest 

particles. 
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3.6.4 East-west variation 

Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the change in deposition from east to west 
London from power station sources. The general pattern shows that there is a 

deposition gradient with the highest deposition in the east of London and the 

lowest in the west. Variations in the profile are due to north-south variations. 

For example, BUSH and DAGN are more northerly than BROO and it has 

been shown (Figure 3.7) that deposition from power stations is higher in the 

south-east area of London. 

Deposition from individual power stations (Figure 3.12) shows that Littlebrook 

has the greatest impact at sites in the east of London and that levels 

decrease rapidly with distance from this source. Kingsnorth and Grain have 

lower deposition in the east than Littlebrook but in the west are responsible 
for the deposition of a greater mass of SCPs. Tilbury deposition peaks 

slightly in the east and deposition from Didcot tends to increase towards the 

west of London, with very slight peaks at SHEN, STANM and DUCK. 

3.6.5 SCP mass vs. number 

Particle mass does not have a linear relationship with particle number which 

means that if particle size increases and mass stays the same then the 

number of particles in that mass decreases according to some function. 

Mass is proportional to volume as shown by the following equation: 

Mass 
Densily = Volume 

And as the particle diameter increases then the volume of the particle 

increases according to the relationship: 

4 
Volume -jr 3 

Where d is the particle diameter. 
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Therefore, particle mass is proportional to diameter according to the following: 

Mass oc 
d) 
2 

For example, the model predicts the deposition of 15.8 mg M-2 y(l at NORS if 

all the SCPs emitted had a diameter of 10 gm. This mass of SCPs is 

equivalent to 64 000 000 particles using the density of 0.467 g CM-3 from 

Section 3.3.2. If all of these particles were emitted with a diameter of 100 gm 

then the particle number would have been just 64 000 particles. The model 

actually predicts deposition of 27.2 Mg M-2 yr-1 of 100 gm SCPs, which 

corresponds to 111 000 particles M-2 yr". The mass of 100 gm SCPs is 

almost double the mass of 10 gm SCPs, but the number of 100 gm particles 

is less than 0.2 % of the number of 10 gm SCPs. 

Particle mass and number will have very different patterns for different 

particle sizes, however the spatial pattern across London for each particle 

size will be the same whether particle number or size is used. 

3.7 Sensitivity analysis 

3.7.1 Relative contributions of individual power stations to total 
deposition 

Figures 3.13 and 3.14 show the levels of deposition from each of the power 

stations and their relative contributions to each of the lake and pond sites 

respectively for SCPs with a diameter of 10 gm. The 10 gm size fraction was 

chosen arbitrarily as dispersion of particles of this size is most relevant in 

terms of the health impact of PM, o. 
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The greatest contribution to deposition is from Littlebrook which is the closest 
power station to London, situated just inside the M25. The emissions from 
this source are small (see Table 3.3) but its proximity to London, and 
especially to the sites in the east of London, produces the deposition pattern 

shown. The impact of Littlebrook is relatively local due to the magnitude of 
emissions. Grain is the next greatest contributor closely followed by 
Kingsnorth. These sources emit greater quantities of SCPs and their impact 

is felt further across London despite Grain and Kingsnorth being located 

further away in the east Thames corridor. The emissions from Grain are 
lower than from Kingsnorth but deposition is higher from Grain due to 
Kingsnorth being coal-fired and Grain being oil-fired. SCPs produced by coal- 
fired processes only account for around 5% of the particulate emissions (see 

Section 3.3.2). 

Deposition of SCPs from Grain and Kingsnorth across London will be much 
lower than deposition close to the source. Deposition from both Tilbury and 
Didcot is uniform and low but for different reasons. Emissions from Tilbury 

are low and it is sufficiently far away so that it does not have a similar 
distribution pattern across London to Littlebrook. Emissions from Didcot are 
higher but the source is further away. In addition, the wind direction (see 

Figure 3.6) is less favourable for transport of pollutants to London. 

The relative contributions at each site (Figure 3.14) show that deposition from 

Didcot forms almost a quarter of total power station deposition in the north- 

west whereas the contribution is almost zero in the south-east. This shows 

that, although deposition from Didcot is low, it is relatively important in the 

west of London compared with other power station sources. Deposition from 

Tilbury has roughly the same contribution to each site and makes up only 

around 3% of the total. Kingsnorth and Grain also have a similar contribution 

to each site except close to Littlebrook, where deposition is dominated by that 

source. 
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3.7.2 Relative contributions of individual non-power station Part A 
processes to total deposition 

Spatially, the relative contribution from each non-power station Part A process 

source varies considerably (Figures 3.15 and 3.16). Each source, with the 

exception of London Underground Greenwich has localised high levels of 
deposition that fall off rapidly with a distance from source. The highest 

deposition across London from all sites is to WAND from London 

Underground Chelsea with levels just over 90 Mg M-2 y(l (Figure 3.15). 

Citigen produces the next highest levels of deposition with the maximum 
deposition from this source to VICT (approximately 75 Mg M-2 yr-1). London 

Underground Greenwich does not appear to have a significant contribution to 

any lake or pond site in London, however this is due to its relatively low 

emissions of SCPs (see Table 3.4) 

Relatively, the contribution from Part A processes to each lake or pond 

(Figure 3.16) is very complex. Kodak is the greatest source of SCPs in the 

north-west of London whereas deposition from London Underground Chelsea 

dominates the south and south-east of London. Heathrow and Ford have 

very localised impact and Citigen makes a strong contribution to central 

London and the north-east. Deposition to all sites from London Underground 

Greenwich is virtually negligible in comparison with deposition from any of the 

other sources. Deposition from each source corresponds well to the 

magnitude of emissions. Emissions from Ford are higher than the deposition 

levels suggest because it is a coal-fired process and deposition is only 

modelled for SCPs (see Section 3.3.2). 
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3.7.3 Relative contributions of power stations and non-power station 
Part A processes to total deposition 

Part A processes account for a greater percentage of deposition than power 
stations, to most receptor sites in London, for SCPs with a diameter of 10 Am. 
Power stations only dominate deposition to sites in south-east London (see 
Figure 3.17). 

3.8 Uncertainty and variability 

There are many sources of uncertainty and variability that are inherent with 
dispersion modelling. The meteorological data are the most important input 

parameter for a dispersion model. If the data do not accurately represent the 
study area then the model output will not be accurate. Meteorological data 
from different sources but from the same meteorological station will produce 
different model results. For example the UK Meteorological Office data is 

available directly from them or via Trinity Consultants in the United States and 
the data is processed differently by both organisations before it is released. 
However, these differences are likely to be small in comparison with other 
sources of error in the dispersion modelling process (Hall and Spanton, 
1999). 

Gatwick and Heathrow are the next two closest meteorological stations to the 
City of London that have all the data necessary for modelling using ADIVIS 3. 

There will be differences in the meteorology measured at each location 

because of the effects of local topography and, in the case of the London 

Weather Centre, the presence of the urban heat island that will be less 

pronounced at Heathrow and will possibly not exist at Gatwick. London 

Weather Centre was chosen for this study in preference to either Heathrow or 
Gatwick because it is the most central of the three and was felt to be most 

representative of the meteorology of London. In addition, the meteorological 

records were the most complete. 

The sensitivity of particulate deposition to variations in roughness length and 

minimum M-0 length was considered by running scenarios with changes to 
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model parameters. Each of the scenarios is described in Table 3.9. To 

reduce processing time the model was simplified to compare deposition of oil 

combustion-de rived SCPs with a diameter of 10 pm from Kingsnorth and 
Littlebrook power stations. All other model parameters were the same as for 
Base 1. 

Table 3.9: Input data for analysis of dependence of deposition on roughness 
length and minimum Monin-Obukov length 

Run 
number 

Roughness 
length 

Minimum 
Monin-Obukov 

Length 

1 0.2 1 00m 

2 0.2 30m 

3 0.2 No minimum 
4 0.5 No inimum 

5 1.0 No minimum 
6 1.5 No minimum 

In general, deposition increases with increasing roughness length, particularly 
for sites close to source. The sites adjacent to Littlebrook power station show 
the greatest differences in deposition for changes in roughness length (Figure 

3.18a). There are fewer differences for deposition to sites further from source 
for emissions from both Littlebrook and Kingsnorth (Figures 3.18a and 3.18b). 
Deposition from Kingsnorth is dependent on roughness length but the 

changes in the spatial deposition pattern will be relatively small. These 

results show that the influence of roughness length on deposition is most 
important for deposition close to source. Changing the minimum M-0 length 

has virtually no effect on deposition of 10 gm sized particles (Figures 3.19a 

and 3.19b). The effect on other size classes is unknown. 
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3.9 Discussion 

The results show that non-power station Part A processes are responsible for 

the majority of SCPs deposited in London. These sources have lower 

emissions but they have a significant local impact within London due to their 

central locations and lower stack heights than the power stations. Each non- 

power station Part A source has a distinct footprint of deposition within 
London. Deposition from power stations dominates in south east London due 

to emissions in the east Thames corridor from Kingsnorth and Grain. These 

sources show a slight gradient of deposition from east to west. London. With 

the exception of Littlebrook, which is more local to London, the other power 

stations contribute mostly to background levels. 

Conversion of the mass of deposition from all sources into a particle number 

shows that there are millions of SCPs deposited per square metre in London 

each year. As SCP size increases the number of particles increases to the 

power of three (see Section 3.6.5). Most SCPs are larger than 5 prn 
(Raeymaekers et al., 1988; BEI, 1991) but IAS emitted by coal-fired 

processes can be much smaller (McElroy, et al., 1982). This means that 

there are potentially billions of ultrafine fly ash particles deposited per square 

metre in London each year and these may have a significant effect on human 

health. 

It is not possible to compare the SCP size deposition values directly with each 

other in this study because the actual quantity of SCPs in each size group is 

not known (see Section 3.3.3). Most of the SCPs emitted by processes that 

have an ESP will be less than 10 gm in diameter since the ESP is most 

efficient at collecting larger particles. However, the results can be interpreted 

in terms of the ability of larger SCPs to be dispersed and it is shown that SCP 

size has a significant effect on dispersion in that the larger particles will not 

travel as far as small particles. 
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3.9.1 Comparison of model results with SCP deposition data 

All types of modelling require a number of assumptions to be made about 
sources, meteorology and the environment. 

Sources 
It was assumed that each source was operating under the same conditions 
continuously throughout the whole of the study. However, usually a process 
will operate in a number of different modes including start-up, shut-down, 
stand-by load, operation with back-up fuels and operation with pollution 
control equipment off-line in addition to normal (EA, 1998). Operating 

conditions will affect the release of different types and rates of pollution. The 

physical and chemical properties, and particle size of coal-derived fly ash are 
related to coal type, burner geometry, combustion parameters and particle 
abatement technology (Marcazzan et al., 1990). Oil and coal combustion 
particles emitted from a power station during conditions other than normal will 
have different morphologies and sizes (BEI, 1991). 

The emissions from power stations respond to the demands for electricity 
from the National Grid and are not constant throughout the year. Since 1990, 

the National Grid has worked on a day-ahead bidding process that allows 

each power generator to bid to supply electricity for each half-hour of the day. 
The National Grid predicts the demand for each half-hour and then generates 

a pool market price that will be paid to the generating company. The National 

Grid then undertakes a technical assessment of its system and determines 

which power stations will be switched on. The system is very complex and 
the implication for this modelling study is that the power stations will not be 

switched on all the time. However, in this study it was necessary to assume 

that the emissions were constant and also that all the chimneys in the stack 

were in operation. 

The problems with this approach occur during extreme meteorological events. 
Supposing that the power station was switched off during a temperature 

inversion, the typical conditions for pollution events, there would be an 

absence of a pollution plume and therefore no pollution episode. The model 
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does not know that the power station was not in operation and it produces a 
deposition based on that set of meteorological parameters. Alternatively, if 
the power station is only switched on during those conditions then the effect 
of this approach will exaggerate the real impact of the power station. 
Unfortunately it was not possible to get detailed information about the amount 
of time that each of the power stations or other Part A processes was 

operational. It is possible to use ADIVIS to model time-dependent emission for 

short periods but not for a whole year. The best results will be obtained when 
the model is run over short time scales with as much detailed information as 

possible. Even so, assumptions will always need to be made and must be 

acknowledged accordingly. 

Meteorology 

The effect of the urban heat island (Oke, 1987) on plume dispersion has not 
been considered in this study. Urban areas have a boundary layer with a 
specific climate caused by the presence of a city on the earth's surface. 
There is increased absorption of short-wave radiation due to the increased 

surface area and multiple reflection caused by urban canyon geometry. 
Absorption of and re-emission of energy by air pollutants causes an increase 
in long-wave radiation. The sensible heat storage capacity of materials such 
as concrete is larger and so it takes longer for concrete to warm up during the 
day than natural materials and longer for concrete to cool down at night. 
Therefore there will be heat storage in the urban area that will modify the 
diurnal climate. Energy production by buildings and road transport will also 

artificially heat the atmosphere. There is decreased evapotranspiration due 

to the waterproofing nature of construction materials 

Buildings in the city are often tall, rigid and have sharp edges which results in 

large roughness lengths ranging from 1.5 to 10m. Wind speeds in the city will 
be lower than in the surrounding areas for equivalent heights due to 

increased drag and turbulence. This will cause a deeper zone of frictional 

influence that in turn causes the air to converge over the city. The build up of 

air is relieved by uplift and movement of air from the urban area to outside the 

city. One effect of this is that the urban area has its own pollution plume. 
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The difference between urban and rural temperatures is greatest at night and 
depends on wind speed and cloud cover. Sharan et al. (2000) modelled the 

effects of the urban heat island on the Bhopal gas accident and found a 

temperature gradient of six degrees between the rural and urban areas and 

that a low geostrophic wind results in the formation of a distinct heat island 

urban circulation. The intensity of the heat island is related to the size of the 

urban area and the difference in temperature between the urban and rural 

area is proportional to the log of the population (Oke, 1987). However, in 

Prague the urban heat island temperature difference increased through time 

(1922-1995) while the population in the centre of Prague decreased (Brazdil 

and Budikova, 1999). They suggested that the urban heat island 

intensification through time was caused by the expansion of the built up area 

and by population movement to the outer city. 

The effect of the urban heat island is to create an urban boundary layer that is 

higher than that of the surrounding rural area. Plumes emitted in rural areas 

will impinge on this boundary layer and, depending on its magnitude, will be 

modified in some way. For example, fumigation may occur when a pollution 

plume impacts on a boundary layer when there are clear skies and light 

winds. The power stations in the east Thames corridor and Didcot are in rural 

areas and, dependent on the meteorology, plumes from these sources may 

fumigate when they reach London, thus causing particles to be deposited and 

for there to be a greater pollution impact than the model suggests. The urban 

heat island will have a complex spatial structure that is modified by the spatial 

pattern of different surfaces and topographies within the urban area. The 

presence of cooler areas that are more natural such as open spaces and 

lakes, will cause temperature troughs in the urban heat island. In London the 

presence of the Thames is likely to provide a low temperature barrier between 

north and south London. This may provide a favourable route for pollution 

dispersion from power stations in the east Thames corridor. 

In the summer the urban heat island is formed through increased absorption 

of short wave radiation and increased sensible heat storage whereas in winter 

the anthropogenic heat source is the dominant process for heating the 
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atmosphere. Therefore the effect of the heat island is likely to be important at 
all times during the year. 

The impact of the urban heat island on modelled deposition from the power 
stations around London is not clear. It is not possible to incorporate it fully as 
a factor that affects dispersion in ADMS, especially since the meteorological 
data chosen are representative of the within-urban heat island climate, but not 
the climate outside the city. Emissions from the sources within London will be 

more accurately modelled by ADMS 3 because the meteorological conditions 

are more accurately represented. 

3.9.2 Effects of the local environment 

Sensitivity of dispersion and deposition to the characteristics of the receptor 

points has not been addressed. The urban canopy layer and local terrain 

surrounding the lake and pond receptor points will affect localised dispersion 

patterns because of the increased amount of turbulence. The complex 

patterns of dispersion in street canyons has been studied (e. g. Scaperdas 

and Coalville, 1999) but is not likely to affect deposition to lakes and ponds, 

which are more likely to be situated within the urban area in open spaces. As 

mentioned above (Section 3.9.1), the presence of lakes and open spaces can 

cause temperature troughs in the urban heat island which would also affect 

atmospheric turbulence. The influence of the local environment on deposition 

of SCPs is discussed in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 4: PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF SCPS IN 
SURFACE SEDIMENTS OF LAKES AND PONDS IN LONDON 

4.1 Introduction 

Profiles of SCPs concentrations in lake sediments have been shown to reflect 
fossil-fuel burning history on a regional scale (e. g. Griffin and Goldberg, 1981, 
Renberg and Wik, 1984, Rose, 1995; Odgaard, 1993). Comparison of 
historical records of high temperature fossil-fuel combustion and SCP profiles 
has enabled SCP counting to be developed as a dating method for sediments 
deposited after the Industrial Revolution (e. g. Renberg and Wik, 1984; Rose, 

1995). 

The presence of SCPs in sediments from remote lakes on Svalbard and 

remote mountain lakes across Europe and Asia, i. e. where there are no local 

sources, implies that there is a background level of SCPs across the northern 
hemisphere (Rose, 1995). Distributions of SCPs in surface sediments have 

been used to assess the contemporary spatial impact of fossil-fuel derived 

pollution across Europe (Wik and Natkanski, 1990; Rose et al., 1998c, 1999a) 

and across the UK (Rose and Harlock, 1998). On a more regional scale, 

surface sediments were taken from sixty-six lakes in south-western Sweden 

around Gothenberg (Renberg and Wik, 1985). Lakes close to Gothenberg 

contained more than 200,000 'soot' spheres per gram of hydrogen peroxide 

soluble dry sediment whereas lakes further away (50-100 krn distant) 

contained just 10,000-20,000 spheres. Regional and local emissions of SCPs 

are reflected in the sediments of Lake Baikal (Rose et al., 1998b) where the 

spatial distribution of SCPs in the upper sediments is related to the locations 

of industry around the lake. 

SCP concentration data in London are limited to a few sites, Hampstead 

Heath Men's Bathing Pond (e. g. Rose, 1996) and Banbury Reservoir (BANB) 

(Yang, 2000). Hampstead Heath was incorporated into a spatial study of 
SCPs in the UK but there has not been a similar study that focuses just on 

London. 
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SCP concentration in surface sediments is dependent on the internal lake and 

pond processes that affect the sediment together with the input to the lake or 

pond from atmospheric deposition. SCPs are chemically robust and do not 

suffer from chemical remobilisation, which can be a problem when using 

sediment chemistry to determine pollution impacts. In addition there are 

background levels of chemical pollutants whereas SCPs fall to a pre-industrial 

revolution background of zero. However, SCPs are still vulnerable to 

mechanical processes such as bioturbation or disturbance (e. g. through 

dredging or wind stress). 

This study focuses on twenty-eight lakes and ponds to assess the spatial 
footprint of high-temperature derived fossil-fuel combustion. All the lakes and 

ponds are in London, within the boundary of the M25 motorway. The results 

of dispersion modelling (Chapter 3) predict a complex deposition pattern from 

high-temperature fossil-fuel combustion sources. The hypothesis that 

modelled deposition of SCPs will decrease across London from east to west 

was disproved for all sources in combination and non-power station Part A 

processes were highlighted as the most significant contribution to SCP 

deposition in London. This Chapter further tests the hypothesis against 

actual concentrations of SCPS in sediments and, additionally, compares 

actual concentration to predicted deposition described in Chapter 3. 

Statistical analyses are carried out to extract the main variables that affect the 

concentration of SCPs deposited. 

A second aim of this Chapter is to examine the SCP size distribution at each 

lake or pond and then to compare it with predicted deposition of SCP sizes. 

The particle size distribution of SCPs in a sediment sample will be 

independent of SCP concentration and within-site processes. Instead, the 

proximity of the source to the lake or pond and the characteristics of both the 

source and emission (see Chapter 3) will affect the size of SCPs that are 

physically able to reach the lake or pond. For example, if the profile is 

dominated by large particles then the sources of the particles will be local 

whereas, if the distribution of particles is dominated by finer particles then the 

most significant sources are likely to be further away. 
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4.2 Spatial distribution of SCP size fractions in lakes and ponds in 
London 

SCIP concentrations and upper and lower 90% confidence limits from twenty- 

eight sites in London are listed in Table 4.1. The spatial distribution of these 

data is shown Figure 4.1. The highest concentrations are found in the 

sediments of REG and VICT (152,578 gDM" and 152,374 gDM-' 

respectively) (Table 4.1) in central London. The SCP concentrations at VICT 

and REG are nearly double the next highest SCP concentrations at other 

localised hotspots found in north-west London at STANM (81,707 gDM-1), in 

north London at HOLL (65,508 gDM-) and in the south-west at WHITV 

(49,916 gDM_1). 

Figure 4.1: Spatial distribution of total SCPs in the surface sediments of 
twenty-seven lakes and ponds across London 
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Table 4.1: Concentration of SCPs in surface sediments from twenty-eight 
lakes and ponds in London 

Name Core Mean 
depth Count n Conc 

Upper 
90% 
conf. 

Lower 
90% 
conf. 

Addiscombe Scouts Lake ADDI 0.25 215 38057 40601 35514 

Alexandra Park Conservation Pond ALEX 0.25 62 12479 1 14033 10926 

Banbury Reservoir BANB 0.25 97 18778 20646 16910 

Grange Park Lake BEDE 0.25 61 25212 28376 22049 

Brent Reservoir BREN 0.25 76 
1 

31688 35250 28126 

Brooklands Lake BROO 0.25 244 39334 41802 36867 

Bush Farm BUSH 0.25 332 54057 56965 51150 

Gatton Bottom Lake CHER 0.25 12 4592 5891 3292 

Crosness Sewage Works Lake CROS 0.25 187 40557 43464 37651 

Dagnam Park Lake DAGN 0.25 240 43085 45810 40359 

Riverside Club, Duck Lane DUCK 0.25 321 41630 43907 39353 

Ealing Pond EALI 0.25 350 78764 82889 74638 

Fairlop Waters FAIR 0.25 159 25922 27937 23907 

Flint Hall Farm FLIN 0.25 46 8532 9765 7299 

Holly Hill Farm HOLL 0.25 330 65508 69036 61979 

Norstead Manor Farm Pond NORS 0.25 331 43012 45328 40695 

Peckham Rye Park Lake PECK 0.25 194 32923 35239 30607 

Queen Mary Reservoir QUEE 0.25 28 3540 4195 2884 

Regents Park Lake REG 0.25 632 152578 158525 146629 

Richmond Lake RICH 0.25 74 18285 20368 16202 

Shenley Pond SHEN 0.25 62 17797 20012 15582 

Stanmore Common Lake STANIVI 0.25 585 81707 85018 78396 

Stenhil Lake STEN 0.25 143 22979 24862 21096 

Stew Pond STEW 0.25 96 20617 22679 18555 

Stockley Park Lake STOC 0.25 0 0 0 0 

Victoria Park Lake VICT 0.25 618 152374 158376 146372 

Wandsworth Pond WAND 0.25 283 31922 33781 30062 

J 

, Whitely Village Lake WHITV 
L . 

0.25 309 49916 52699 133 47 
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Concentrations are elevated along the eastern edge of the M25, especially at 
BUSH (54,057 gDM"). No SCPs were found in the surface sediment of 
STOC and therefore it has been omitted from the analyses in this chapter. 
STOC is an artificial lake created on a golf course. At the time of sampling it 

was less than 5 years old and it had recently been treated with a chemical 
(Clearosan) to clean the sediments. As a result there was very little sediment 

available. There are low SCP concentrations in south London at CHER 
(4,592 gDM") and FLIN (8,532 gDM-1) and these are both close to the M25 

boundary. However the lowest concentration is in QUEE (3,540 gDM") in 

west London. 

The graticule used to measure SCPs in the optical microscope was calibrated 
against a stage micrometer. It was determined that 1 graticule unit is 

equivalent to 2.56 ttm. Therefore, all measurements made of the SCPs from 

the surface sediments in this chapter are in microns (gm) and they are 
reported to two decimal places. The spatial distribution of SCP size groups in 
lakes and ponds in London are shown in Figures 4.2a-1. A detailed size 
breakdown of all SCPs in the twenty-seven lakes and ponds is included in 
Appendix 2. 

<5.13 gm 

There are relatively few SCPs in the size fraction below 5.13 gm (Figure 4.2a) 

and some sites do not have any SCPs in this size range. 2.56 gm is the 

visible detection limit at x400 magnification and it is difficult to accurately 

identify SCPs smaller than 2.56 gm (see Section 2.3.4). There is a cluster of 

high concentrations in north-west London (STANM, BREN and EALI have 

SCP concentrations of 838 gDM-1,1,250 gDM"and 675 gDM" respectively). 

The highest concentrations are in the south-east at STEN (1,285 gDM*) and 

NORS (1,299 gDM"). 

5.13-35.90 Am 
SCPs are present at all sites in the size fractions between 5.13 Am and 

35.90 pm (Figures 4.2e-h). The pattern for each size range shows less 

spatial variation therefore showing that SCPs in this size range are well 
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distributed across London. The sites in the centre of London have the highest 

concentrations of SCPs (e. g. REG contains 53,112 gDM-1 and VICT contains 
43,888 gDM" in the fraction 5.13-15.38 ýtm). The cluster of sites in north- 

west London that had high concentrations of SCPs in the 0-5.13 gm fraction, 

also have high concentrations of SCPs in the range 5.13-35.90 gm, in 

comparison with most of the other sites across London. 

35.90-86.61 gm 
There is a gradual transition in the distribution pattern between 35.90 gm and 
86.61 gm. The pattern of distribution for SCP sizes 35.90 pm to 46.15 pm is 

similar to the lower fraction (25.6-35.90 pm) except that SCPs are absent at 
CHER. Between 35.90 pm and 86.61 gm the number of sites without SCPs 

increases as the size fraction increases. SCPs larger than 74.35 Am are 

present in only a few sites and at very low concentrations. The maximum 

concentration in the fraction 35.90-46.15 lim is at VICT (18,245 gDM-1) and 
this site has the highest concentrations for all SCIP sizes up to the fraction 

74.35-84.61 gm (1,479 gDM-1). As SCP size increases the higher 

concentrations are focussed in the east of London and appear to follow the 

course of the Thames (see Figure 3.4). Although one exception in the 64.10- 

74.35 gm fraction is STANM in north-west London which has a high 

concentration of SCPs (1,117 gDM-1), in comparison with 1,084 gDM-1 at 
CROS and 1,725 gDM" at VICT along the Thames Corridor. 

>86.61 gm 

SCPs larger than 86.61 gm are present in the sediments at only a few sites 

(Figures 4.2j-1). In the 86.61-94.87 prn fraction there are only three sites 

(EALI, REG and BROO) which all have low concentrations of SCPs (225 

gDM-1,484 gDM" and 483 gDM-1 respectively). These three sites lie along 

the Thames Corridor and also have SCPs in the 94.87-105.13 [trn fraction. 

However, there are two other sites (QUEE and ADDI) that have SCPs; of this 

size but do not lie along the Thames. The largest size fraction includes all 

SCPs larger than 105.13 up to a maximum of 125.64 lim, the largest SCP 
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was found at STEN in the size fraction 123.08-125.64 gm. There are only 

small numbers of SCPs in the largest size fractions. 

4.3 Particle size distribution patterns for each of twenty-seven lakes 
and ponds across London 

The particle size distributions of SCPs for each site are shown in Figures 

4.3. a-aa. In total 6507 particles were counted and sized. The number of 

particles counted on each slide (n) is displayed on each graph. Each graph 

shows the number of particles counted in each size fraction (histogram) and, 

so that the sites can be compared with each other, the number in each size 
fraction has been converted to a percentage of the total (red line). The blue 

line represents the moving average of the percentage data. 

The moving average smoothes fluctuations in the data, thus aiding in the 

interpretation of profiles that are highly variable. The moving average is a 

sequence of averages calculated from parts of the data series. In this case, a 
two point moving average is used which is calculated by taking the average of 

each data point and the preceding data point. In some of the size classes the 

number of SCPs present is small and, therefore, the effects of any size 

misclassification will be large. 

The summary statistics for each site are shown in Tables 4.3a-c. Each 

particle was measured against the graticule and put into a size range. The 

upper size limit was used as the SCP size (see Chapter 2 for details) and the 

mid-point of the size class was used for further statistical calculations. For 

example, a SCP that lies between 4 and 5 units (10.24 lurn and 12.80 prn in 

size) is allocated to the 12.80 gm size class but for calculating summary 

statistics the mid-point of 11.52 pm is used. With the exceptions of CHER 

and SHEN, all distributions display positive kurtosis; i. e. the size distribution is 

relatively peaked compared to a normal distribution. Many sites have a 

polymodal distribution profile and the shape of the profile appears to consist 

of a number of separate distributions. The particle size distribution profiles 

and statistics for each of the individual sites are described below. 
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Addiscombe Pond - ADDI 

The SCP size distribution for Addiscombe Pond (Figure 4.3a) shows a major 
peak at 12.80-15.36 [trn and secondary peaks at 28.16-30.72 gm and 35.84- 

38.40 gm. There are individual SCPs in some of the higher size fractions up 
to a maximum of 101.28 gm. 

Alexandra Park Conservation Pond - ALEX 

A major peak at 15.36-17-92 gm and a secondary peak at 30.72-33.28 gm 
are present in the SCP size distribution for Alexandra Park Conservation 
Pond (Figure 4.3b). A further peak at 40.96-43.52 pm in the percentage 
distribution is smoothed out by the moving average. The small number of 
SCPs present is responsible for some of the variation in the percentage 
profile. There are SCPs in a number of large size fractions with the largest 
SCP at 58.88-61.44 gm 

Banbury Reservoir - BANIS 

The major peak in the SCP size distribution profile from Banbury Reservoir is 

at 15.36-17.92 gm (Figure 4.3c) and contains almost twice as many SCPs as 
in the size fractions at either side. A secondary peak is visible at 33.28- 

35.84 pm and there are further fluctuations between 40.96-53.76 gm. The 

largest SCP is at 81.92-84.48 gm. 

Grange Park Lake - BEDE 

The SCP size profile from Grange Lake (Figure 4.3d) is highly variable and 
has no major peak. The moving average smoothes some of the variation and 

shows peaks of similar magnitude at 10.24-12.80 gm, 17.92-20.48 pm and 
23.04-25.60 lum. A lower peak is visible at 30.72-33.28 gm. The peak at 

38.40-40.96 pm in the percentage data is smoothed out by the moving 

average. Single large SCPs were counted at 53.76-56.32 prn and 64.00- 

66.56 gm and the largest SCP is in this fraction. 

Brent Reservoir - BREN 

The profile for Brent Reservoir (Figure 4.3e) also shows a large amount of 

variation that is smoothed by the moving average. It has an initial peak 
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between 5.12 gm and 10.24 pm which then drops to a plateau between 
12.80-23.04 gm. At higher SCP size fractions peaks are present at 25.60- 
28.16 prn and 38.4-40.96 pim with one SCP in the maximum size fraction of 
58.88-61.44 pm. 

Brooklands Lake - BROO 

A major peak at 17.92-23.04 Am dominates the profile from Brooklands Lake 
(Figure 4.3f). There are two shoulders to the main peak at 7.68-10.24 Am 
and 33.28-35.84 Am. At higher SCP sizes the profile is more variable with 
low peaks at 48.64-51.20 Am and 61.44-64.00 Am. There are a number of 
SCPs present at higher size fractions with the largest SCP at 102.4- 
104.96 Am. 

Bush Farm Lake - BUSH 
The smoothed profile for this site (Figure 4.3g) is similar to that of Brooklands 
Lake but with a lower initial peak. The major peak at this site is at 15.36- 
17.92 pm with minor peaks at 7.68-10.24 gm, 25.60-28.16 gm, 33.28- 

35.84 pim and 51.20-53.76 tim. Compared with Brooklands Lake there is an 
absence of SCPs in higher size groups. The maximum SCP size at this site 
is 81.92-84.48 gm. 

Gatton Bottom Lake - CHER 

The SCP distribution profile from Gatton Bottom Lake (Figure 4.3h) has the 

smallest range of SCP sizes of all the sites in this study, and the smallest 

number of SCPs counted, with all the SCPs contained between 5.12 Am and 

35.84 lam. An initial peak is present at 10.24-12.80 larn with an elongated 

shoulder from 15.36-35.84 pim that may be disguising secondary or tertiary 

peaks. 

Crossness Sewage Works Lake - CROS 

The major SCP peak occurs at 10.24-12-80 gm (Figure 4.3i). There is a 

second, more broad peak at 20.48-23-04 gm. Further peaks are present in 

the profile at 38.40-40.96 gm, 46.08-48.64 prn and 58.88-61.44 gm. The 
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between 5.12 prn and 10.24 gm which then drops to a plateau between 

12.80-23.04 pm. At higher SCP size fractions peaks are present at 25.60- 

28.16 gm and 38.4-40.96 gm with one SCP in the maximum size fraction of 

58.88-61.44 pm. 

Brooklands Lake - BROO 

A major peak at 17.92-23.04 larn dominates the profile from Brooklands Lake 

(Figure 4.3f). There are two shoulders to the main peak at 7.68-10.24 gm 

and 33.28-35.84 gm. At higher SCIP sizes the profile is more variable with 

low peaks at 48-64-51.20 [im and 61.44-64.00 gm. There are a number of 

SCPs present at higher size fractions with the largest SCP at 102.4- 

104.96 gm. 

Bush Farm Lake - BUSH 

The smoothed profile for this site (Figure 4.3g) is similar to that of Brooklands 

Lake but with a lower initial peak. The major peak at this site is at 15.36- 

17.92 gm with minor peaks at 7.68-10.24 gm, 25.60-28.16 gm, 33.28- 

35.84 gm and 51.20-53.76 gm. Compared with Brooklands Lake there is an 

absence of SCPs in higher size groups. The maximum SCP size at this site 

is 81.92-84.48 gm. 

Gatton Bottom Lake - CHER 

The SCIP distribution profile from Gatton Bottom Lake (Figure 4.3h) has the 

smallest range of SCP sizes of all the sites in this study, and the smallest 

number of SCPs counted, with all the SCPs contained between 5.12 Pm and 

35.84 gm. An initial peak is present at 10.24-12.80 pm with an elongated 

shoulder from 15.36-35.84 gm that may be disguising secondary or tertiary 

peaks. 

Crossness Sewage Works Lake - CROS 

The major SCP peak occurs at 10.24-12.80 lim (Figure 4.3i). There is a 

second, more broad peak at 20.48-23.04 pm. Further peaks are present in 

the profile at 38.40-40.96 gm, 46.08-48.64 gm and 58.88-61.44 gm. The 
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effect of smoothing reduces the number of peaks considerably by removing 

the peaks and troughs between 23.04 gm and 33.28 gm. The resulting 

smoothed profile suggests that there are two or more contributions to the 

distribution below 35.84 gm. The maximum SCP size is in the fraction 79.36- 

81.92 gm. 

Dagnarn Pond - DAGN 

The main peak region for this site (Figure 4.3j) is centred at 12.80-17.92 Am. 

The SCP counts drop by more than half at 23.04-25.6 gm. There is the 

suggestion of a peak in the shoulder at 25.60-28.16 gm and there are five 

other minor peaks at 35.84-38.40 gm, 40.96-43.52 gm, 48.64-51.20 gm, 

56.32-58.88 gm and 64.00-66.56 gm. The peaks in the three highest size 

fractions consist of relatively few SCPs. There is one very large SCP at 

120.32-122.88 gm. 

Riverside Club Lake - DUCK 

There are three peaks in the relatively simple profile from the Riverside Club 

(Figure 4.3k) with the major peak at 10.24-12.80 gm and the minor peaks at 

20.48-23.04 gm and 33.28-35.84 gm. A large number of SCPs were counted 

and the profile is very smooth, appearing to be trimodal. The maximum SCP 

size is low compared with many of the other sites, at just 74.24-76.80 gm. 

Ealing Pond - EALI 

The SCP size distribution from Ealing Pond (Figure 4.31) has one major peak 

at 15.36-17.92 gm and two minor peaks at 28.16-30.72 gm and 48.64- 

51.20 gm. The counts below 23.04 gm are high compared with those above 

23.04 gm. Individual SCPs are scattered along the profile in the largest size 

fractions up to a maximum of 97.28-99.84 gm. 

Fairlop Waters - FAIR 

The smoothed profile of Fairlop Waters (Figure 4.3m) has a major peak at 

10.24-12.80 prn and then minor peaks at 40.96-43.52 prn and 58.88- 

61.44 gm. The distribution has a sharper peak than those of other sites. A 
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minor peak in the percentage size distribution at 23.04-25-60 pm is almost 

smoothed out. The maximum SCP size is 58.88-61.44 pm and contains three 
SCps. 

Flint Hall Farm Pond - FLIN 

The profile for Flint Hall Farm Pond (Figure 4.3n) is highly variable, due to the 

smaller numbers of SCPs counted, with most of the SCPs in size classes 
below 20.48 gm. The moving average line smoothes the peaks and troughs 

and suggests that there is a primary peak at around 7.68-12.80 gm and 

secondary peaks forming the shoulder of the distribution at 17.92-20.48 Rm 

and at 25.60-28.16 gm. There are individual SCPs at higher size fractions up 

to a maximum of 69.12-71.68 gm. 

Holly Hill Farm Pond - HOLL 

Both the smoothed and the percentage distributions show similar profiles with 

two major peaks of similar magnitude at 10.24-12.80 gm and 20.48-23.04 Am 
(Figure 4.3o). There is a minor peak at 30.72-33.28 prn with possible further 

peaks in the 46.08-48.64 lum and 53.76-56.32 pm size fractions. Single 

SCPs are present in higher size fractions with the maximum SCP size at 
79.36-81.92 gm. 

Norstead Manor Farm Pond - NORS 

The profile at this site (Figure 4.3p) has two peaks of similar magnitude at 

10.24-12.80 gm and 15.36-17.92 gm suggesting that there is a bimodal size 

distribution. A minor peak is present at 33.28-35.84 gm which contributes to 

the shoulder of the main peak. At 56.32-58.88 gm there is evidence of a 

small peak caused by relatively few SCPs. The maximum SCP size is 71.68- 

74.24 gm. 

Peckham Rye Lake - PECK 

The distribution profile from Peckham Rye Lake (Figure 4.3q) is very smooth 

with a major peak at 15.36-17.92 lam. The profile appears bimodal with a 

second peak at around 23.04-25.60 jim. This peak has been smoothed out in 
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the running average profile and just appears as a shoulder of the main 
distribution. Between 46.08 prn and 53.76 gm there is a minor peak caused 
by low SCP numbers. There are two SCPs in the maximum SCP size fraction 

of 76.80-79.36 pm. 

Queen Mary Reservoir - QUEE 

The profile from Queen Mary Reservoir (Figure 4.3r) is similar to that from 
Norstead Manor Farm Pond in that it has two major peaks close together and 
of similar magnitude. These peaks are at 10.24-12.80 lim and 15.36- 

17.92 lim. Further peaks are evident at 25.60-30.72 gm and 35.84-38.40 gm. 
There are several groups of small numbers of SCPs at higher sizes with the 
largest SCP at 99.84-102.40 gm. 

Regents Park Lake - REG 

The profile from Regents Park Lake (Figure 4.3s) appears to comprise a 
number of distributions with a main peak in the distribution at around 12.80- 

15.36 gm. A second peak is present at 28.16-30.72 gm. There are further 

peaks in the percentage profile at 35.84-38.40 gm and 40.96-43.52 gm 
although the effects of these are smoothed out by the running average. A 

low-level peak caused by a few SCPs is present at 51.20-53.76 Am. The 

maximum SCP size is 102.40-104.96 gm. 

Richmond Pond - RICH 

The distribution profile from Richmond Pond (Figure 4.3t) has a smaller range 
than most of the other sites with a maximum SCP size of 58.88-61.44 Am. 
The main peak in the profile is at 10.24-12.80 prn although it may have a 

contribution from a smaller distribution at 15.36-17.92 gm that is masked by 

the major peak. There are other peaks between 25.60 gm and 30.72 gm and 

one comprising only a few SCPs between 43.52 gm and 51.20 gm. 

Shenley Pond - SHEN 

The distribution profile from this site (Figure 4.3u) is one of only two in the 

group that has a negative kurtosis. The major peak is at 12.80-15.36 4m 
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followed by a secondary peak of similar magnitude at 30.72-33.28 gm. An 

isolated SCP at 46.08-48.64 pm is the largest SCP found at this site. 

Stanmore Common Lake - STANM 

The smoothed profile from Stanmore Common Lake (Figure 4.3v) shows a 

major peak at 10.24-12.80 lam, whereas the percentage profile displays more 

variation in spite of the total SCPs counted being large. There is a minor 

peak at 30.72-33.28 gm that forms the shoulder of the smoothed profile. 
Other distributions may be part of the profile but these are incorporated into 

the major peak. The maximum SCIP size is 112.64-115.20 gm. 

Stenhil Lake - STEN 

There are many peaks and troughs in the percentage distribution profile for 

Stenhil Lake that are smoothed by the moving average profile (Figure 4.3w). 

In spite of the effect of smoothing there is still a large amount of variation 

showing a major peak at 10.24-12.80 pm and a secondary, slightly lower 

peak at 15.36-17.92 gm. There are other peaks at 5.12-7.68 gm, 35.84- 

38.40 gm, 43.52-46.08 gm and 56.32-58.88 gm. The largest SCP is at 

122.88-125.44 gm. 

Stew Pond - STEW 

The smoothed line follows a similar profile to the percentage line showing two 

major peaks of similar magnitude at 7.68-10.24 prn and 12.80-15.36 pm 

(Figure 4.3x). A slightly lower but distinct peak is present at 25.60-28.16 pm) 

followed by further peaks at 38.40-40.96 prn and 46.08-48.64 pm. The 

largest SCP is at 66.56-69.12 pm. 

Victoria Lake - VICT 

A large number of SCPs counted in the sediment of Victoria Lake (Figure 

4.3y) means that the effects of smoothing the profile are small. The main 

peaks in the size distribution are close together at 12.80-15.36 gm and 20.48- 

23.04 prn and are of similar magnitude. A further large peak is present at 
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33.28-35.84 gm and a minor peak at 58-88-61.44 gm. The largest SCP is 

79.36-81.92 pm in size. 

Wandsworth Pond - WAND 

There is a cluster of similar SCP counts between 10.24 Am and 23.04 Am, 

which form the major peak in the distribution at Wandsworth Pond (Figure 

4.3z). A secondary peak at 25.60-28.16 Am is evident in the percentage 

profile but is smoothed to form a shoulder of the main peak in the running 

average profile. Further peaks can be seen at 33.28-35.84 Am and 43.52- 

46.08 Am. Individual SCPs are present in higher size fractions with the 

largest SCP at 74.24-76.80 Am. 

Whitely Village Lake - WHITV 

This site (Figure 4.3aa) has a very smooth profile with a major peak at 10.24- 

12.80 lim. The extended shoulder in the higher size fractions suggests that 

there may be a number of smaller secondary peaks present that cannot be 

distinguished from the main peak. Small numbers of SCPs at 51.20-53.76 

and 56.32-58.88 pm may be part of another distribution. There is one large 

SCP at the maximum size class of 74.24-76.80 pm. 

The variation in the distribution profile is caused by low SCP counts. The 

standard deviation of a distribution is dependent on the population size (n) 

and the range of the SCP sizes. It is not possible to alter the range of the 

distribution since it is one of the properties of the SCP count of interest. 

However, as n increases then the standard deviation is reduced. It follows 

that as n increases the confidence in each of the counts in each of the size 

classes also increases. 

Ideally a large number of SCPs should be counted to get a smooth 
distribution. One answer to this problem is to make slides with extra digested 

suspension (see Section 2.3.2). However, each sediment suspension 

contains varying amounts of residual materials that also survive the digestion 

process. If too much suspension is used to make a slide then it might not be 

possible to see through the slide well enough to count the SCPs present. 
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Therefore a balance between too much post-digestion material and too few 
SCPs is achieved by trial and error. 

A lower limit of 50 SCPs was chosen as a reasonable number from which a 
SCP size distribution could be produced. New slides were prepared for 

counting where the number of SCPs on the original slide was less than 50. In 

the case of Gatton Bottom Pond the number of SCPs was once again less 

than 50 on the second slide. In combination the number of SCPs totalled 51 

so for this site the two counts were combined. However, it must be borne in 

mind that the errors on the SCP count due to physically making a slide will be 

compounded by counting two slides (see Section 2.3.7). 

4.3.1 Correlations between SCP concentration size fractions 

The correlation matrix for sediment SCP size fractions (Table 4.2) produces 
high, positive and significant (p<0.05) values of r (0.77-0.98) for the size 
fractions between 15.38-25.64 gm and 56.41-64.10 gm. Adjacent pairs of 

concentration size fractions are also well correlated (e. g. 5.13-15.38 gm and 
15.38-24.64 gm, r=0.96; 64.10-74.35 gm and 74.35-84.61 gm, r=0.77). 
Most concentration size fractions, with the exception of 0-5.13 [trn and those 

larger than 94.87 prn where there are only a few SCPs, are significantly 

correlated (p<0.05) with the total concentration of all size fractions in the 

sediments. The highest values of r between total concentration of SCPs and 

size fractions are for the fractions 5.13-15.38 prn (r=0.97), 15.38-25.64 gm 

(r=1.00), 25.64-35.90 gm (r=0.98), 35.90-46.15 gm (r=0.95) and 46.15- 

56.41 prn (0.88). Above 56.41 gm the correlation decreases quickly as size 
increases. This shows that the overall pattern of SCPs in lakes and ponds in 

London is driven by the concentration of SCPs in the smaller size fractions. 

4.4 Summary statistics for SCP size distributions from twenty-seven 
lakes and ponds in London 

Table 4.3 shows the summary statistics for SCPs in the surface sediments of 

each lake and pond used in this project. 
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4.4.1 Mean, median and mode 

The mean varies from 17.10 pm at FAIR to 32.07 gm at B ROO with a wide 

range of values in between. The median is more consistent with twelve sites 

having a median value of 16.67 gm and eight sites having a median value of 

19.23 gm. The range of median values is from 14.10 lum at FAIR to 25.64 gm 

at BROO, the same sites at either extreme of the mean values. The modal 

value is the most frequently deposited size of SCP and thus must be from the 

dominant SCIP source. The modal range is from 9.97 gm at three sites, FLIN, 

DAGN and STEW to a maximum of 24.36 gm at BEDE. The modal value at 

eleven of the sites is 11.54 jim and is 14.10 pm at five sites. The mean 

values vary more than either median or mode because they are not 

constrained by SCIP size groups. Distributions with large average or modal 

values might have a more local source of particles. 

4.4.2 Minimum, Maximum and Range 

The smallest SCP in the sediments is 1.28 gm (size group 0-2.56 gm, see 

Section 4.1) at two sites. 1.28 gm is smaller than the minimum particle that 

can be detected (2.56 gm), however this is an artefact of taking the mid-point 

of the size range for the statistical analyses. The largest SCP is 124.36 Am at 

STEN which also has the largest SCP size range of 120.51 gm. A site 

containing very large SCPs would need a close source. Figure 4.4 shows a 

plot of maximum SCP size against the distance from the closest Part A 

process. Although the direction of the Part A process relative to the lake or 

pond has not been taken into account, the general trend is for SCP size to 

increase if there is a local Part A process. However, there is a large amount 

of variation in these data, indicated by the poor regression coefficient 

(R 2=0.12), and, therefore these results should be interpreted with caution. 
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Figure 4.4: Plot of maximum SCP size against distance from the closest 
Part A process 
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4.4.3 Kurtosis and Skewness 

Kurtosis is a measure of the peak of a distribution compared with the 

normal distribution. All but two sites (CHER and SHEN) have positive 
kurtosis that means that the distributions are peaked with respect to the 

normal distribution (Table 4.3). Skewness is a second measure of 
deviation from the normal distribution. DistribUtions are either positively 

skewed which indicates that the distribution has more than half of its 

weight below the mean, for example as shown by a lognormal 

distribution; or negatively skewed where majority of the weight is above 

the mean. The distributions from all the sites are positively skewed 

showing that in each case the distribution tends towards a lognormal 

profile 
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4.5 Effect of lake and pond characteristics on SCP concentration 

Multivariate statistics were used to relate the lake and pond 
environmental data with the SCP concentration data in order to account 
for differences between lake and pond sites. 

4.5.1 Sediment accumulation rate 

One of the most important environmental variables that will influence 
SCP concentration is sediment accumulation rate. A homooenised 
fraction of the upper half centimetre of sediment was analysed from each 
site. 

More SCPs will be incorporated in this amount of sediment if the 
accumulation rate is slow than if it is fast. Unfortunately it was only 
possible to measure accumulation rate at eight sites (Table 4.4). 
Accumulation rate was measured either by 21 OPb dating (see Section 

2.4.1) (at BREN and BANB only) or by physical measurement of the 

maximum depth of sediment and relating this depth to the time it took for 

that sediment to be deposited (see Section 2.4.2). 

Since SCIP concentrations will be affected by accumulation rates, it 

would be useful to compare SCP loadings from one site to another. This 

was not undertaken explicitly but instead was incorporated into a 
multivariate statistical analysis so that accumulation rate could be 

considered in combination with other environmental variables that might 
influence SCP concentration. 

To this end an environmental data set was created that contained only 
those sites that had accumulation rate data. The other environmental 
variables available at those sites were lake area, percentage dry weight 
(%DW) and percentage loss on ignition (%LOI) (see Section 2.3.1), and 
these were also included in the analysis. The dependent variable is total 
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SCP concentration and so a similar data set was created for the same 
sites but containing just total SCP concentration. 

Table 4.4: Sediment accumulation rate for eight lakes and ponds 

Site Accumulation 
Rate (mrn yr*') 

BANB 3.16 
BREN 2.90 
BUSH 13.64 
CROS 8.82 
QUEE 10.96 
RICH 28.75 
STEN 

- 
34.88 

WHITV 15.87 

A step-wise multiple regression was performed using Canoco for 
Windows version 4 (ter Braak and Smilauer, 1998). The scaling was 
focussed on correlations between the SCIP concentration data and the 
data were log transformed. The data were centred on SCIP 

concentration and the SCP concentration scores were divided by the 

standard deviation, which gives each line of SCP concentration data 

equal weight in the analysis. Unrestricted Monte Carlo permutation tests 

were used to test the statistical significance (p-<0.05) of variables during 

forward selection. The objective of step-wise multiple regression is to 

attempt to create a model that will explain SCP concentration in the 
lakes and ponds that were sampled in London. 

Table 4.5: Significant environmental variable selected by the step-wise 
multiple regression for eight lakes and ponds with SCP concentration as 

the dependent variable 

Variable Coeff i. clent 
Standard 

p-value r2 deviation 
Area 56.57 114.80 0.005 0.48 
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The output of the forward selection showed that accumulation rate did 

not have a statistically significant relationship with SCP concentration at 
these sites, although it must be borne in mind that the data set is very 

small. The only significant variable (p-<0.05,199 permutations) was lake 

area (Table 4.5), which on its own explained 48.0% of a total of 68.2% 

variation in the SCIP data. The model is significant at p-<0.05 (199 

permutations). This result suggests that other factors (in this case, lake 

area) are more important than accumulation rate for determining SCP 

concentrations in lakes and ponds across London. 

4.5.2 Other environmental variables 

Since accumulation rate is not a significant predictor of SCP 

concentration at sites where accumulation rate is known (Section 4.5.1) 

the analysis was extended to determine the impact of environmental 

variables on SCP accumulation at sites where accumulation rate is not 
known. Exploratory data analysis was carried out using environmental 
variables of lake area, maximum depth, core depth, %DW and %LOI and 
these data exist at twenty-four sites. BREN, DAGN, EALI are omitted 
from the analysis because maximum depth data were absent and it was 
felt that it may be an important explanatory variable. 

Core depth and maximum depth were used to create the ratio core depth 

to maximum depth (C: M). The most accurate representation of the 

record of atmospherically deposited pollutants was shown to be usually 

found in cores taken from the deepest areas of a lake (Rose, 1999b). 

The C: M ratio will indicate whether there is a difference in concentration 

for cores taken at the deepest part of the lake or pond compared with 

those that were not. Lake area to maximum depth ratio (A: M) was 

calculated and will determine whether the effect of wind and wave action 

on the surface sediments will affect SCP concentration. If the area of 

the lake is large relative to its depth then AM will also be large. 

Resuspension in lakes with a 'comparatively large' area relative to mean 

depth will be dominated by wind and wave action (HAkanson and 
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Jansson, 1983). %LOI and %DW will take into account the effects of 
dilution of the sediment by organic matter and water content 

respectively. 

The correlations shown in Table 4.6 show that there are no significant 

relationships between SCP concentration and environmental variables. 
%DW and %LOI are negatively correlated with each other (r=-0.66, 

p-<0.05) suggesting that wetter samples contain a larger amount of 

organic material than drier samples. 

Lake area is correlated with maximum lake depth (r=0.78, p-50.05) 

showing that as the lake size increases then so does the lake depth. 

The depth that the core was taken from at most sites is the same as the 

maximum depth, which explains the correlation (r=0.72, p-<0.05) between 

core depth and lake area. 

Table 4.6: Correlations between environmental variables and SCP 
concentration 

%LOI %DW Area max 
depth 

Core 
depth AM C: M SCP 

n conc 
%LOI 1 
%DW -0.66 1 
Area -0.34 0.15 1 
Max depth -0.34 0.14 0.78 1 
Core depth -0.34 0.14 0.72 0.99 1 

AN -0.37 0.17 0.99 0.76 0.70 1 1 
C: M -0.25 0.18 -0.18 0.02 0.08 0 0 8 -0.19 1 

SCP concn S1 
I 

0.20 -0.14 -0.18 -0.17 - 0. 1 7 -0.06 -0.05 1 

Table shows values of r 
Shaded correlations are significant at p-<0.05 

The other significant relationships are between the AM ratio and lake 

area, maximum lake depth and core depth. 
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4.5.3 Principal components analysis (PCA) of SCP concentration 
and environmental data at twenty-four sites 

The object of a PCA is to find the combination of a number of variables 
to produce indices that are uncorrelated. The PCA technique combines 
these SCP size fractions and produces new indices that maximise the 

variation in the original variables. The original data are then plotted 
against the new indices that take the form of principal component axes. 
The first axis represents the maximum variance and therefore is the 

most important of all the components for representing the variance in the 
data. The second axis explains less variance and is not correlated with 
the first axis. This means that whatever mechanism is driving the 

variation in the first axis is unrelated to the mechanism driving the 

second axis, the same rules apply to further axes. 

PCA is widely used to explain patterns in data. For example, PCA is 

used in the creation of temporal synoptic indices for the synoptic 
classification of meteorological variables (e. g. Kalkstein et al., 1987; 
Cheng and Lam, 2000). Long (1998) used PCA to determine the 

chemical signatures of particles in urban aerosol. More specifically, 
Rose (1991) used PCA to characterise the chemical characteristics of 
coal- and oil derived SCPs in order to devise a classification based on 
fuel type. 

Figure 4.5 shows a PCA biplot of SCIP concentration and environmental 

variables. As before (Section 4.5.1), the scaling was focussed on 

correlations between environmental variables and a log transformation 

was carried out on the environmental data. The data were centred on 
total SCIP concentration and the total SCP concentration scores were 
divided by the standard deviation. There are several methods that can 
be used to determine the number of axes that should be retained to 

explain the data. For example, the axes retained should explain 
between about 70% and 90% of the variation in the data. In this case 
the 1st axis explains 76.7% of the variance and so fulfils this criterion 
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alone. The 2nd axis explains 15.8% and the 3 rd and 4 th axes in 

combination only contribute an additional 9.1%. This makes a total of 
99.8% of the variation, although some of the explanation is spurious due 

to correlations between variables. An alternative method for selecting 

axes is the broken stick method (BSTICK, Jackson (1993)) which divides 

the total variance (variance =1 for PCA) randomly between the axes. If 

the eigenvalue of the axis is greater than that predicted by BSTICK then 

that axis is significant. It was found in this analysis that, once again, only 

the 1st axis is significant. 

Figure 4.5: PCA biplot of SCP concentration and environmental variables 
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AM, area, core depth and maximum depth are all highly variable along 
the 1't axis. The length of the arrow indicates the amount of variation in 

that variable. Variables that have arrows in a similar direction are 

correlated and information on the biplot agrees with the correlation data 

in Table 4.5. These variables are negatively correlated with C: M 

although only the correlation coefficients for C: M with area or A: M are 

negative (r=-0.18 and -0.19 respectively). The correlation coefficients for 

C: M with maximum depth or core depth are small and positive (r=0.02 

and 0.08 respectively). None of these correlation coefficients are 

significant (p: 50.05) and so these relationships must be interpreted with 

caution. 

Although the 2nd axis is not significant in this analysis, examination of the 

PCA (Figure 4.5) highlights the correlations between variables. SCP 

concentration is highly variable along the 2 nd axis and therefore is 

uncorrelated with AM, area, core depth, maximum depth and C: M. SCP 

concentration also has a poor relationship with both %LOI and %DW. 

Although the correlation coefficient indicates that there is a positive 

relationship between SCP and %LOI, this relationship is weak and not 

significant (i. e. p>0.05). 

The location of sites on the biplot is related to the importance of 

environmental variables. For example, VICT and REG have the highest 

SCP concentrations (Table 4.1) and they score highly along the 2nd axis. 

Conversely, CHER has a low SCP concentration and lies along the 2nd 

axis but in the opposite direction. QUEE also has a low SCP 

concentration but it has the greatest maximum depth and area and so 

lies along the 1 st axis. The majority of the sites are scattered around the 

centre of the biplot, which shows that the sites are relatively similar in 

terms of environmental variables. 
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4.5.4 Multiple linear regression of SCP concentration and 
environmental data at twenty-four sites 

The multiple linear regression approach in Section 4.5.1 was extended 
to include those sites that do not have accumulation rate data. SCIP 

concentration once again was the dependent variable. None of the 

environmental variables showed a significant (p-<0.05) relationship with 

SCIP concentration. If the multiple regression was performed without 

forward selection to test the significance of each environmental variable 

then all the environmental variables in combination account for only 

44.8% of the variation in SCIP concentration. 

4.6 Principal components analysis of SCP size fractions in lakes 
and ponds in London 

The SCP size distribution data described in Section 4.3.1 is complex and 
therefore difficult to interpret. Some of the sites appear to have similar 
distributions and some of the SCP size groups are highly correlated 
(Table 4.2). There is a major peak at most of the sites at a number of 

similar SCP sizes and there are few SCPs at higher sizes at any of the 

sites. However, upon closer examination there are many differences 

between sites and there are therefore no clear patterns that can be 

brought out by visual examination alone. The data were examined by 

PCA to determine any inter-lake and pond relationships in the size 
distribution data. The variables for each lake and pond are the SCP 

sizes and the number of SCPs in each size fraction varies from site to 

site. 

The SCP size fractions have been combined to reduce the number of 

variables from 50 to 25. The size fraction 0-5.12 gm is represented by 

n1; 5.12-10.24 gm is n2 and so on (see Table 4.7). This will have the 

effect of comparing the moving average data (Section 4.3) and will 

smooth out some of the incongruities caused by the counting method. 

The data have been standardised by using percentage count data to 

remove the effect that SCP concentration will have on the PCA. This 
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prevents the sites that have larger SCIP concentrations from having extra 

weight in the analysis. Usually, percentage data are avoided in PCA 

because the variables will not be independent, however in this case, it is 

the distribution of the size data that is important and this will not be 

affected by converting concentrations into percentages (Birks pers. 

comm. ). Each SCP size fraction is treated as if it is a species where the 

presence or absence of a value (in this case percentage) of SCPs is a 

variable. 

Figure 4.6: PCA biplot of the SCP size fractions in the surface sediments 
of twenty-seven lakes and ponds in London 
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Scaling was based on inter-sample distances, which preserves the 

Euclidian distance between sites. This means that the distance between 

sites on the PCA biplot approximates the distance between sites in m- 

dimensional space (Jongman et al., 1995). The data were square root 

transformed to give less weight to dominant species. The 1' and 2nd 
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axes represent 28.1 % and 19.2% respectively of the total variance in the 

original data set. The 3d and 4 th axes explain a further 20.5% of the 

variance. The first four axes that are the output from Canoco for 

Windows were shown to be statistically significant using the broken stick 
model as before. The variable loadings for the first four principle 
components are shown in Table 4.7. Figure 4.6 shows the PCA biplot of 
the first two axes of SCP percentage counts in the surface sediments. 

Table 4.7: Variable loadings for the Ist, 2nd , 3rd and 4 th principle 
components from the PCA of the SCP size data 

Size ( gm) Code 18t Axis 2 nd Axis 3 rd Axis 4U'AXIS 
Total 0.28 0.19 0.11 0.09 
0.00-5.13 n1 -0.70 -1.61 0.38 1.52 
5.13-10.26 n2 -0.89 -1.85 -0.60 -0.60 
10.26-15.38 n3 -1.36 0.68 0.71 -0.62 
15.38-20.51 M -0.34 0.52 1.66 1.36 
20.51-25.64 n5 0.52 _ 1.30 -0.82 0.33 
25.64-30.77 n6 0.49 0.68 -1.14 -0.92 
30.77-35.90 n7 0.58 1.60 -0.89 0.76 
35.90-41.03 n8 1.15 -0.53 -1.66 1.23 
41.03-46.15 n9 1.25 -0.63 1.63 0.60 
46.15-51.28 MO 1.20 -0.32 1.07 -0.58 
51.28-56.41 n1I 1.30 -0.08 1.12 0.70 
56.41-61.54 n12 0.77 -0.70 0.57 -1.07 
61.54-66.67 n13 1.24 -0.68 -0.26 -0.30 
66.67-71.79 n14 0.78 -0.95 -0.43 -2.02 
71.79-76.92 n15 1.20 -0.23 -0.18 -1.15_ 
76.92-82.05 n16 0.93 0.07 0.10 -0.41 
82.05-87.18 n17 0.04 -0.16 0.82 1.13 
87.18-92.31 n18 0.93 0.12 -0.11 -0.51 
92.31-97.44 n19 0.94 -0.01 -0.20 -1.18 
97.44-102.56 n20 0.48 -0.26 -0.36 -0.45 
102.56-107.69 n2l 0.88 0.12 -0.27 -0.90 
107.69-112.82 n22 - - - - 
112.82-117.95 n23 0.06 . 0: 05 -0.10 -0.07 

1117.95-123.08 n24 0.34 -0.39 0.17 0.04 
1123.08-128.21 n25 

r77i 3 -0.51 0.67 1 1.06 j 

The size fractions that have a high loading on the first principle 

component will be responsible for the majority of the variance in the 
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data. The location of a site along the axes and along the lines 

represented by the size fractions shows the score of that site. 

The size fractions between 35.90 pm and 107.69 pm (n8-n2l 

respectively) and 117.95-123.08 (n24) are grouped together with similar 
directions and variances. These groups contribute the greatest amount 
to the variance of the 1't axis, showing that these size fractions contain 
the greatest amount of variance in the data set. As the size fraction 

increases the arrows become shorter indicating a decrease in variation. 
The direction of the arrows gradually changes to point along the 2nd axis 

as the fraction reaches 112.82-117.95 gm (n23) and 123.08-128.21 gm 

(n25). The highest fraction 123.08-128.31 tim (n25) follows the 2nd axis, 
in a similar direction to n1 and n2, but shows much less variation than 

these smaller fractions. This shows that these size fractions are 

correlated and suggests that, at sites where the smallest size fractions 

dominate, deposition of the large size fractions is also important. 

Negatively correlated with the n8-n2l are 10.26-15.30 pm (n3) and 

15.38-20.51 pm (M). Negative correlation indicates that a large 

percentage in one of the size fractions is associated with a low 

percentage in the negatively correlated size fraction and vice versa. The 

2nd axis is dominated by size fractions 0-10.26 gm (nl-n2) and, in the 

opposite direction, 20.51-35.90 gm (n5-n7). These size fractions have 

no relationship to the size fractions n3-n4 and n8-n2l, suggesting that 

these size fractions are controlled by different source processes. 

The location of sites on this biplot shows the importance of particular 

size fractions at each site. Sites that are close together in Figure 4.6 will 
have similarities in their SCP size distributions (Figure 4.3). BROO, 

CROS, VICT, BUSH and EALI all lie along the 1st axis indicating that 

these sites have the highest percentages for n8-n2l and n24. High 

percentages in large size fractions would suggest that there is a local 

SCP source. FAIR and CHER lie in the opposite direction along the 1't 
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axis and have relatively low percentages in these fractions. 
Correspondingly CHER and FAIR score highly along the directions of the 

n3 and n4 arrows, which shows that their distribution patterns have 

greater percentages in the 10.26-20.51 pm size fraction. CHER also 
scores highly along the 2nd axis, which is caused by the lack of SCPs at 
CHER in size fractions greater than 38.40 pm (Figure 4.3h). 

REG, WHITV and WAND are close together on the biplot and lie along 
the line indicated by n6 (25.64-30.77 gm). Comparison with the SCP 
distribution profiles shows that WHITV and REG have similar profiles 
(Figures 4.3aa and 4.3s respectively) that appear to be made up of a 
single distribution. The distribution pattern at WAND varies more and 
appears to have two distribution components. ALEX lies in a similar 
direction to REG, WHITV and WAND but has a very different distribution 

profile, the only similarities being the dominance of n5-n7 size fractions. 

4.7 Relationship between sedimentary SCP size and modelled 
SCP deposition from power stations and other Part A 
processes 

In this section the particle size breakdown of the SCPs found in lake and 
pond sediments is compared with modelled deposition of a range of 
sizes of SCPs (see Chapter 3) to those lake and pond sites. Table 4.8 

shows the correlation matrix between modelled deposition of a range of 
SCP sizes and the size fractions of SCPs in the surface sediments. The 

correlation used in this study is the Pearson product-moment correlation. 

4.7.1 Correlations between size fractions of modelled SCPs and 
size fractions of SCPs in sediments 

Significant correlations (shaded boxes, Table 4.8) between the total 

concentration of SCPs and predicted deposition in all size fractions are 

positive and range between 0.52 and 0.56. The highest correlations are 
between the SCP concentration size fraction of 35.90-46.15 Pm and 
deposition of SCPs with a diameter of 90 pm (r=0.62). However, for 
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each concentration size range the effect of changing the size of 
deposited SCPs has very little effect on value of r. For example, the 

concentration size fraction 35.90-46.15 pm has a range of r between 

0.59 and 0.62. 

The range of r for some of the other concentration size fractions is wider, 

e. g. 56.41-64.10 prn has r ranging between 0.47 and 0.54. These 

results show that variation in the pattern of predicted emissions due to 

SCIP size is very small compared with the actual concentrations found in 

lakes and ponds. This is confirmed by the presence of high values of r 
(all greater than 0.97) in the inter-variable correlation matrix of size 
fractions of predicted deposition (Table 4.9). 

Although the variation in r is small for the relationships between SCP 

deposition and each of the concentration size fractions (Table 4.8) there 

is a gradient in the correlation matrix from top to bottom, i. e. for each 
SCP concentration fraction there is little change in r with increasing 

deposition size. For SCP concentrations smaller than 46.15 Rm the 

highest value of r occurs with deposition of 90 pm sized SCPs, whereas 

concentrations above 56.41 gm the best relationship is with 100 gm 

deposition. This shows that, generally, the relationship between 

predicted and actual improves slightly as the modelled SCP size 
increases. The reasons for this relationship are unclear. Since there is 

very little variation in the correlation coefficient between SCP deposition 

and concentration for changes in concentration size then the 

improvement in relationship with an increase in deposition size is 

unimportant. The value of r is not significant when the concentration of 

SCPs in the range 64.10-74.35 gm is compared with modelled 

deposition of SCPs smaller than 50 gm, whereas the relationship 

becomes significant (r = 0.39-0.44) for deposition of SCPs larger than 

60 gm. 
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4.7.2 Effect of size of SCP actual concentration on correlation with 
predicted SCP deposition 

A change in the actual sediment SCP size fraction produces a range of 
values of r for each modelled deposition size (Table 4.8). For example, 
5.13-15.38 pm has a range of r between 0.44 and 0.48 compared with 
35.90-46.15 gm where r=0.59-0.62. The relationship between SCP 

concentrations in the fraction 0-5.13 lim and any of the predicted 
deposition SCP sizes is small, negative and not significant at p: 50.05. 
The same relationship is true for the correlations between SCP 

concentrations in the size fraction larger than 105.13 pm and any of the 

predicted deposition SCP sizes. 

4.7.3 Relationships between summary statistics and modelled 
deposition 

Table 4.10 shows the correlation matrix of selected summary statistics 
and modelled deposition of power station and other Part A Process 

emissions. Comparing the statistical properties of the distribution with 
SCP deposition will further test whether it is possible to relate predicted 
deposition to the shape of the distribution. 

Table 4.10: Correlation matrix of summary statistics and modelled 
deposition of SCPs from all sources 

Mean Median Mode I Kurtosis Skewness Min Max 

5 0.29 0.31 0.16 -0.07 -0.04 0.13 0.12 
10 0.29 0.32 0.16 -0.07 -0.05 0.13 0.12 
20 0.29 0.32 0.16 -0.07 -0.05 0.13 0.12 
30 _ 0.29 0.32 0.16 -0.07 -0.05 0.13 0.12 

Modelled 40 0.29 0.32 0.16 -0.07 -0.05 0.13 0.12 
deposition 50 0.29 0.32 0.16 -0.07 -0.05 0.13 0.12 

(gm) 60 0.30 0.32 0.16 -0.07 -0.04 0.13 0.13 
70 0.30 0.33 0.17 -0.06 -0.04 0.12 0.13 
80 0.30 0.33 0.17 -0.05 -0.03 0.11 0.14 
90 0.32 0.36 0.17 -0.04 -0.02 0.11 0.16 
100 0.36 0.39 0.18 -0.04 -0.03 0.14 0.18 

Table shows values of r. 
Shaded correlations are significant at p: 50.05 
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The correlations between deposition and statistical values are weak and 

insignificant with one exception between 100 gm deposition and median 

(r=0.39, p: 50.05). This shows that there is a weak relationship between 

the middle of the distribution and the deposition of 100 gm particles at 

each site. It has been shown (Section 4.3.1) that the pattern of modelled 

deposition does not vary considerably with SCP size. This is reflected in 

the correlation matrix (Table 4.2) where the range of values of r is small 

for changing SCP size. In general r increases with SCP size for mean, 

median, mode and maximum and decreases for kurtosis and skewness. 

The relationship of minimum with size is more complex but since r is low 

and insignificant it does not merit further discussion. 

4.7.4 PCA of SCP concentration, environmental data and SCP 
deposition data at twenty-four sites 

Since the environmental variables do not explain the spatial variation in 

SCP concentration the hypothesis that SCP concentration is driven by 

deposition was tested. The correlations between SCP concentration and 

modelled deposition are described in Section 4.3.1. The environmental 

variables will have no bearing on modelled deposition and vice versa 

since the two data sets are independent. However, inclusion of 

deposition data in a PCA in addition to the environmental variables may 

contribute to a better explanation of SCIP concentration. 

Figure 4.7 shows a PCA biplot of SCP concentration, environmental data 

and modelled SCP deposition. The 1't axis explains 65.0% of the 

variation in the data and the 2nd axis explains 26.5%. The 3 rd and 4 th 

axes were not significant when tested using BSTICK All deposition 

variables score highly along axis 1 and are all highly correlated (see 

Table 4.2). 
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Figure 4.7: PCA biplOt Of SCP concentration, environmental data and 
modelled SCP deposition 
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The arrow for SCP concentration lies in a similar direction to predicted 
deposition of all size fractions, which confirms the relationship between 

SCP concentration and predicted deposition as discussed in Section 

4.3.1. Area, maximum depth, water depth and area/maximum depth 

have no relationship with the deposition data and score highly along the 

2 nd axis. %DW lies along the 2 nd axis but the arrow is not as long and 

therefore the data do not show so much variation. %LOI also lies along 
the 2nd axis but in the opposite direction to the other environmental 

variables due to its negative correlation with %LOI. C-M is negatively 

correlated with predicted deposition suggesting a link between these two 

variables. However, this relationship is coincidental because neither of 
these two variables is dependent on the other. 
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The locations of sites on the biplot in comparison with their locations in 

the previous biplot without modelled SCP deposition (Figure 4.5) show 
how the predicted diverges from the actual. Whereas VICT scored 
highly along the axis that was controlled by SCP concentration when 
deposition was not considered, once deposition was included it is more 

strongly associated with the axis controlled by deposition. Therefore, 

SCP concentration will be lower than expected at VICT. REG is even 
further away from SCP concentration, which suggests that predicted 
deposition is higher relative to actual concentration. WAND showed 

virtually no relationship with SCIP concentration before deposition was 

considered however, in Figure 4.7 it is located in the same direction as 
the SCP concentration arrow. This shows that WAND scores highly 

along the correlation between SCP concentration and deposition and, 
therefore, that the predicted is a good indicator of actual concentration. 

4. Z5 Multiple linear regression of SCP concentration, SCP 
deposition and environmental data at twenty-four sites 

A stepwise multiple linear regression was performed on total SCP 

concentration and modelled deposition of SCPs of different sizes for 

twenty-four lakes and ponds with SCIP as the dependent variable (Table 

4.11). The environmental variables were included in the analysis to 

determine whether any of the variation could be explained by 

environmental factors once any contribution from deposition had been 

accounted for. 

Table4.11: Significant environmental variables selected by the step-wise 
multiple regression for twenty-four lakes and ponds with SCP as the 

dependent variable 

Variable Coefficient Standard p-value 
Sinýple Sequential 2 

deviation r r 
100 pm SCP depn 0.94 0.10 0.015 0.27 0.27 

CA 131009.50 , 144606.97 , 
0.050 0.14 0.41 
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This result shows that deposition of 100 prn SCPs is the main predictor 

of total SCIP concentration. Since predicted deposition of different sized 
SCPs are highly correlated with each other (Figure 4.6), another size 
fraction could be substituted for 100 gm. The deposition variables are 

not contributing uniquely to the explanation of the variance in SCIP 

concentration. The forward selection procedure will only select one 

environmental variable that best explains the variation in the dependent 

variable and, therefore, removes any spurious explanations due to co- 

linear variations in the deposition data. Therefore, 100 lum is selected by 

the step-wise regression because correlation increases with predicted 
deposition size (see Table 4.8). Selection of CA by the model shows 

that the depth at which a core is taken is related to SCIP concentration. 

4.8 Discussion 

4.8.1 SCP concentrations in lake and pond surface sediments 

Lake and pýnd sediments are a dynamic environment affected by within- 
lake or pond processes and within-sediment processes in addition to 

external forces such as atmospheric and catchment inputs. The effects 

of climate, altitude and nutrient input as well as many other factors 

combine to make each lake and pond into a unique environment. 
Despite these lake specific processes, this study has shown that total 

SCP concentration has a good relationship with predicted deposition 

from all sources for all size fractions (r=0.52-0.56, p0.05). 

The forward selection procedure incorporating twenty-four sites (Table 

4.11) showed that 100 gm SCP deposition explained 27% of the total 

variance in SCP concentration. However, in combination, the 

environmental variables explained 75% of the total variation in SCP 

concentration. This shows that although SCP deposition is the driving 

force behind SCP concentration there is still a contribution from the lake 

and pond processes. 
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Core depth to maximum lake depth ratio (C: M) was the only lake and 
pond environmental variable identified as contributing significantly to 

variation in SCP concentration (14% of the total). 

However, in this study there was not much variation in bathymetry 
because most of the lakes and ponds used were artificial. Most of the 

cores were taken from the deepest point but this may have been similar 
in depth to the rest of the lake or pond. Therefore, the relationship 
between CA and concentration may be coincidental. The remaining 
34% of the variation not accounted for by significant individual variables 
is caused by the remaining variables in combination, in particular some 
of the explanation is due to correlations between deposition variables. 

The unexplained variation in SCP concentration is due to other 
environmental variables that have not been considered or errors in either 
the SCP concentration data or the predicted deposition data. The 

causes of the unexplained variation are discussed in the following 

sections. 

4.8.2 Environmental variables 

The environmental variables used in the forward selection for twenty-four 

sites were lake area, maximum depth, core depth, %DW and %LOI. 

There are a number of other lake and pond variables that would possibly 

affect the concentration of SCPs in the study sites. For example, lake 

altitude, sulphur deposition, annual rainfall and lake area had a 

significant relationship with SCP deposition in Scottish lakes (Rose and 

Juggins, 1994). Site altitude was not included in this study because it 

was almost constant across London and, therefore, would not have 

contributed to the explanation of SCP concentration. Sulphur deposition 

data were not available in this study. Annual rainfall will affect 

sedimentation through the amount of run-off in the catchment that 

carries sediment into the lake or pond. The effects of run-off in London 

are not known. The presence of paved areas surrounding the lakes and 
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ponds may make run-off more significant, or alternatively the presence 
of drainage systems around each site might divert run-off into the 
sewage system. It was not included in the model because it was 
impossible to determine the rainfall at each site over the areas covered 
by the M25. The rainfall in 1996 was not identical at the three 
meteorological stations in London (Gatwick, Heathrow and the London 
Weather Centre). To what extent one of the sites in this study is 
influenced by the meteorology at a particular weather centre is uncertain. 

Lake area was extracted as the only significant predictor variable in the 
forward selection involving the eight sites that had accumulation rate 
data. This analysis contained the sites BREN, BANB and QUEE which 
are reservoirs that have very large surface areas upon which SCPs will 
fall from the atmosphere. These sites do not have correspondingly large 

catchments to provide particulate matter because they are located in 

very artificial environments. Both BANB and QUEE are raised basins 
that sit on top of the surrounding landscape and are surrounded by a rim 
that is only a few metres wide. The predominant source for particles is 

atmospheric deposition. BREN differs slightly to QUEE and BANB in 

that it was created by flooding an existing river valley, however, it is 

surrounded by a complex network of roads and drainage systems that 

will channel the water away from the reservoir to protect water quality 
from polluting run-off. As a result, SCP concentrations are not diluted by 

sediment from the catchment and this is confirmed by the relationship 
between accumulation rate and lake area such that accumulation rate 
decreases as lake area increases. Once deposition is included as an 

environmental variable in a forward selection analysis for the twenty-four 

sites then the relationship between lake area and SCP concentration 
becomes insignificant. 

4.8.3 Within-site spatial patchiness 

Accumulation rate varies across the lake basin and is affected by the 

properties of the lake or pond, in particular by the bathymetry of the 
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basin, it's size and orientation and by climatic conditions (Sly, 1978). 
Studies of varved sediments from a Swedish Lake (Petterson et al., 
1993) showed that spatial variability of sediment accumulation was very 
low. Although Downing and Rath (1988) showed that there was 

considerable spatial heterogeneity in the water and organic matter 

content, pigment and phosphorous concentrations of sediments from the 

same site with up to 320 times greater variance than caused by 

analytical or microscale variation. Spatial non-uniformity of sediments 

was also indicated in diatom studies of a small lake in Northern Ireland 

(Anderson, 1990) implicating the importance of diatom source 

communities to the sediment record and that whole-lake mixing and 

resuspension do not effectively create uniform diatom concentrations. 
SCP concentration has been shown to vary within the surface sediments 

within the small area of a basin of a remote lake in Scotland (Rose et al., 

1999b). Wik and Renberg (1991) showed that SCPs are focussed into 

the deepest part of the lake basin in their study of three Swedish lakes. 

Models have been developed that predict sediment distribution in large 

lakes (Hikanson and Jansson, 1983). 

There are many other studies that have investigated spatial patchiness 

using approaches that include volcanic ash (Kimmel, 1978) and pollen 
(Davis and Ford, 1982) but these studies have all been carried out on 

natural systems. The models proposed by HAkanson and Jansson do 

not apply to small lakes or ponds. Bennion et al. (2001) linked poor 

radionuclide records in small, natural lakes to sediment disturbance by 

wind stress and sediment resuspension due to the shallow nature of the 

lakes. 

The lakes and ponds used in this study have all been modified in some 

way and have catchments that are limited by the surrounding artificial 

urban drainage system. Therefore, comparison with natural systems is 

not strictly relevant, although these studies are referred to in the 

absence of similar studies on artificial systems. Catchment was not 
included as a variable in the analyses because the catchment area was 
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impossible to measure without undertaking a detailed study of the 
drainage system, which was beyond the scope of this project. It may be 

more realistic to treat lakes and ponds in the urban environment as if 

they are individual basins without a significant catchment. 

SCIP concentration of the sediments of even the largest lakes in this 

study will not depend on variation of atmospheric input within a site. 
However, the C: M ratio used in forward selection of the twenty-four 

variables showed that core location has a significant influence on SCP 

concentration (accounting for 14% of the variation once the effects of 
deposition or 100[im particles has been removed), therefore suggesting 
that the SCP concentration may not be uniform across each site. Where 

possible in this study the sediment sample was taken from the centre of 
the lake or pond for both consistency and because the SCP cores taken 

from the deepest point usually provide the best historical records in 

natural systems (Rose, 1999b). These results indicate that there may be 

local catchment effects and inflows that have not been taken into 

account that are having an effect on SCP concentration. 

4.8.4 Inter-lake sediment variability 

The action of bioturbation within the surface sediment (e. g. Davis, 1974; 

Fisher et al., 1980), and mixing caused by water currents and gas 

bubbles creates a time averaging effect on the SCP record (Rose, 

1991). The majority of the lakes sampled by Rose had very low 

accumulation rates in comparison with the rates known for the sites in 

this study (0.63 mm y(l in Scotland compared with between 2.90 and 

34.88 mm yr" in London). Therefore it is likely that the sediments in this 

study are less likely to suffer from the effects of mixing. The 

consequences of mixing may have a significant effect at sites where 

there is a long temporal record (e. g. BANB and BREN) since the spatial 

distribution of power stations, the fuels combusted and the abatement 

technology has changed considerably in the last 100 years (see Chapter 

1 for more details). At most sites the sediment only covers a short time 
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period and so the effects of mixing will not be so severe. A more 
significant problem is that of physical disturbance through dredging or if 

the sediments are directly disturbed if the lake or pond has dried out. 

4.8.5 Local meteorological factors 

The local meteorology of each site is complex and will influence SCP 

concentration by affecting the transporting air currents. For example, if 
buildings or trees surround a site, their size and proximity will control the 

airflow and affect SCP deposition (see Chapter 3). A detailed 

meteorological study was not undertaken in this study and so the effects 
are unknown. 

4.8.6 Deposition errors 

The lack of variation in the predicted spatial deposition pattern for 

different SCP size fractions (see Chapter 3) accounts for the consistency 

seen in the correlation coefficients produced by comparing actual 

concentrations with predicted. Dispersion modelling can only reflect an 
idealised environment. For example, in this study the effects of 

topography were not taken into account because the Thames Corridor is 

relatively uniform (see Figure 3.4) but considering the extent of the study 

area it is likely that topography will have an effect even if it is relatively 

minor. In particular, the presence of hills between Didcot and London 

will present a barrier to the movement of pollution but this has not been 

accounted for in the model. The urban topography will also affect 

movement of pollution (see Section 3.9.1) and has not been taken into 

account. 

Small size fractions in sediments may be under-represented because 

they may agglomerate close to the source and then behave as larger 

particles that cannot travel as far. Alternatively, it is difficult to identify 

small (<2.5 gm) SCPs using an optical microscope at a magnification of 

400x and so that fraction may be missed. Another explanation is that 
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the high temperatures, long residence times and oxidising conditions 
inside modern boilers effectively remove the elemental carbon content of 
fly ash from pulverised coal combustion (OhIstrom et al., 2000), and the 

same may be true for oil combustion. Although the presence of SCP in 

the environment shows that elemental carbon cannot be completely 

removed. 

4.8.7 Relationship of SCP size fraction and SCP source 

The SCP data are in percentage form, which means that if a site has a 
high score for a particular size fraction it is high relative to the other size 
fractions and not just high due to elevated levels in all size fractions. 

BREN, NORS, FLIN, STEN, STEW, QUEE and DUCK score highly in 

the n1 -n2 (0.00-10.26 pm) direction. In comparison with the modelled 

deposition data these sites are not significantly affected by power 

stations or other Part A Processes. Similarly, CHER, SHEN and FAIR 

score highly in the direction if n3-n4 (10.26-20.51 tim), and ALEX lies 

along the line of n5-n7 (20.51-35.90 gm), these sites also do not expect 

to receive high levels of deposition. These SCPs are relatively small and 

will be able to travel for long distances (see Chapter 3) and therefore 

may have a more distant source. The arrow for n25 (123.08-128.21 gm) 

lies in the same direction as n1 and n2 but this is probably co-incidental 
due to the small numbers of SCPs found in the n25 size fraction. 

In contrast, VICT, CROS and BROO score highly in the direction of n8- 

n2l (35.90-107.69 Vm) and n24 (117.5-123.08 gm) and these are 

located at sites that are predicted to receive greater levels of SCP 

deposition. These sites are close to Littlebrook power station and Ford 

in East London (see Figure 3.4) and the larger particles will originate 

from these sources. 

REG, WHITV and WAND all lie mid-way between the n8-n22, n28 

cluster of arrows and the n5-7 (20.51-35.90 pm) arrows, but do not score 
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particularly highly for each. Therefore, both the medium sized and larger 
SCPs are equally important. These sites are located close to each other 
in the centre of London and are surrounded by London Underground 

Chelsea, London Underground Greenwich and Citigen. They are all 

predicted to have high levels of deposition of all sizes of SCPs. The n5- 
7 (20.51-35.90 jim) size fraction appears to be important for both high 

and low levels of deposition. This fraction will be able to travel for 

moderately long distances and the results suggest that these sized 
SCPs are being reasonably well dispersed from the sources in London. 

4.8.8 Summary 

The results of this chapter have shown that actual concentrations of 
SCPs in lakes and ponds agrees well with the dispersion modelling 
footprint of SCPs across London from Chapter 3. In general, the 

environmental variables do not contribute much to the explanation of 

variation in SCP concentrations. The SCP size distribution in the lakes 

and ponds shows some relationship with proximity to source. SCP 

sources is discussed further in Chapters 5 and 6. 
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CHAPTER 5: SCP AND IAS POLLUTION EPISODES ACROSS 
LONDON 

5.1 Introduction 

There are many studies that look at the quantities and types of contemporary 
pollution in London (e. g. SEIPH 1999; LRC, 1997; Long, 1998) but specific 
sources are less well understood. Modelling studies, pollution inventories and 
particle chemistry studies go part of the way towards understanding the 

sources of gaseous and particulate pollution, however the specific impacts of 
individual sources in London are uncertain due to the complex cocktail of 
pollution that London is inundated with (see Chapter 1). It is generally 
accepted that the impacts of power stations and other high-temperature 
fossil-fuel combustion sources do not have a large overall impact on urban 
areas in comparison with the vast emissions from road transport. However, 

these point sources may have a significant impact on the character and 
intensity of episodic pollution. 

SCPs and IASs are uniquely produced by the high-temperature combustion of 
fossil fuels (see Section 3.3.2) and therefore are ideal to trace the impact of 

pollution in London from power station and other Part A fossil-fuel combustion 

sources. Chapter 3 has shown that predicted deposition of SCPs from these 

sources varies across London and Chapter 4 has confirmed that there is a 

similar spatial pattern of SCPs in lake and pond sediments. These Chapters 

were both focused on long-term deposition and concentrations, on a scale of 

years, however the short-term impacts of pollution from power station and 

other Part A Processes are less well understood. The Burkard Trap was first 

used by Boehm and Leuschner (1979) to evaluate fly ash pollution and it was 

suggested by Mackay and Rose (1998) in a study of all pollution particles that 

SCPs and IASs collected on Burkard Traps may show the presence of 

episodic pollution plumes in London. Therefore, the short-term impact of SCP 

and IAS is now addressed in this Chapter. 
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-V 

5.1.1 Aims 

The data in Chapter 3 showed that non-power station Part A Processes have 

the greatest deposition of SCPs to London over a period of one year. 
However, the balance between emissions from non-power station Part A 

Processes and emissions from power stations may be different when 

considering episodes of pollution over short time periods. The specific aims 

of this Chapter are: 

9 To determine the impact of SCPs and IASs in London over short time 

periods at high temporal resolution. This is a unique study of particles on 
this scale of resolution that can be attributed to a specific type of source; 

and 

e To evaluate the spatial differences in SCP and IAS concentration along a 

transect of sites in order to test the hypothesis that short-term episodes of 
SCP and IAS pollution are dominated by emissions from power stations. 

5.2 IAS and SCP episodes 

SCPs and IASs were counted on Burkard Trap tapes at four sites across 

London on a transect connecting the centre of London to the power stations 

along the Thames Corridor. The term 'episode' in this study refers to the 

period of time that Burkard Trap tapes were counted for. Shorter periods of 

time, where there were elevated concentrations of particles or gases, are 

referred to as pollution 'events'. All episodes were selected based on hourly 

average S02 concentrations exceeding 35 ppb at monitoring stations close to 

the Burkard Trap transect sites at London Bloomsbury, London Eltham, 

Thurrock and Rochester (see Section 2.7). Altogether five pollution episodes 

were selected for analysis. 

Numbers of SCPs and IASs were counted for each microscope field of view 

along each tape of an episode and the counts were then added together to 
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obtain a count per hour (W) (see Section 2.6.4). Where possible, a day 
before and after the elevated concentration was also counted. 

Figures 5.1-5.11 show the counts of SCPs and IASs from Burkard Trap tapes 

at UCL, Thamesmead, Dartford and Northfleet for Episodes 1 and 2 and at 
UCL for Episodes 3,4 and 5. S02 and N02 are plotted for the closest 
monitoring station to the Burkard Trap site for the same period. The IAS/SCP 

record is not complete in Episodes 1 and 2 where the record is missing due to 
Burkard Trap operational problems. 

Correlation matrices (Tables 5.1-5.13) were calculated for the IAS, SCP, S02 

and N02 profiles at each site and for each episode. Significant correlations 
(p: 50.05) are indicated by grey shaded boxes. The IAS and SCP time-series 

at Northfleet are compared with the S02 and N02 concentrations at both 
Rochester and Thurrock because Northfleet lies approximately equidistant 
from both. 

The N02 profiles have been included for comparison so that the influence of 
road transport can be eliminated. If there is a co-incident peak of N02 and 
S02 then the source is likely to be vehicular. Road transport accounts for 

over 75% of N02 emissions in London (AQS, 1999) and so the contribution of 
other sources of N02 is likely to be swamped by the vehicular contribution. 

5. Z 1 Episode 1 (413199-913199) 

This episode was selected because there were two dates at two sites where 
S02 exceeded the 35 ppb limit; the first was on 5/3/99 at UCL and the second 

at Thamesmead on 8/3/99. There was no single time when S02 was 

elevated at all four sites, however there were slightly raised levels Of S02 at 
Thurrock at approximately the same time as the episode at Bloomsbury. The 

whole period was chosen to determine whether these two incidences were 

part of one larger episode and to gain some insight on the movement of 

plumes of particles from high temperature combustion sources. 
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Figures 5.1-5.4 show the time-series profiles Of S02 and N02 concentrations 

and SCP and IAS counts at the transect sites for Episode 1. Correlations 

between variables are shown in Tables 5.1-5.5. 

The flow rate of air into the Burkard Trap is 10 litres per minute (Burkard 

Manufacturing Company operation manual) and this corresponds to a flow 

rate of 0.6 M3 W (see Section 2.6.1). The numbers of particles per volume 

of air are reported in the text alongside the count of particles for each hour. 

UCL 

The S02 profile (Figure 5.1a) shows a peak of 46 ppb in the afternoon on 
5/3/99, a decrease in the early evening and a rise just before midnight, 
following which concentrations drop to 4-5 ppb in the early hours of 6/3/99. 

TheS02 levels at Bloomsbury are moderately high for most of the day on 
6/3/99, with concentrations around 30 ppb. There are two further peaks of 

just below 30 ppb at around midnight on 7/3/99 and in the early evening on 

8/3/99. The N02 profile (Figure 5.1b) has a diurnal structure with higher 

concentrations during the daytime and into the evening and a drop in the 

early hours of the moming, typical of vehicle activity. 

Table 5.1: Correlation matrix showing the relationships between IAS and SCP 
at UCL and S02 and N02 at Bloomsbury for Episode 1 

SCP IAS S02 N02 

SCP 1 

IAS 0.02 1 
S02 

-0.18 0.16 1 1 
N02 

-0.27 0.23 0.16 1 
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Figure 5.1a-d: Plots of SCP and AS (UCL) with S02 and N02 (Bloomsbury) for 
Episode 1 
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SCP numbers are low on 5/3/99 and 6/3/99 (Figure 5.1 c) with a small peak of 
10 SCP hr' (17 SCP M-3) just before midday on 6/3/99. The numbers rise 
during the morning of 7/3/99 to a peak of 22 SCP hr' (37 SCP m-3) just 

before midday. Following this peak the levels drop in the evening of 7/3/99 

and then rise again just before midnight and just after midnight, peaking at 
just below 20 SCP hr' (33 SCp M-3) each time. SCP levels are once again 
low on 8/3/99 and 9/3/99. IAS numbers are low throughout the episode apart 
from one distinct peak at midday on 8/3/99 that contains almost 600 IAS hr"' 

(1000 IAS M, 3) (Figure 5.1d). 

There is a coincident peak in S02 and IAS at midday on 8/3/99 (Figures 5.1 a 

and 5.1d respectively) but there are no other relationships between these two 

profiles. The minor peak in the SCP profile on 6/3/99 (Figure 5.1c) coincides 

with the start of period of elevated S02 concentrations. There are high 

concentrations of SCPs on the evening of 7/3/99 and the early morning of 
8/3/99 coinciding with elevated concentrations Of S02. Other periods where 
SCPs are high (midday on 7/3/99) occur while S02 concentrations are low (<5 

ppb). 

The only significant correlations (Table 5.1) are between N02and SCP (weak 

and negative) and N02 and IAS (weak and positive). The poor relationship 
between N02 and S02 suggests that road transport is not the only source of 

the S02 episode. Lack of a significant relationship between SCP or IAS with 

N02 indicates that resuspension of SCPs or IASs is not a significant 

contribution to the atmospheric load. 

Thamesmead 

The S02 time-series for Eltham (Figure 5.2a) has slightly elevated levels 

peaking at 8 ppb and 10 ppb on 4/3/99 and 5/3/99 respectively. A second, 

larger peak of almost 40 ppb occurs on 8/3/99. Both the elevated level and 

the significant peak coincide with features on the Thamesmead IAS profile. 

The remainder of the episode has low (5 ppb or less) and fairly constantS02 

concentrations. 
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Figure 5.2a-d: Plots of SCP and AS (Thamesmead) with S02 and N02 (Eltham) for 
Episode 1 
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There are two main periods where SCP levels are high (Figure 5.2c). The 

first in the evening of 4/3/99, with a peak of over 50 SCP ht" (83 SCp M-3) 
followed by a smaller peak of just over 20 SCP hr" (33 SCp M, 3) in the 

morning of 5/3/99. The second period occurred during the day on 8/3/99 with 

a peak of 30 SCIP h(1 (50 SCp M-3) in the morning, followed by a short period 

of slightly elevated numbers in the afternoon, evening and through to the 

morning of the following day. SCIP levels are low and constant for the rest of 
the episode. 

IAS numbers are also generally low and constant (Figure 5.2d) with three 

main peaks in the record. The first, on 4/3/99, is low with just under 200 IAS 
W (333 IAS M-3) in the peak and is shortly followed by the second, slightly 
larger peak (around 400 IAS hr-1,666 IAS M-3) just after midnight on 5/3/99. 

Both of these peaks coincide with the first period of elevated levels of SCPs, 

although the shapes of the profiles are different. The most significant IAS 

peak is on 8/3/99 and contains over 1,000 SCIP hr" (1,666 IAS M-3). 

Table 5.2: Correlation matrix showing the relationships between IAS and SCP 
at Thamesmead and S02 and N02 at Eltham for Episode 1 

SCP IAS S02 N02 

SCP 1 

IAS 0.25 1 
S02 0.29 0.71 1 

IN02 0.17 0.05 0.19 
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Figure 5.3a-d: Plots of SCP and IAS (Dartford) with S02 and N02 (Thurrock) for 
Episode 1 
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The correlation data between Eltharn and Thamesmead (Table 5.2) has a 
number of significant relationships, between SCP and IAS, SCP and S02, 
SCP and N02 (all weakly positive) and between IAS and S02 (strongly 

positive, r=0.71, p: ý0.05). The S02-IAS relationship is shown clearly in the 

time series plots (Figures 5.2a and 5.2d respectively) as described above. 
The lack of a relationship between S02 and N02 coupled with the strong 

relationship between IAS and S02 shows that there is a coal source for this 

pollution event. Examination of the time series shows that there is a 

coincidental SCP peak even though the correlation coefficient does not show 

a strong relationship. 

Dartford 

There are elevated levels Of S02 on 4/3/99 and 5/3/99 (up to 14 ppb) (Figure 

5.3a) that coincide with the IAS peaks on those two days (Figure 5.3d). The 

most striking similarity is between the S02 peak on 8/3/99 of 22 ppb and the 

main IAS peak that occurs at the same time. 

N02concentrations are generally low (Figure 5.3b), averaging around 25 ppb 

with one significant peak on 5/3/99. This coincides with a S02 peak and 
shows that road transport is the most likely source of both of these pollutants 

at this time, especially since Thurrock is an urban background site. In 

addition, there is no significant simultaneous peak in the SCP or IAS profiles, 

which suggests that the source of this S02 peak is not a high-temperature 

fossil-fuel combustion process. 

The SCP record is highly variable with many peaks and troughs due to low 

numbers (Figure 5.3c). There are no distinctive peaks in the profile but there 

are slightly higher numbers coinciding with similar features on the 

Thamesmead SCP profile. The SCP peak (9 SCP W, 15 SCP m") occurs at 

about midday on 9/3/99. The IAS profile contains two major peaks, the first in 

the early hours of the morning on 5/3/99 which has a maximum count of 240 

IAS W (400 IAS M-3) , and the second on 8/3/99 which has a maximum of 

707 IAS h(l (1178 IAS M, 3) 
. There are other minor peaks on 4/3/99, in the 
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evening of 5/3/99 and on 6/3/99 that have maximum concentrations of around 
100 IAS h(l (167 IAS M-3). 

There are three significant relationships between Dartford IAS and SCP and 
Thurrock S02 (Table 

. 
5.3). SCP-lAS and SCP-S02 are weakly positive 

(r=0.22 and r=0.25, p: 50.05 respectively). The best relationship is between 

S02 and IAS (r=0.51, p: 50.05) and can be clearly seen in the profiles shown in 

Figures 5.3a and 5.3d respectively. 

Table 5.3: Correlation matrix showing the relationships between IAS and SCP 
at Dartford and S02 and N02 at Thurrock for Episode 1 

SCP IAS S02 N02 

SCP 1 

IAS 0.22 1 
S02 0.25 0.51 1 
N02 0.07 -0.01 0.41 

Northfleet 

The S02 profile at Rochester (Figure 5.4a) has a peak of 22 ppb that 

coincides with the end of the first IAS peak at Northfleet (Figure 5.4d). For 

the rest of the episode the S02 concentrations are generally low, with some 
minor fluctuations that peak at around 15 ppb. 

The SCP levels are low at the beginning of the episode (Figure 5.4c) and then 

increase slightly with occasional peaks of over 10 SCP W (17 SCp M-3) 
between the evening of 4/3/99 and the early morning of 6/3/99. Once again 

this is the same period of time that has elevated SCP concentrations at both 

Dartford and Thamesmead. On 8/3/99 the SCP concentrations are high with 

a major peak of 24 SCP W (40 SCp M-3 ) around midday. 

There is a second IAS peak (423 IAS W, 705 IAS m'3) (Figure 5.4d) that 

occurs at the same time as the SCP peak but has no corresponding elevated 

levels in theS02 profile. Rochester and Northfleet are not co-located which 
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might explain a lack of relationship; the plume may pass over both Rochester 

and Northfleet during the first episode but not during the second episode. 

Table SA: Correlation matrix showing the relationships between IAS and SCP 
at Northfleet and S02 and N02at Rochester for Episode I 

SCP IAS S02 N02 

SCP 1 

IAS 0.46 1 
S02 0.27 0.23 1 
N02 

-0.14 -0.02 0.09 

Table 5.5: Correlation matrix showing the relationships between IAS and SCP 
at Northfleet andS02and N02at Thurrock for Episode 1 

SCP IAS S02 N02 

SCP 1 

IAS 0.50 1 
S02 0.46 0.63 1 
N02 

-0.06 0.02 0.41 1 

SCP and IAS have the best statistical relationship (r=0.46, p: 50.05) when 

comparing Northfleet IAS and SCIP with Rochester S02 and N02 (Table 5.4). 

Table 5.5 shows the correlation coefficients from the relationship between IAS 

and SCP from Northfleet and S02 and N02 from Thurrock. The IAS-SO2 

relationship is much stronger than that shown in Table 5.4 (r=0.63, p: 50.05). 
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Figure 5.4a-d: Plots of SCP and IAS (Northfleet) with S02 and N02 (Rochester) for 
Episode I 
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5.2.2 Episode 2 (1514199-1714199) 

The time-series profiles Of S02 and N02 concentrations and SCP and IAS 

counts during Episode 2 at the transect sites are shown in Figures 5.5-5.8; 

correlations between variables are shown in Tables 5.6-5.10. There were two 
incidences where the hourly average concentration Of S02 exceeded the 35 

ppb limit used in this study. These both occurred on 16/4/99 at Thurrock, the 

monitoring station closest to Dartford. There were no S02 exceedances at 

any of the other sites during this period. 

UCL 

The S02 profile (Figure 5.5a) has similar features to the SCP profile (Figure 

5.5c) but appears to have a time shift with theS02peak (20 ppb) on 16/4/99, 

occurring approximately 5 hours later than the SCP peak. The second SCP 

peak on 17/4/99 occurs at approximately the same time as a minor S02 peak 
(16 ppb). SCP concentrations peak at 153 SCP W (255 SCP m'3) on 
16/4/99 in the early hours of the morning and then again, but at a much lower 

level (46 SCIP W, 77 SCIP M-3) on 17/4/99. The IAS record is low (Figure 

5.5d), has many peaks and troughs and does not have any similarities with 

the SCP record. N02 concentrations are mostly in the range between 40 ppb 

and 50 ppb with a few peaks and troughs. 

Table 5.6: Correlation matrix showing the relationships between IAS and SCP 

at UCL and S02 and N02 at Bloomsbury for Episode 2 

SCP IAS S02 N02 

SCP 1 

IAS 0.14 1 
S02 

-0.10 0.25 1 
N02 

-0.28 -0.22 0.20 1 
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Figure 5.5a-d: Plots of SCP and [AS (UCL) with S02 and N02 (Bloomsbury) for 
Episode 2 
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The correlation matrix (Table 5.6) shows only one significant relationship and 

that is between SCP and N02. However, this relationship is weakly negative 

and with reference to the shape of the profiles (Figures 5.5b and 5.5c) does 

not appear to be important. The IAS-SCP relationship is not significant which 

suggests that the source of the major SCIP peak is an oil-fired process. The 

magnitude of the peak also points towards an oil-fired process. 

Thamesmead 

The S02 concentrations at Eltharn are low with a maximum of 6 ppb in the 

morning of 15/4/99 (Figure 5.6a). This peak appears in both the IAS and 

SCP profiles (Figures 5.6c and 5.6d respectively) and also in the N02 profile 

(Figure 5.6b). Although N02 is generally associated with road transport 

emissions it is possible, given the relationship with both IAS and SCP, that 

the N02 in this peak has a high temperature combustion source. 

The SCP profile comprises low levels that vary between 0 and 9 particles and 

has many peaks and troughs. The IAS profile has some high levels in the 

morning of 15/4/99 (61 IAS W, 102 IAS M-3) ,a slightly lower peak just before 

midday on 16/4/99 (34 IAS W, 57 IAS M-3 ) and then a third high peak (60 

IAS hr"', 100 IAS M-3) just after midnight on 17/4/99. Although the SCP profile 

is noisy there appears to be some similarity in its structure to the structure of 

the IAS profile. 

Table 5.7: Correlation matrix showing the relationships between IAS and SCP 

at Thamesmead and S02 and N02 at Eltham for Episode 2 

SCP IAS S02 N02 

SCP I 

IAS 0.51 1 
S02 0.07 1 0.27 1 

IN02 0.25 1 0.23 0.21 
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Figure 5.6a-d: Plots of SCP and AS (Thamesmead) with S02 and N02 (Eitham) for 
Episode 2 
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The correlation matrix (Table 5.7) shows that IAS and SCP have a statistically 

significant relationship (r=0.51, p:! ý0.05). The SCP-N02 relationship is also 

significant and, since SCPs are not emitted by road transport, this again 

suggests that for this episode N02 and SCPs originate from the same source. 
One possibility is that the SCPs are caused by resuspension of road dusts 

although the SCP counts are very low and erratic and so the relationship with 
N02 may be coincidental. 

Dartford 

The S02 profile for Thurrock has two distinct peaks on 16/4/99 (43 ppb and 
51 ppb) (Figure 5.7a); both of these have similar features in the SCP profile 
but occur with a time lag of approximately 3 hours (Figures 5.7c). There are 

no similarities between S02 and IAS (Figure 5.7d). The N02 profile (Figure 

5.7b) has elevated levels at the same time as the S02 peaks but has a 

markedly different profile structure. It is possible that the contribution Of S02 

from road transport in combination with S02 from high temperature 

combustion sources may cause the apparent time-lag between peaks in the 

S02 and SCP profiles. Since there are no strong relationships between either 
IAS or SCP and S02 it is reasonable to suppose that the source Of S02 is 

from rush hour traffic. 

SCP levels are low throughout the episode with a relatively large peak (15 

SCP hr-1,25 SCP M-3) in the early hours of 15/4/99 and a second period of 
high levels on 17/4/99 with a maximum SCP count of 16 SCP W (27 SCP m- 
3) 

. There are other minor peaks during the middle of the episode but the 

largest of these has a peak of 10 SCP W (17 SCP M-3) in the evening of 
16/4/99. The IAS record has a high peak in the afternoon of 16/4/99 (173 IAS 

hr", 288 IAS M") with a secondary and much smaller peak (58 IAS W, 97 

[AS M-3 ) in the evening of that day. There are two further peaks (111 and 

107 IAS W, 185 and 178 IAS M-3 respectively) on 17/4/99 at around midday, 

occurring at the same time as elevated SCP numbers. A further low peak (70 

IAS hr", 117 M-3) occurs in the evening of 17/4/99. 
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Figure 5.7a-d: Plots of SCP and AS (Dartford) with S02 and N02 (Thurrock) for 
Episode 2 
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There are no significant correlations between the SCIP and IAS collected at 
Dartford and the S02 and N02 concentrations detected at Thurrock (Table 

5.8). 

Table 5.8: Correlation matrix showing the relationships between IAS and SCP 
at Dartford and S02 and N02 at Thurrock for Episode 2 

SCP IAS S02 N02 

SCP 1 

IAS 0.11 1 
S02 

-0.19 0.08 
N02 0.27 -0.02 1 

Northf leet 

The S02 profile has two peaks, the first at just over 16 ppb on 15/4/99, and 
the second, on 16/4/99 at around 10 ppb (Figure 5.8a). There is missing data 

in the middle of the second peak, therefore the exact peak concentration 

cannot be determined. There are no coincidental peaks in the N02, SCP or 

IAS profiles (Figures 5.8b, 5.8c an 5.8d respectively) for the first S02 peak but 

the second S02 peaks occurs at approximately the same time as a N02 peak, 

suggesting a road transport source for the S02. 

In general, SCP levels are low during Episode 2 at Northfleet, especially 

during 15/4/99 and 16/4/99. There is a broad peak on 17/4/99 but this has a 

maximum of only 8 SCP W (13 SCp M-3). This peak covers some of the 

period of the main peak in SCPs at Dartford. The IAS levels are generally 

very low but have a major peak (311 IAS hr-1,518 IAS M-3) on 17/4/99, at the 

same time as the SCP peak and at a similar time to the IAS peak on the 

same day at Dartford. 
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Figure 5.8a-d: Plots of SCP and AS (Northfleet) with S02 and N02 (Rochester) for 
Episode 2 
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The S02 peak appears to have no relationship with either SCIP or IAS and 
this is supported by the correlations shown in Table 5.9. The IAS-SCP has a 
moderately positive and significant relationship (r--0.44, p: 50.05). The only 
other significant correlation is weakly negative between IAS and N02 (r=-0.30, 

p0.05). The correlation matrix shown in Table 5.10 between IAS and SCIP at 
Northfleet and S02 and N02 from Thurrock shows no significant relationships. 

Table 5.9: Correlation matrix showing the relationships between IAS and SCP 
at Northfleet andS02and N02 at Rochester for Episode 2 

SCP IAS S02 N02 

SCP 1 

IAS 0.44 1 
S02 0.05 0.00 
N02 

-0.09 -0.30 0.07 

Table 5.10: Correlation matrix showing the relationships between IAS and SCP 
at Northfleet and S02 and N02 at Thurrock for Episode 2 

SCP IAS S02 N02 

SCP 1 

IAS 0.01 1 
S02 

-0.21 -0.18 1 
N02 

-0.08 -0.09 0.26 1 

5.2.3 Episode 3 (1313196-1413196) 

Archived tapes were counted for Episodes 3,4 and 5 to extend the study 
across other years. Episodes were selected using the same criteria as before 
(S02> 35 ppb). Prior to the 1999 transect study, tapes were only collected 

consistently at UCL (between 1995 and 2000). Each episode therefore only 

contains data for UCL and London Bloomsbury. There were several periods 
in the past when the S02 limit was exceeded, however choice was restricted 
by the quality of the tapes that were available for analysis. 
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Figure 5.9a-d: Plots of SCP and IAS (UCL) with S02 and N02 (Bloomsbury) for 
Episode 3 
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The major feature of the episode is on 13/3/96 with a concentration of 98 ppb 
but the Burkard Trap tape was not available to compare S02 with counts of 
IAS and SCIP. The time series plots are shown in Figures 5.9a-d and 
correlations are shown in Table 5.11. 

A second major S02 peak (75 ppb) (Figure 5.9a) occurred at the same time 
as the peaks in SCP and IAS (Figure 5.9c and 5.9d respectively). The N02 

concentrations gradually increase during the episode with an average of 
around 50 ppb (figure 5.9b). The IAS levels gradually increase from midday 
of 13/3/96 to a major peak in the morning of 14/3/96 of almost 600 IAS hrl 
(1000 IAS m-3). The SCP profile is similar to the IAS profile with a coincident 
major peak in the morning of 14/3/96. 

Table 5.11: Correlation matrix showing the relationships between IAS and SCP 
at UCL andS02and N02 at Bloomsbury for Episode 3 

SCP IAS S02 N02 

SCP 1 

IAS 0.75 1 
S02 

-0.58 -0.52 1 
N02 0.62 0.73 -0.54 1 

The correlation matrix (Table 5.11) shows significant relationships between all 

variables. SCP and IAS have the strongest correlation (r=0.75, p: 50.05) 

closely followed by IAS and N02 (r=0.73, p: 50.05) and SCP and N02 (r=0.62, 

p: 50.05) although, visually, the profiles are not similar for N02 with either SCP 

or IAS. The presence of the major peak on 13/3/96 causes the correlation 
between S02 and N02 to be strongly negative showing that S02 and N02 

have different sources. The distinct similarities between IAS and SCP suggest 
that, in this episode, these particles originate from the same source. 
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Figure 5.10a-d: Plots of SCP and AS (UCL) with S02 and N02 (Bloomsbury) for 
Episode 4 
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5. Z4 Episode 4 (1113197-1313197) 

The maximum S02 concentration at London Bloomsbury during this episode 
was 84 ppb. The time-series profiles Of S02 and N02 concentrations and 
SCP and IAS counts are shown in Figures 5.1 Oa-d. 

The S02 concentration peaks occurred on 11/3/97 in the evening (84 ppb) 
and on 12/3/97, once again in the early evening (62 ppb) (Figure 5.10a). 
There is no SCP or IAS record for the period covered by the first peak 
(Figures 5.10c and 5.10d respectively) but N02 concentrations are high 
(Figure 5.10b) at approximately the same time suggesting, at least in part, a 
road transport source for the S02. There are no coincident peaks in either 
IAS or SCP during the second S02 peak in the evening of 12/3/97. Both the 
S02 and N02 profiles show a declining trend on 11/3/97 and 12/3/97, which 
indicates that these two pollutants originated from the same source. Either 

the source of the pollution declined in strength during the period or there was 
a change in meteorology that affected pollution transport. 

There is a major peak (71 SCIP W, 118 SCP m-3) in the SCP profile on 

12/3/97 at about midday and a second, more diffuse period on 13/3/97 that 
has a maximum SCP rate of 37 SCP hrl (62 SCp M, 3). The major peak in 
the SCP profile occurs at a similar time to the N02 peak on 12/3/97. 

The IAS profile is markedly different from the SCP profile with three peaks 

occurring during the night of 11/3/97 and finishing at midday on 12/3/97. The 

major peak has a maximum of 235 IAS W (392 IAS M, 3 ) and the minor 

peaks consist of 104 IAS hr" (173 IAS M, 3 ) and 157 IAS hr" (252 IAS M-3) . 
These three peaks appear to be part of a single pollution event where IAS 

numbers are above 50 IAS hr" (83 IAS m-3) for a period of eighteen hours. 

To a certain extent the IAS profile follows the declining trend Of S02 and N02, 

suggesting that S02, N02 and IAS may be from the same source. 
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Table 5.12: Correlation matrix showing the relationships between IAS and SCP 
at UCL and S02 and N02 at Bloomsbury for Episode 4 

SCP IAS S02 N02 

SCP 1 

IAS -0.11 1 
S02 0.05 0.53 
N02 

-0.25 0.34 1 0.60 

Table 5.12 shows correlations between SCP and IAS from UCL with S02 and 
N02 measured at Bloomsbury. The statistical relationships confirm the 
patterns seen in the pollutant profiles (Figures 5.10a-d). There are positive 
and significant relationships between IAS and S02 (r=0.53, p: 50.05) and 
between S02 and N02 (r=0.60, p: 50.05). These relationships suggest that, 

although there is a component Of S02 from the same source as the N02, 

there is also a component that can be associated with high-temperature 

combustion of fossil fuels. A weaker significant relationship exists between 
IAS and N02 (r=0.34, p: 50.05), suggesting the possibility that some of the N02 

may originate from the IAS source. Alternatively the relationship between IAS 

and N02 may be a by-product of the relationship between IAS and S02, or 
between N02andSO2- 

5.2.5 Episode 5 (19112197-22112197) 

The peak S02 concentrations during Episode 5 was 57 ppb. Figures 5.1 la-d 

show the time-series profiles of IAS and SCP counts and N02 and S02 

concentrations. The correlation matrix for these variables is shown in Table 

5.13. The S02 profile has many similarities with the IAS profile, with a peak 
(34 ppb) that coincides with the major IAS peak (Figures 5.11 a and 5.11 d 

respectively). The main S02 peak (57 ppb) occurs in the beginning of the 

episode and finishes just as the SCP peak begins to appear (Figure 5.11 c). 
N02 remains fairly constant throughout the episode (Figure 5.11 b). 
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Figure5.11a-d: Plots of SCP and IAS (UCL) with S02 and N02 (Bloomsbury) for 
Episode 5 
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There is a major and distinct period of elevated SCP concentrations in the 

evening of 19/12/97 and until 01.00 in the following morning. The first peak 

reaches 69 SCIP hr' (115 SCp M-3) and the second peaks at 112 SCP hr" 

(187 SCp M-3). During the remainder of the episode SCP numbers are low, 

with the exception of a minor peak (17 SCP hr", 28 SCp M-3) in the evening 

of 21/12/97. 

The IAS record has a major peak in the evening of 21/12/97 that coincides 

with the minor SCP peak, however the IAS numbers remain low throughout 

the period of the first two SCP peaks. The presence of an SCP peak and the 

absence of a IAS peak shows that oil-combustion must be the SCP source. 

The correlations shown in Table 5.13 show that the only significant 

relationships are between IAS and S02 (weakly positive, r=0.39, p: 50.05) and 
between S02 and N02 (weakly positive, r=0.22, p: 50.05). Examination of the 

profiles suggests that theS02-NO2 relationship is not important. The SCP- 

IAS relationship is weak and insignificant and these two profiles are markedly 
different in this episode. 

Table 5.13: Correlation matrix showing the relationships between IAS and SCP 
at UCL andS02and N02 at Bloomsbury for Episode 5 

SCP IAS S02 N02 

SCP 1 

IAS -0.02 1 
S02 

-0.14 0.39 1 

IN02 -0.06 0.11 

5.3 Particle size analysis of SCP episodes 

The particle size of each SCP was measured (see Section 2.6.4) and the 

distribution is plotted for each episode for periods of elevated SCP 

concentrations (Figures 5.12a-m). Summary statistics for each period are 

shown in Table 5.14. 
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Particle size was used by Rickard et al. (1999) to suggest that the particles 

collected at two sites in London originated from different sources. Periods 

were selected visually from the time-series profiles. There were no periods 

selected for Dartford in Episode 1 (Figure 5.3c) or Thamesmead in Episode 2 

(Figure 5.6c) because the SCP time-series show very low counts with no 

major peaks. In each case the distribution profile is positively skewed and has 

a positive kurtosis. 

5.3.1 Episode 1 

The distributions of SCPs in the Northfleet profile (Figure 5.12b) and in both 

Thamesmead profiles (Figure 5.12c and d) are similar, with the majority of the 

SCPs less than about 20 gm in size. The average particle size for all three 

are similar at 9.68,11.70 and 12.53 prn respectively. The distribution profile 

for UCL (Figure 5.12a) is more dispersed, with an average particle size of 

16.08 gm. In each case the greatest number of particles are in the size 

fractions between 2.56 gm and 7.68 gm. 

5.3.2 Episode 2 

The three periods at UCL that have elevated SCP counts do not have the 

same distribution profile of SCP sizes. The first period (14-22 hours) (Figure 

5.12e) has the highest mean SCP size (14.68 gm) and maximum SCP size 

(94.87 gm). This profile has an elongated tail to the distribution. The second 

period occurs immediately after the first (22-31 hours) (Figure 5.12f) and has 

a much narrower distribution profile. This is reflected in the lower average 

SCP size of 9.52 gm and a lower maximum SCP size of 76.92 gm. The first 

two periods are contiguous but they have been treated as two separate 

events in order to determine whether they were caused by different pollution 

sources. The size distribution data indicate that this is probably the case. 

The third period (48-61 hours) (Figure 5.12g) has a similar distribution profile 

to the second period with a mean of 10.85 Rm. 
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Figures 5.12a-d: SCP size distributions for periods of elevated 
SCP counts in Episode 1 
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Figures 5.12e4: SCP size distributions for periods of elevated 
SCP counts in Episode 2 

(e) Episode 2: UCL (hours 14-22, n=270) 
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Figures 5.12j-m: SCP size distributions for periods of elevated 
SCP counts in Episodes 3,4 and 5 
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The counts in the second period are much higher than first (n=687 and n=270 

respectively). The third period (48-61 hours) has a mean size of 10.85 gm, a 

maximum SCIP size of 64.10 gm and the distribution has an elongated tail 

similar to the first period but less pronounced. 

The profile at Northfleet (53-62 hours) (Figure 5.12h) is more erratic with a 
low maximum size of 28.21 prn and a mean size of 11.57. The profile from 

Dartford (48-60 hours) (Figure 5.12i) is much broader with a larger mean 

(17.55 gm) and maximum size (105.13 gm). 

5.3.3 Episodes 3-5 

Episode 3 

The distribution profile at UCL (23-37 hours) (Figure 5.12j) is narrow with a 

mean SCP size of 12.86 grn and a maximum SCP size of 64.10 gm. 

Episode 4 

The distribution profiles for the two periods (29-43 hours and 51-71 hours) 

(Figures 5.12k and 5.121 respectively) selected during Episode 4 are visually 

similar, although the second period has a marginally larger mean (14.05 [Im 

compared with 12.73 gm) and maximum SCP size (58.97 gm compared with 

66.67 gm). 

Episode 5 

The SCP size distribution profile for the period at UCL between 13 and 27 

hours (Figure 5.12m) is narrow and has a correspondingly low mean size 

(10.68 pm) and maximum size (56.41 gm). 
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5.4 Relationships between IAS and SCP across London for Episodes 

1 and 2 

The relationships between AS and SCP deposition (in terms of number of 

particles per hour) at the different transect sites show the spatial relationship 

of power station pollution episodes. Correlations between the IAS and SCP 

time-series were calculated and are shown in Tables 5.15. and 5.16. 

Table 5.15: Correlation matrix showing the relationships between IAS and SCP 
at all sites in Episode 1 

UCL 
SCP 

UCL 
IAS 

TWEAD 
SCP 

TWEAS 
IAS 

DTORD 
SCP 

DTORD 
IAS 

NTLEET 
SCP 

NTLEET 
IAS 

UCLSCP 1 

UCL IAS 0.02 1 

TWEAD SCP -0.10 0.16 1 

TWEAS IAS 0.00 0.84 0.33 1 

DTORD SCP -0.21 0.07 0.26 0.18 1 

DTORD IAS 0.00 0.88 0.21 0.93 0.24 1 

NTLEET SCP -0.14 0.43 0.40 0.49 0.33 0.43 1 
INTLEET 

IAS 
i 

-0.04 0.75 0.48 
1 

0.91 
1 

0.25 0.85 0.61 1 

5.4.1 Episode 1 

IAS-IAS relationships 
Strong, positive and significant relationships exist between AS deposition 

(particles per hour) at all sites with the strongest relationships occurring 

between Thamesmead and Dartford (r=0.93, p: 50.05) and Thamesmead and 

Northfleet (r=0.91, p! ý0.05). This pattern can be clearly seen on the time- 

series profiles (Figures 5.2d, 5.3d and 5.4d) for these sites. The IAS profile at 

Dartford is almost identical to the one at Thamesmead, however the third 

major IAS peak at Thamesmead spans more time than its corresponding 

peak in the Dartford profile. The IAS record shows a number of peaks early in 

the episode that are synchronous with peaks in the IAS profiles from Dartford 

and Thamesmead but of much greater magnitude. The second IAS peak is 

present on 8/3/99 and coincides with the peaks at Dartford, Northfleet and 
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UCL, however at Northfleet it is smaller (just over 420 SCIP hr"' compared 
with over 1000 at Thamesmead) and wider, therefore spanning a greater 
amount of time. 

lAS-SCP relationships 
The relationships between SCP and IAS vary from site to site. The 

correlation between SCP deposition at UCL and the IAS profiles at UCL, 
Thamesmead, Dartford and Northfleet ranges with non-significant r between 

0.02 and -0.04. The UCL IAS profile has only one significant relationship 
with the SCP profile at another site and this is with Northfleet (r=0.43). 
Generally IAS and SCP relationships in Episode 1 are positive with the 
highest correlations between Northfleet IAS and Northfleet SCP (r--0.61, 

p: 50.05) and between Northfleet SCP and Thamesmead IAS (r=0.49, p: 50.05). 

SCP-SCP relationships 
The SCP-SCP correlations between UCL and Thamesmead and between 
UCL and Northfleet are not significant; between UCL and Dartford the 

relationship is significant but weakly negative (r=-0.21, p: 50.05). The large 

SCP peak at UCL (Figure 5.1c) has no counterparts in the SCP profiles from 

the other transect sites. The SCP-SCP relationships between Thamesmead, 

Dartford and Northfleet are all significant and weakly positive (r ranges 
between 0.26 and 0.40). 

5.4.2 Episode 2 

IAS-IAS relationships 
There are only 2 significant correlations between IAS counts in Episode 2, 

between Thamesmead and UCL (r=0.34, p: 50.05) and between Northfleet and 

Dartford (r--0.33, p: 50.05). The profile for Thamesmead has some very 

distinct peaks whereas the UCL profile is much noisier, although those same 

peaks can be seen occurring at the same time. The profiles of Dartford and 

Northfleet are less noisy but there is evidence of a peak in the profile at 

Dartford that is not present at Northfleet. The secondary peak at Dartford is 

present in both profiles. 
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Table 5.16: Correlation matrix showing the relationships between IAS and SCP 
at all sites in Episode 2 

UCL 
SCP 

UCL 
IAS 

TWEAD 
SCP 

TWEAS 
IAS 

DTORD 
SCP 

DTORD 
IAS 

NTLEET 
SCP 

NTLEET 
IAS 

UCLSCP 1 

UCL IAS 0.14 1 

TWEAD SCP 0.07 0.21 1 

TWEAS IAS -0.19 0.34 0.40 1 

DTORD SCP -0.07 0.07 0.20 0.12 1 

DTORD IAS -0.21 0.00 -0.03 -0.01 0.34 11 

NTLEET SCP 0.05 -0.20 -0.14 -0.15 0.24 0.08 1 

NTLEET IAS -0.19 -0.13 -0.09 0.06 0.22 0.33 0.48 11 

IAS-SCP relationships 
Tharnesmead (r=0.40, p0.05), Dartford (r=0.34, p<0.05) and Northfleet 

(r=0.48, p-50.05) all have significant correlations between their SCP and IAS 

time-series. Although the relationships are weak they show that the source 
for some of the IAS peaks and the SCIP peaks is the same. There are no 

significant correlations between the IAS and SCIP profiles from different sites. 

SCP-SCP ratios 

There are no significant correlations of SCP profiles between any of the sites. 

5.5 Discussion 

This discussion focusses on the differences and relationships between the 

counts and size distributions of IAS and SCP at each site and during each 

episode. An attempt has been made to suggest potential sources for each 

pollution event. The relationship between IAS and SCP with S02 and N02 is 

also discussed. The meteorological conditions at the time of the episode are 

not considered fully in this chapter, although meteorology will have a major 

effect on SCP and IAS numbers and distribution. Any discussion of pollution 

time-series would be incomplete without a consideration of the meteorology 

and, therefore, this is analysed fully in Chapter 6. 
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5.5.1 Episode 1 

The similarities in the IAS profiles across the transect indicate the presence of 
two periods within the episode where deposition of IAS occurs simultaneously 

at all four sites. IAS are almost exclusively produced by high temperature 

combustion of coal and therefore these periods are almost certainly caused 
by a single source that is fuelled by coal. 

The relationship between IAS and SCP is weaker, especially between the IAS 

and SCP counts from UCL and those from all other transect sites. There are 

coincidental IAS and SCP peaks at Thamesmead, Dartford and Northfleet for 

both periods, although the Dartford SCP profile is very noisy. The SCP levels 

are low at Dartford compared to the other three sites. The mean SCP size 

and maximum are both smaller at Northfleet than at Thamesmead suggesting 

that the source is closer to Thamesmead. The closest coal-fired process that 

fulfils the criterion is Tilbury power station. The Ford plant at Dagenham was 

switched from coal to natural gas in 1997 so will not have an impact on these 

episodes. There may be an impact from Didcot on London, however the 

dispersion modelling results from Chapter 3 showed that this will be minor 

and is unlikely to have a significant impact at the transect sites which are in 

the centre and east of London. 

The lack of a simultaneous SCP peak at UCL may be due to site specific 

factors. For example, the urban canyons and trees that are relatively close to 

the UCL site may affect the movement of SCPs more than IASs due to the 

larger SCP size. The Dartford site is significantly higher than the other 

transect sites (9.1 rn compared with 5.0 rn at Thamesmead, 3.0 rn at UCL and 

just 2.0 rn at Northfleet) and, once again, this may affect SCP numbers and 

cause the effects of the episode to be dampened. A study in Milan, Italy 

showed that under good atmospheric mixing conditions the concentration of 

particulate matter from an episodic long-range transport event was found to 

be almost constant up to 100 rn (Marcazzan et al., 1994). However, fly ash 

larger than 0.5 prn emitted by coal power plants in the region of north-west 

Bohemia was shown to increase in concentration with height (Havli6ek et al. 
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2000). In a study in Loughborough, UK the effect of height on particle 
concentrations from the ground, to a height of 2.88m, in a variety of locations, 

was found to vary (Micallef et al., 1 998). The precise effect of sampling height 

on SCP and IAS concentrations in this study is uncertain but it does not 
appear to affect the spatial impact of peaks. 

The time-series for UCL has only one significant correlation with IAS at other 

sites and that is between UCL IAS and Northfleet SCP. Visual examination of 
the profiles (Figure 5.1d and 5.4c) shows that there is little relationship 
between these two sites and indicates that the correlation is likely to be 

spurious. Since there is no relationship between IAS and SCP at UCL, the 

unique SCP profile suggests that the elevated period (hours 72-99) is caused 
by a local oil-fired source. The particle size data for this period confirms that 

the source is likely to be local with a large SCP mean size and a relatively 
large maximum SCP size, therefore, possibly Citigen or London Underground 

Chelsea. 

5.5.2 Episode 2 

The similarities between profiles in Episode 2 are less obvious than in 

Episode 1. There are IAS peaks at all sites on 17/4/99 but these are lower 

and more diffuse than those in Episode 1. In general, the IAS peaks of 
Episode 2 are associated with low SCP peaks, consistent with emissions from 

a coal source. The single IAS peak at Thamesmead on 15/4/99 is also 

coincident with a low SCP peak, but this feature does not appear at all sites, 

suggesting a local source for these particles. 

The major period of elevated SCP counts at UCL on 16/4/99, and the minor 

peak immediately preceding it, are not associated with peaks in the IAS 

profile. These periods are therefore produced by an oil combustion source. 

However, the SCP size profiles for these peaks are different (Figures 5.12e 

and 5.12f) with the smaller peak (14-22 hours) associated with a wider 

distribution profile, higher average SCIP size and larger maximum SCIP size 

than the larger peak (22-31 hours). One possibility is that the small peak 
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reflects emissions from a more local source, whereas the source of the SCPs 

in the large peak is more distant and, therefore, the two peaks are the result 

of two separate pollution events. However, the absence of large SCPs does 

not necessarily indicate that the source is not local, it is feasible that larger 

particles were just not collected. That said, in this case the number of SCPs 

in the major peak (n=687) indicates that if large particles were emitted then it 

is likely that they would be present on the Burkard Trap tapes. 

The third UCL period coincides with elevated concentrations of SCPs at 
Northfleet (53-62 hours) and Dartford (48-60 hours). At both Dartford and 
Northfleet the distribution profile is broader than that of UCL with a larger 

mean SCP size (UCL = 10.85 grn compared with Dartford = 17.55 gm and 

Northfleet = 11.57gm). The profile and the means would suggest that the 

SCP source is local to Dartford and Northfleet and further from UCL, however 

the maximum particle size at Northfleet is only 28.21 gm compared with 

64.10gm at UCL. Since the number of SCPs counted in the peak at 

Northfleet is so low (n=41) then it is possible that larger SCPs may be present 
in the atmosphere but not collected by the Burkard Trap. The numbers of 
SCPs counted at Dartford (48-60 hours) is also small (n=83) compared with 

288 SCPs counted in the peak at UCL. The greater magnitude of the UCL 

peak points to the source of the peak being local to UCL. 

The time periods covered by the SCP events are almost identical for 

Northfleet and Dartford, however these slightly lag behind the peak at UCL. 

This can be explained either by the source of the particles being local to UCL 

and their being a time delay during transport of the SCPs particles over to 

Thamesmead and Dartford, or by there being two separate sources that 

cause SCP events at a similar time (i. e. one event causing an SCIP peak at 

UCL and a second causing an SCIP peak at Dartford and Northfleet). The 

IAS profile confirms that the latter is true with a peak in IAS that coincides 

with the peak in SCP at both Dartford and Northfleet. At both these sites the 

onset of the SCP peak occurs slightly before the IAS peak and this is 

consistent with a coal-fired source being fired up using oil and then switching 

to coal fuel. The most likely sources would be Kingsnorth or Tilbury although 
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the absence of a similar profile at Thamesmead indicates that the source is 

more likely to be Kingsnorlh since Tilbury is closer to Thamesmead. 

5.5.3 Episode 3 

There is a clear relationship between theS02, SCP and IAS profiles during 
Episode 3, showing that the source of the particle event is coal-fired. The 

SCP peak contains a few large particles (maximum = 64.10 gm) which 
indicates that the source must be relatively local. The SCP peak might be 
due to low emissions from an oil-fired source (e. g. Citigen) or alternatively 
due to resuspension of SCPs previously deposited. 

5.5.4 Episode 4 

There are no clear relationships between S02 and either IAS or SCP during 

Episode 4. Both SCP and IAS peaks occur during periods where S02 

concentrations are very low. IAS and SCP peaks also occur at different times 
indicating that there are two sources causing two separate pollution events 
during the episode. The IAS peak is caused by a coal-fired source but 

without the extra information from other transect sites the origin of the event is 

unclear. Examination of the meteorological conditions at the time may 

provide more insight about the source (see Chapter 6). 

The first SCP peak (29-43 hours) occurs at the end of the IAS peak but is 

probably unrelated due to the high number of SCPs counted (see Section 

5.5.4). The SCP size distribution profile is similar to the profile for the second 
SCP event (51-71 hours), the second peak having slightly higher mean (14.05 

prn compared with 12.73 pm). Both peaks have a number of relatively large 

SCPs and, therefore, the source for these two peaks must be a local oil-fired 

source, probably Citigen or London Underground Chelsea. The first SCP 

peak is associated with a peak in N02 and therefore an alternative source 

might be resuspension of road dusts. 
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5.5.5 Episode 5 

The two particle events that occur during Episode 5 are clearly caused by 
different sources. The first SCP peak is not associated with an IAS peak and, 
therefore, the SCPs are emitted by an oil-fired process. There are few large 
SCPs in the size distribution and so it is possible that the source is less local 
than the sources of the SCP peaks in other episodes. Possibly Littlebrook or 
Grain in the east Thames corridor may be the source. Both IAS peaks are 
associated with relatively low levels of SCPs, as in other episodes, which 
indicates that the source is coal-fired. 

5.5.6 Comparison of episodes 

UCL 

The only significant relationship (r=0.75) between IAS and SCP at LICL 

occurs during Episode 3 when there are synchronous peaks in both types of 
particle. During all the other episodes the correlations are insignificant, 
however there is evidence during Episode 5 on 21/12/97 (Figure 5.9c) of a 
small SCP peak at the same time as the major IAS peak. This relationship is 

masked by other non-synchronous features that occur in the SCP and IAS 

profiles during Episode 5. There are peaks in IAS during all episodes at LICL 

and these indicate the impact of a coal-fired source on the centre of London, 
i. e. Didcot, Tilbury or Kingsnorth. Although the results from Chapter 3 show 
that it is unlikely to be Didcot. 

There is evidence for an oil-fired source during Episodes 1,2,4 and 5 with 
SCP peaks that do not have an associated IAS peak. The magnitude of the 

peaks varies between episodes but there is no consistent relationship with the 

size distribution. This might have indicated whether the magnitude of the 

peak is related to proximity to a source. For example, the major peak from 
Episode 2 (22-31 hours), and one of the minor peaks (48-61 hours), have 

similar size distributions despite the major peak having around three times as 

many SCPs W. Episode 4, on the other hand has a relatively high major 

peak (71 SCP h(l) (51-71 hours) and a much broader size distribution profile 
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than the peak in Episode 5 (13-27 hours), which is also large, with over 110 
SCP hr". 

The size distributions for the UCL SCP peaks can be visually grouped into 

two types. One has a narrow distribution characterised by a low average 
SCP size (around 10 gm) and the other has a larger distribution with an 

average size of around 13 gm or larger. This indicates that there are two 

different sources for the episodes at UCL. One that is local (Citigen, London 

Underground Chelsea or London Underground Greenwich) and another that 

is more distant (Littlebrook, Grain, Kodak or Heathrow). Alternatively there 

may be only one source with larger SCPs becoming resuspended at certain 

times but not at others. An analysis of the meteorology (Chapter 6) will 
improve the interpretation of these data. 

Thamesmead 

The major peaks at Thamesmead during Episodes 1 and 2 occur at the same 
time as IAS peaks therefore showing that the source of the particle events is 

a coal-fired process. Potential sources are Tilbury and Kingsnorth in the east 
Thames corridor. There are no oil-related SCP peaks during either of the 
Episodes at Thamesmead. The size of the major IAS peak during Episode 1 

is much greater the peaks of Episode 2 (over 1000 IAS W and around 60 
IAS hr-1 respectively). The minor peak during Episode 1 is about 400 IAS hr' 

but is associated with a SCP peak that is higher (70 SCP W) than the SCP 

peak that occurs at the same time as the major IAS peak (30 SCP W). This 

may be due to the impact of an oil-fired source at the same time as the coal- 
fired one. Alternatively, these SCP and IAS peaks are slightly offset and 

therefore the SCP peak may be due to the use of oil in a coal-fired power 

station during firing-up. This explanation is less likely due to the presence of 

a small IAS peak a few hours before the major SCP peak. 

Dartford 

The IAS peaks in Episode 1 are potentially associated with minor peaks in the 

SCP profile whereas in Episode 2 the relationship is less straightforward with 

only two of the IAS peaks (42-46 hours and 54-60 hours) having coincident 
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SCP peaks. However, there are low levels of SCPs at all times when there 

are IAS peaks. Lack of a synchronous SCP peak may indicate that a source 
is further away than if there is a high SCP occurring at the same time as an 
AS peak. The SCP peak (48-60 hours) has a very broad distribution profile 

which suggests that the potential sources for the coincident IAS peak is a 
local coal-fired power station, probably Tilbury. The low SCP peaks that do 

not have a significant IAS peak are possibly due to Littlebrook power station, 

which is located on the outskirts of Dartford. However, the S02 and N02 

profiles show that there is a build up of road transport derived pollution and 
therefore SCP levels maybe due to resuspension of road dust. 

The SCP counts are slightly lower in Episode 1 (maximum 9 SCP hr") 

compared with Episode 2 (maximum 16 SCP h(l). However, the peaks in 

IAS are higher in Episode 1 with just over 700 AS hr" in the major peak 

compared with just over 100 AS W in the second peak (i. e. the one that 

coincides with the SCP peak) in Episode 2. There is not enough information 

at this site to determine a relationship between relative peak height and 

source, although there is no relationship between IAS and SCP peak heights 

and particles size at UCL. 

Northfieet 
The major IAS peaks during both Episodes 1 and 2 with associated SCP 

peaks suggest a coal-fired source. The size distribution of the SCP peak at 
103-117 hours during Episode 1 has a lower average (9.69 gm) compared 

with 11.57 gm during Episode 2 (53-62 hours) and therefore these two events 

may originate from separate sources, possibly Kingsnorth for Episode 1 and 
Tilbury for Episode 2. Kingsnorth lies to the east of Northfleet and Tilbury lies 

to the north-west, so once again, examination of meteorological data may 

provide more information about the likely source. 

There is a more diffuse, low level, SCP event that occurs during, and after the 

same time as the first IAS peak during Episode 2 (12-53 hours). Elevated 

SCP levels after the IAS levels have reduced to the background (29-53 hours) 

and May indicate resuspension. However there is a large S02 peak during 
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the first SCP and IAS event of Episode 2 but not during the second. This may 
indicate two different sources, the first event being associated with a source 

where the flue gas desulphurisation (FGD) equipment is not very efficient or 

even switched off. More information about FGD at each source would be 

necessary to make a better evaluation. 

5.5.7 Magnitude of particulate pollution events 

The magnitude of IAS peaks varies from site to site. During Episode 1, where 

the major IAS peaks occur synchronously at all sites, the highest counts are 

at Thamesmead. The IAS source is likely to be the same at each site since 

the peaks seem to be part of one wide-spread event that impacts across the 

east of London at the same time. 

It is feasible that a plume could move quickly enough across London to 

deposit IASs that feature as peaks on Burkard Trap tapes at different sites at 

the same time. At the start of this major IAS event in Episode 1 the wind is 

easterly and has a speed of 2.75 ms" (see Section 6.2.1) which is equivalent 

to 9.27 km W. The distance from Northfleet to UCL is approximately 35 km. 

At this speed a plume would take approximately 4 hours to reach UCL after 

passing over Northfleet. This agrees well with the onset of the IAS peak at 

UCL occurring a few hours after the increase at Northfleet. 

IASs have the largest impact at Thamesmead and so this site may be closest 

to the source. However, the source has a similar impact to both the east and 

west of Thamesmead with similar peak counts at UCL and Dartford and this is 

not easily explained. In contrast, during Episode 2 the IAS counts increase 

with increasing distance east from the centre of London. The peaks do not 

occur at the same time and, therefore, it is not possible to determine any 

further relationships between peak size and source for this episode. 

The highest SCP peak occurs at UCL during Episode 2 with no IAS peak and 

is assumed to be from an oil-fired source. There are also other high SCP 

peaks at UCL during Episodes 3 and 4 that do not have associated peaks in 
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IAS. It has been assumed that the source of these is a local oil-fired source 
and this is consistent with the results from Chapter 4 where REG and VICT 

had the highest SCP concentrations in their surface sediments, thought to be 

caused by a local source. 

5.5.8 S02 concentrations 

Generally, elevated counts of IAS and SCP are associated with high levels of 
S02. There are incidences where S02 and N02 have the same peaks, for 

example during Episode 1 at UCL there is a coincident S02 and N02 peak 
(40-45 hours), which indicates road transport derived pollution. In Episode 4 

the S02, N02 and IAS profiles follow similar patterns for the first two days of 

the Episode. This may indicate that the N02 is from the same source as both 

the S02 and IAS, or that IAS levels are high due to meteorological conditions 

that favour a build up of N02 and S02 and resuspension of particles. Analysis 

of the meteorology during this period may suggest an explanation. 

There are a few examples (e. g. Episode 1 at Northfleet, Episode 4 at UCL) 

where there is a peak in IAS or SCP, or both, which is not associated with a 
S02 peak. This can be explained at Thamesmead, Dartford and Northfleet 

because the pollution monitoring stations and the Burkard Traps were not co- 
located and pollution plumes could affect each site differently. However, 

during Episodes 4 and 5 at UCL, the peaks in S02 are not well related to SCP 

concentration. The UCL Burkard Trap is situated within 500 m of the 

Bloomsbury monitoring station and the input of SCPs and S02 should be the 

same at each site. The relationships between IAS and SCIP are also poor 
during Episodes 4 and 5 (see Table 5.12 and 5.13) and the reasons for this 

are not clear. 

In general, analysis Of S02 and N02 concentrations can be used as an 

indicator of the presence of a pollution event from high-temperature 

combustion sources and, to some extent, can provide an indication of the 

magnitude of the event. For example, the major IAS peak in Episode 1 

contains over 1000 SCP hr"' in Episode 1 and is associated with a high peak 
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inS02 (almost 40 ppb). In contrast, the major IAS peaks in Episode 2 are 
much lower (around 60 SCP hr-1) and are associated with much lower levels 
Of S02- 

There are other factors that have not been taken account in this analysis, 
such as the motion of the plume, which may loop up and down or side-to-side 
(see Section 3.1.4) or errors made in cutting up the Burkard Trap tapes. The 
Burkard Trap tape method has a resolution of one hour in each 2 mm section 
of tape. A measurement error of 1 mm would therefore shift the time-series 
by half an hour. In addition, the tape moves continuously and at any one time 

on the tape there is a spread of particles that covers a2 mm band. This 

means that particles deposited at any time may be counted in a section half 

an hour earlier or later. These errors in combination could account for a time 

shift and it would be surprising if any events occurred at exactly the same 
time, even if they were measured at the same site. 

This Chapter has attempted to extract patterns from the SCP and IAS profiles 

collected on tapes from a transect of Burkard Traps across London. It is clear 
that there is a lot of information in the profiles of SCP and [AS that can be 

used to determine the source of pollution events. Comparison of particle 

counts and SCP size distributions has enabled a general discussion of likely 

sources for the SCP and IAS event. However, it is also clear that for a more 
detailed analysis of each pollution event then meteorology must be 

considered. The meteorology of each episode is the subject of Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 6: METEOROLOGY OF POLLUTION EPISODES 

6.1 Introduction 

In the past, pollution episodes have been linked to source by the 

meteorological conditions prevailing at the time. For example, using a 
synoptic climatology approach Cheng and Lam (2000) showed that wind 
direction and speed are the most important variables affecting pollution 

concentrations in Hong Kong, and in Birmingham, UK, continental 

anticyclonic airmass types were associated with high pollution concentrations 
(McGregor and Bamzelis, 1995). Application of a Kalman filter to 

meteorological data improves the explanation of the variance in PM10 in the 
Netherlands, compared with linear regression analysis (van der Wal and 
Janssen, 2000). They found that PMjo concentrations were characterised by 

low temperatures, dry weather and winds from the east and south in winter. 
Other research using a number of different statistical techniques has been 

used to apportion sources and important meteorological variables for pollution 

concentrations (e. g. Olcese and Toselli, 1998; Chueinta et al., 2000; 

Mukerjee et al., 2001; Oh and Ghim, 2001; Chan and Kwok, 2001; 

Triantafyllou, 2001; Physick and Goudey, 2001). 

South-easterly winds have been shown to be important for PM1o 

concentrations in London. The contribution of secondary particles from the 

south-east to a PM1O episode in March 1996 was described by Stedman 

(1998). Smith et al. (2001) used multivariate statistics to explain the variance 
in PM1O in London and found that by plotting PM, o against trajectory wind 

speed a clear PM1o peak could be ascribed to the south-easterly direction. 

Power station pollution was cited as the cause of an S02 episode in July 1996 

due to easterly winds bringing power station plumes over London from the 

sources in the East Thames Corridor (SEIPH, 1997). Boundary layer height 

in combination with low wind speeds from the east was linked to an S02 

episode in London in 1994. The highest S02 concentrations were measured 

at monitoring stations in the east of London with a decrease towards the west 

(SEIPH, 1995). 
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The IAS and SCP time-series results from Chapter 5 are a result of the 

quantities of emissions from high-temperature combustion sources and 
dispersion by the meteorological processes in the atmosphere at the time. 

The presence of a peak in SCIP or IAS relies on both a source of sufficient 

magnitude and the right meteorological conditions to bring the particles from 

the source to the Burkard Trap. There are similar patterns in SCP and IAS 

time-series from different sites across London, which would suggest that 

simultaneous peaks originate from the same source and are driven by the 

same meteorological conditions. However, there are peaks in both IAS and 
SCP that do not have coincidental peaks at all or some of the other sites. 

The aims of this Chapter are: 
To simplify the meteorology of the episodes from Chapter 5 using 

multivariate statistics and to determine the significant meteorological 

variables that influence the SCP and IAS profiles; 
To evaluate the common themes that cause IAS and SCP episodes in 

London; and 
To test the hypothesis that sampling site has an effect on SCIP and IAS 

concentrations. 

6.1.1 Definitions of meteorological parameters 

The meteorological data were taken from the London Weather Centre via the 

British Atmospheric Data Centre available through the Internet 

(http: //www. badc. rl. ac. uk), the same source as for the meteorological data 

used in the dispersion model discussed in Chapter 3. 

Wind strength and direction 

Wind direction is measured as an averaged direction from which the wind is 

blowing to the nearest 10 degrees. Wind speed is measured in knots (1 knot 

is equivalent to 0.515 ms"). Both speed and direction data used in this study 

are hourly averaged values. Direction data are discontinuous at 360 degrees 

i. e. 0 degrees and 360 degrees are the same direction. In order to use the 

wind direction data in further statistical analyses it was necessary to split the 
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direction into a north-south component and an east-west component using a 
sine-cosine transformation. These new directions were then combined with 
the wind speed to create north-south (NORTH) and east-west (EAST) speed 
vectors. Both the direction vectors and the original wind speed and direction 
data are used in the time-series plots (Figures 6.1,6.4,6.7,6.10 and 6.13). 

Cloud cover 
Total cloud amount (TCA), cloud base amount (CBA) and cloud amount - 
level 1 (CA1) are measured in eighths of the sky (Oktas) and are estimated 

manually. CA1 is the amount of low-level cloud and includes cumulus, 

cumulonimbus, stratus and stratocumulus (Met. Office, 2001). Cloud base 

height (CBH) and cloud base - level 1 (CB1), the height of the low clouds, are 

measured in decametres (1 00's of meters) (dams) either manually or using a 
Laser Cloud Base Recorder. 

Horizontal visibility 
Visibility (VIS) is measured in decametres and is defined as the greatest 
distance at which an object can be seen in daylight, or could be seen and 
recognised at night if the light was raised to daylight levels. The 

measurements made at night are the most prone to error and the 

measurement is usually made using fixed lights as reference points. If the 

visibility varies in different directions then the minimum value of visibility is 

reported. 

Temperature 

Temperature (TEMP) is measured in degrees Celcius to the nearest 0.1 OC. 

Humidity 

The wet-bulb temperature (WETB) is the lowest temperature that is measured 

when the water surrounding the thermometer bulb evaporates into the air. 
The dew point (DEW) is the temperature at which the air becomes saturated. 
Both dew point temperature and wet-bulb temperatures are measures of 
humidity. Measurements are given in degrees Centigrade to the nearest 0.1 

OC. 
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Mean sea-level pressure 
The mean sea-level pressure (MSLP) is calculated by applying a correction to 
the atmospheric pressure measured by an aneroid barometer. Pressure is 
measured in millibars (mb) 

Rainfall 

Rainfall (RAIN) at the London Weather Centre is collected using a tipping 
bucket gauge and is reported in units of 0.1 mm. 

6.2 Meteorology 

A principle component analysis (PCA) was performed on the meteorological 
variables of each episode (see Section 4.5.3) to extract a smaller number of 
new components that explain the variance in the original. In each case the 
PCA was performed on loglo transformed data to normalise the data. The 
data were centred and standardised and divided by the standard deviation so 
that all species receive equal weight (Birks pers. comm. ). This is appropriate 
since the meteorological variables are in different units. Where there were 
missing data then the whole hour was deleted from the analysis. 

The length of the arrows on each plot is a function of the variability of that 

variable. The angle between arrows indicates the correlation between those 
two variables. A right angle between two arrows shows that those two 

variables have no relationship to each other. Arrows that point in opposite 
directions are negatively correlated variables (see Chapter 4 for further 

information). In each case only the 1't and 2nd axes are shown since they 

account for the majority of the variance in the data. 

6.2.1 Episode 1 (413199-913199) 

The meteorological data of Episode 1 covers the same period as Episode 1 in 

Chapter 5 and are plotted in Figures 6.1 a-o. Figure 6.2 shows a summary of 
IAS and SCP peaks collected by Burkard Trap tapes in Episode 1 described 

in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 6.1a-h: Meteorological time-series for Episode I 
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Figure 6.2: SCP and IAS peaks for Episode 1 
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Figure 6. Ii-o: Meteorological time-series for Episode 1 
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The wind direction during Episode 1 is predominantly from the north and west 

apart from a period on 8/3/99 when the wind is easterly. This period 

coincides with the IAS pollution event that affects all Burkard trap sites across 
London and the SCP event at Northfleet (Figure 6.2). The wind speed 
increases during the period, from around 7 knots to a peak of 13 knots along 

with a slight increase in temperature to 8 'C and towards the end of the 

period the amount of low cloud drops. During this period the atmospheric 

stability is generally neutral (see Section 3.1.3). 

The IAS episodes that occur at Thamesmead, Dartford and Northfleet on 
4/3/99 and 5/3/99, and the SCIP event at Thamesmead occur while wind 

speeds are low (5-6 knots) and from the north to north-west. The 

temperature is relatively high (6-8 'C on 4/3/99) but drops to between 4 OC 

and 6 OC on 5/3/99. The atmosphere becomes more stable in the evening of 

4/3/99. CBA drops and there is a corresponding increase in CBH 

immediately preceding the second peak at Dartford and Thamesmead. The 

time between the two peaks at Dartford and Thamesmead coincides with a 
brief period of rain. In contrast, the SCP peak at UCL occurs on 7/3/99 during 

a period of rain. 

Throughout the episode there is an increase in MSLP, a downward trend in 

TEMP and DEW on 4/3/99 and 5/3/99 then a gradual rise for the rest of the 

episode. DEW follows a similar pattern but decreases again on 9/3/99. 

Cloud heights are generally low except for the period mentioned above. VIS 

is varied and bears some relation to TCA in that VIS is low when there is a lot 

of cloud. The highest wind speed occurs during the middle of the episode 

when the wind is from the north-west. 

The corresponding PCA is shown in Figure 6.3. The first two axes explain 

52.9% of the variance in the original data. The Tdand 4 th axes account for a 

further 29.4% (Table 6.1). All four component axes are significant (see 

Section 4.5.3). The most important variables on the i't axis are VIS, C131, 

CBH and EAST and these are negatively correlated with RAIN, TCA, CA1 

and CBA. 
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Figure 6.3: A PCA of the meteorology of Episode 1 
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The relationship between TCA, CBA, C131, CBH and RAIN shows that as 

cloud base height increases there is less rain and fewer clouds. 

RAIN, CA1 and EAST are also important along the 2 nd axis. RAIN and EAST 

are negatively correlated showing that there is no rain when the winds have a 

strong easterly component. NORTH, TEMP and WETB show less variation in 

their values and are correlated with CBH and C131 showing that, during this 

episode, higher temperatures and high humidity can be associated with a 
strong northerly component and high clouds. MSLP and DEW show a similar 

amount of variation but have no relation with NORTH, TEMP and WETB. 

WETB is dependent on TEMP, which explains their relationship. DEW is not 
dependent on TEMP, but is related to a combination of the amount of vapour 
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in the atmosphere and the atmospheric pressure, thus explaining the lack of 

relationship between these two variables and also the relationship between 

MSLP and DEW. 

Table 6.1: Component scores on axes 1-4 for the PCA of Episode 1 

1" axis 2 nd axis 3 rd axis 4th axis 

Eigenvalue 0.31 0.22 0.18 0.11 

EAST 0.45 -0.53 -0.63 0.04 

NORTH 0.12 -0.10 0.38 0.11 
TCA -0.54 0.05 0.09 -0.50 
VIS 0.60 -0.04 0.35 0.27 
MSLP -0.22 -0.15 0.04 0.12 

TEMP 0.34 -0.15 -0.32 0.30 

DEW -0.18 -0.07 -0.80 -0.11 
WETB 0.12 -0.11 -0.71 0.12 

RAIN -0.57 0.65 -0.33 0.32 

CBA -0.66 -0.11 0.12 . 0.60 

CBH 0.40 -0.17 0.33 0.73 

CAl -0.78 -0.59 0.07 0.21 
JCBI 0.44 -0.24 0.26 0.72 

The relationships shown by the 3d and 4 th axes mostly confirm the patterns 

seen in the 1't and 2 nd. One notable exception is the negative relationship 

between EAST and NORTH, which is contrary to the relationship shown on 

the plot of the 1 st and 2nd axes. Therefore, a proportion of the variance in the 

meteorological data is caused by days when the northerly component is small 

and the easterly component is large or vice versa. 

6. Z2 Meteorology of Episode 2 (1514199-1714199) 

The meteorological data of Episode 2 are shown in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4a-h: Meteorological time-series for Episode 2 
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Figure 6A-o: Meteorological time-series for Episode 2 
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There is a shift from generally south and westerly winds in the first part of the 
episode to north-easterly winds in the second part. There is a period of 
higher speed (7-10 knots) wind from the south-west on 15/4/99, and a two 
brief spells on 16/17/99 (SW) and 17/4/99 (NW) which reach 9 and 12 knots 

respectively. Otherwise the wind speed is generally low (around 5 knots). 
During this episode skies are generally clear at night which, in combination 

with the low wind speed suggests a stable atmosphere. VIS is varied but, 

unlike in Episode 1, does not appear to have a relationship with TCA. During 

the daytime cloud cover increases. TEMP varies on a diurnal time-scale with 

a maximum each day of around 120C and WETB follows a similar pattern. 
There are a number of rainy periods that last for 2-3 hours each time. 

The SCIP event (Figure 6.5) on 15-16/4/99 at UCL begins during the period of 
higher wind speed on 15/4/99. The atmosphere will be well mixed and 

conditions will be favourable for resuspension of particles. There are two 

SCP peaks within this period (see Section 5.5.2) and, based on the size 
distribution profiles, the first peak (14-22 hours) could be attributed to a local 

source and the second (22-31 hours) to a more distant source. However, the 

first peak occurs at the same time as the period of higher south-westerly wind 

and the second peak occurs when the wind drops in speed and changes 
direction to westerly. Therefore, the first period may then be caused by 

resuspension due to atmospheric turbulence, which would contribute larger 

SCPs to the atmosphere and explain the wide distribution profile. The 

implication of this is that when the conditions favour resuspension, it is not 

possible to use the size distribution as an indication of proximity to source. At 

around midday on 16/4/99 the wind direction switches to westerly and the 

SCP counts decrease at almost the same time. The source of the SCP event 

will therefore lie to the west of UCL. 

The second SCP event at UCL is attributed to a local oil-fired source. This 

occurs at the same time as SCP peaks at Dartford and Northfleet, although 
these were related to a coal-fired source. The wind direction is north-easterly 

at this time which does not pass over any potential sources for the SCP 

peaks at any of the sites. 
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The IAS peak at Thamesmead on 15/4/99 is from a coal-fired source (see 
Section 5.5.2). It occurs during a calm (2-3 knots) period of south to south- 

easterly winds. Dartford SCIP levels are elevated at the same time, but not 
IAS. The end of this event occurs when the wind speed increases and 

changes direction. The [AS peaks that occur at similar times to the SCP 

events at Dartford and Northfieet also occur during the period of north- 

easterly winds. The peak at Northfleet occurs slightly later than the one at 
Dartford and coincides with an increase in wind speed, with a maximum of 8 

knots. 

Figure 6.6: A PCA of the meteorology of Episode 2 
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Table 6.2: Component scores on axes 1 and 2 for the PCA of Episode 2 

Is'axis 2 nd axis 
Eigenvalue 0.38 0.21 

EAST 0.16 0.31 
NORTH 0.23 0.46 
TCA -0.81 0.04 
VIS -0.03 -0.42 
MSLP 0.00 0.45 

TEMP -0.65 -0.15 
DEW 0.32 0.61 

WETB -0.51 0.11 
RAIN -0.21 0.86 
CBA -0.91 0.04 

CBH 0.15 -0.28 
CAl -0.90 -0.03 

. 
CB1 0.20 -0.27 

The first two axes in the PCA (Figure 6.6) of this data are significant and 

explain 59.2% of the variance of the original data. Table 6.2 shows the 

scores of the meteorological variables on axes 1 and 2 of the PCA. The 

cloud amount variables (CA1, CBA, TCA) account for a large amount of the 

variation of the 1't axis, as in Episode 1. However, in this Episode WETB and 

TEMP are positively correlated with CA1, CBA and TCA whereas in Episode 

1 these variables were negatively correlated. 

The remaining variables show greater variation along the 2nd axis. EAST, 

NORTH and DEW are highly positively correlated and also are positively 

correlated with RAIN and MSLP. This relationship shows that winds with a 
large northerly and easterly component are associated with high pressure, a 

high dew point temperature and rain. These five variables are negatively 

correlated with VIS, CBH and CB1 suggesting that rainfall is associated with 

low clouds and causes poor visibility. 

6.2.3 Meteorology of Episode 3 (1313196-1413196) 

It did not rain during Episode 3 and so the rain plot is omitted from the 

meteorology time-series plots (Figure 6.7). 
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Figure 6.7a-h: Meteorological time-series for Episode 3 
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Figure 6.7i-n: Meteorological time-series for Episode 3 
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Figure 6.8: SCP and IAS peaks for Episode 3 
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The wind direction was almost constant and from the east and north-east 
during the episode with slightly elevated speeds during the day Oust over 20 
knots) compared with at night (around 10 knots). These conditions are typical 
of neutral atmospheric stability (see Section 3.1.3). TEMP shows diurnal 
structure with an underlying increasing trend through the episode. WETB 

shows a similar profile and DEW also increases through the episode. The 

amount of cloud varies according to type and level. VIS decreases with time 
in the episode. 

The SCP and IAS events (Figure 6.8) occur at the same time and were 

ascribed to a coal-fired source (see Section 5.5.3). Either Tilbury or 
Kingsnorth in the east Thames corridor will be the source of the particles due 

to the easterly wind direction. The levels of both SCP and IAS start to 
increase just before midnight when the wind speed drops. This will probably 
be caused by a relative stagnation of the atmosphere and the decreasing 

boundary layer height (Figure 3.1). The S02 levels are elevated at the same 
time as IAS and SCP. There is a second S02 event during the episode 
(Figure 5.9a) that appears to be caused by the same meteorological 

conditions, unfortunately the IAS and SCP record does not exist for 

comparison. 

The 1't axis in the PCA of this meteorology (Figure 6.9) explains 67.6% of the 

variance in the original data and the 2nd axis explains a further 9.8%. In this 

episode only the Il't axis is significant. As in Episodes 1 and 2, CBA, CA1 

and TCA account for a large amount of variation on the 1't axis. These two 

variables are positively correlated with CBH and CB1, contrary to the negative 

correlation seen in Episodes 1 and 2. Therefore, in this episode, as cloud 

base height increases then so does the amount of cloud. EAST and NORTH 

are almost unrelated and both have a moderate amount of variation along the 

1st axis. The PCA scores on the 1't axis for the meteorological variables of 

Episode 3 are shown in Table 6.3. 

WETB is important on the 2 nd axis as in Episodes 1 and 2. TEMP is once 

again correlated with WETB and also with CBA. IVISLP and VIS are strongly 
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correlated with EAST showing that, in this Episode, winds with a strong 

easterly component are associated with a clear atmosphere and high 

pressure. The profiles of these three variables show a general decrease as 
the Episode progresses and they are negatively correlated with TCA and CA1 

showing that, when there are winds with a large easterly component, there 

are few clouds. This is not borne out by the specific profiles for these 

variables, however, and it should be borne in mind that the 2 nd axis does not 

explain a significant amount of the variation in the meteorological data. 

Figure 6.9: A PCA of the meteorology of Episode 3 
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Table 6.3: Component scores on axis 1 for the PCA of Episode 3 

1" axis 
Elgenvalue 0.68 
EAST 0.36 
NORTH 0.43 
TCA -0.54 
VIS 0.31 
MSLP 0.45 
TEMP -0.02 
DEW -0.40 
WETB -0.20 
CBA _ 0.07 
CBH -0.99 

Al 
I 

-0.54 
C BI -0.97 

6. Z4 Meteorology of Episode 4 (1113197-1313197) 

There are only eight variables available for analysis in this Episode due to 

missing meteorological data at London Weather Centre (Figure 6.10). There 

was no rainfall during this period. The wind is generally easterly at the 
beginning of the episode and then switches and becomes westerly from about 
midday on 12/3/97. The wind speed is not constant for either direction but is 

low (2-3 knots) at the beginning of the easterly period, peaks at 11 knots in 

the evening of 11/3/97 and then reduces to low levels again. The westerly 
wind speed is more constant on 12/3/97 (7-8 knots) but increases on 13/3/97 

to a maximum of 13 knots. MSLP decreases slightly during the episode. 
TEMP, WETB and DEW have similar profiles with a rapid increase in the 

afternoon of 11/3/97. The cloud cover is erratic, TCA fluctuates quickly 
between a clear sky and a cloudy sky. VIS is low at the beginning of the 

episode, in particular while the wind is from the east, but improves after the 

wind direction has changed. 

The IAS peak occurs (Figure 6.11) when the wind is from the east and 
immediately following the increase in speed. The source of this peak will be a 

coal-fired source and the direction data shows that the location of the source 

will be Kingsnorth or Tilbury in the east Thames. 
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Figure 6.10a-h: Meteorological time-series for Episode 4 
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Figure 6.10i-j: Meteorological time-series for Episode 4 
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AS levels drop as the wind changes direction and this coincides with start of 
the SCIP peak showing that the SCIP source lies to the west. The SCP peak 

occurs just after a brief period of calm (2 knots) but the wind speed starts to 

increase and is around 6-7 knots at the SCP peak. This source will be oil- 
fired (see Section 5.5.4) and therefore is most likely to be London 

Underground Chelsea. The second SCP event occurs while the wind is from 

the west and peaks at the point when there is a drop in wind speed. 

Figure 6.12: A PCA of the meteorology of Episode 4 
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Figure 6.12 shows the PCA biplot for the meteorology of Episode 4. The 1st 

and 2 nd axes are significant and together they explain 71.5% of the variance 

in the original data. VIS, TEMP and WETB are negatively correlated with 
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EAST, NORTH and MSLP and they all have a large amount of variation along 
the 1 st axis. TCA makes the largest contribution to the 2nd axis and is 

negatively correlated with all other variables, with the exception of VIS with 
which TCA has little relationship. This indicates that TCA is varying 
independently to the other variables. Table 6.4 shows the scores of each of 
the meteorological variables on the 1 st and 2nd axes of the PCA. 

Table 6.4: Component scores on axes 1 and 2 for the PCA of Episode 4 

1" axis 2 nd axis 

Elgenvalue 0.41 0.30 
EAST -0.82 -0.23 
NORTH -0.63 -0.03 
TCA 0.48 -0.86 
VIS 0.80 0.46 
MSLP -0.56 -0.04 
TEMP 0.53 0.67 
DEW -0.41 0.10 
WETB 0.42 0.67 

6. Z5 Meteorology of Episode 5 (19-22112197) 

There was no rain during Episode 5 and so this plot has been omitted from 

the meteorological time-series shown in Figure 6.13. The wind direction 

varies throughout the Episode and switches from north-westerly to southerly 
on 19/12/97, then to easterly and north-easterly on 20/12/97 and is erratic on 
21/12/97. At the end of 21/12/97 and on 22/12/97 the wind is constant and 

from the east. Wind speed is generally low (2-6 knots) between 19-21/12/97, 

with a brief peak (9 knots) on 19/12/97, but increases on 22/12/97 with a peak 
in the middle of the day (10 knots). MSLP increases during the first three 
days and then levels off. TEMP, DEW and WETB all decrease on the first 

three days and then increase again on 22/12/97. Low clouds fill the sky 
between 19-21/12/97, with the exception of CA1, which is more erratic. There 

is a large amount of cloud cover on 22/12/97 but the height of the clouds 
increases. The meteorology of this episode appears to have two phases, the 
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first between 19-21/12/97 where the conditions are mostly neutral and the 

second on 22/12/97 when the conditions are more unstable. 

The SCP peak is on 19/12/99 (Figure 6.14) in the first meteorological phase. 
The start of the peak coincides with the elevated wind speed (9 knots) and 
the direction is south-westerly. This source is oil-fired and was suggested 
(see Section 5.5.5) to arise from Littlebrook or Grain in the east Thames 

corridor based on the SCP size distribution, however the wind direction shows 
that London Underground Chelsea is the source (see Figure 3.3). The first 

IAS peak is relatively small (around 150 IAS W) (see Section 5.2.5) and is 

associated with a coal-fired source. The wind (2-6 knots) during this event is 

generally from the east and, therefore, the source is likely to be Tilbury or 
Kingsnorth in the east Thames corridor. The second IAS peak (Figure 6.10) 

occurs at the beginning of the second meteorological phase when the wind is 

from the east. Wind speed is around 4 knots during the peak. Once again, 
the source of the IAS peak will be Tilbury or Kingsnorth. The magnitude of 
the second peak is larger (over 800 IAS W) 

The first two axes in the PCA for Episode 5 (Figure 6.15) are significant and 

explain 67.6% of the variance in the original data. TEMP and WETB are 
highly correlated and are the most important variables along the 1st axis. 
Negatively correlated with these variables are NORTH, TCA and CBA which 

show little variation in their values. NORTH and EAST have little relation to 

each other, in contrast with Episode 2. EAST and MSLP are once again 
highly correlated and these account for a large amount of variation in both the 

1st and 2nd axes. These two variables are highly dependent on each other for 

most of the episodes, with the exception of Episode 1. EAST and MSLP are 

negatively correlated with WETB and TEMP, as in Episodes 3 and 4, and with 
DEW, similar to Episode 3 but contrary to Episode 4. 
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Figure 6.13a-h: Meteorological time-series for Episode 5 
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Figure 6.15: A PCA of the meteorology of Episode 5 
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C131, CBH and VIS are strongly related and have a large amount of variance 

along both the 1 st and 2 nd axes. These three variables are correlated with 
CA1, which shows little variation, but have negative correlation with the other 

cloud variables TCA and CBA. Therefore, as in all Episodes (except Episode 

4), there are fewer clouds as the cloud base height increases. Table 6.5 

shows the scores of the meteorological variables on axes 1 and 2 of the PCA. 
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Table 6.5: Component scores on axes 1 and 2 for the PCA of Episode 5 

1" axis 2 nd 
axis 

Eigenvalue 0.38 0.21 
EAST 0.16 0.31 
NORTH 0.23 0.46 
TCA -0.81 0.04 
VIS -0.03 -0.42 
IVISLP 0.00 0.45 
TEMP -0.65 -0.15 
DEW 0.32 0.61 

1 

WETB -0.51 0.11 
RAIN -0.21 0.86 
CBA -0.91 0.04 
CBH 0.15 -0.28 
CAl -0-90 

- 
-0.03 

C131 0.20 -0.27 

6. Z6 Summary 

IAS peaks are generally associated with winds of varying speeds from the 

east, or when there is a strong easterly component, and can be attributed to 
the coal-fired sources, Kingsnorth and Tilbury, in the east Thames corridor. 
However, the minor IAS peak in Episode 1 at Thamesmead, Dartford and 
Northfleet is associated with winds from the north to north-west. Peaks in the 

SCP profile occur when the wind speed is low or just after a period of calm. 
The SCP peaks that are associated with IAS peaks have the same source but 

the ones that are not associated with IAS peaks, i. e. derived from oil-fired 

sources, have wind directions that have a strong south-easterly component. 
These events are associated with a local source. The relationships between 

other meteorological variables and SCP and IAS peaks are less clear. 

6.3 Statistical relationships between meteorological variables and 
IAS/SCP 

This section describes the use of multivariate statistics to attempt extract the 

meteorological variables that have a meaningful relationship with the SCP 

and IAS concentrations presented in Chapter 5. 
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A step-wise multiple regression procedure (see Chapter 4) was used to 
determine the meteorological variables that have a significant relationship 

with SCIP and IAS (as single response variables in multiple linear regression 

analysis) (Jongman et al. 1995). Monte Carlo permutation tests were used to 
determine the statistical significance of each meteorological variable. The 

model created by the step-wise analysis was also tested for significance at 
the 95% level. All analyses were performed using Canoco for Windows 

version 4 (ter Braak and Smilauer, 1998). Tables 6.6a and 6.6b show the 

grouped results for SCP and IAS. 

The amount of variance in the dependent variable accounted for by the 

meteorological variables extracted by the step-wise analysis has been 
included Tables 6.6a and 6.6b. For comparison the total variance that all 

meteorological variables account for has also been included. 

6.3.1 SCP 

The results of the step-wise multiple regression analyses with SCP as the 
dependent variable are shown in Table 6.6a. The amount of variance that 

each variable explains is shown in each cell. The greatest amount of 
variance is explained by the variable selected first, the next greatest amount 
by the variable selected second and so on. 

Episode 1 

There are few significant meteorological variables that explain the SCP record 

and these are different for each site. RAIN is the variable that is the most 

consistent (UCL, Thamesmead and Dartford), followed by EAST at 

Thamesmead and Northfleet. EAST explains the greatest amount of the 

variance (0.19) at Thamesmead and RAIN only accounts for a further 0.06 

whereas at Northfleet RAIN explains more variance than EAST (0.09 

compared with 0.02 respectively). Dartford is the only non-significant model 

across all the sites and for all episodes. Therefore, RAIN does not 

significantly predict the variance the SCP data. The total variance that all the 

meteorological variables explain is small for each site. 
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Episode 2 

The significant meteorological variables are different during Episode 2 than 

during Episode 1 with WETB emerging as the most common variable at UCL, 

Thamesmead and Dartford. However, WETB (21%) only explains the 

greatest amount of variance in SCP at Dartford whereas MSLP (39%) is the 

most important at UCL and NORTH explains the most variance at 

Thamesmead. MSLP is also extracted at Dartford but it only explains 6% of 

the variance. NORTH (7%) is significant at UCL but again only explains a 

small amount of the variance. The variables selected for Northfleet are 

different to those selected at other sites and they account for a smaller 

proportion of the total variance. 

The model created by the step-wise analysis at UCL explains 72.4% of a 

possible 77.8% of the variation in SCP counts. MSLP and TCA are the most 
important predictor variables and together account for 63% of the total. The 

other models explain a relatively small amount of the variation in SCP. 

Episode 3 

Only two variables are selected by the analysis but these account for a 

relatively large amount of the variance in the SCP data (52.5% of a total of 

68.2%). TEMP is the most important of these and explains 45% of the 

variance alone. 

Episode 4 

DEW (11 %) and TCA (7%) are selected by the analysis of SCP counts from 

Episode 4, however these two variables explain a much smaller amount of 

the total variance (18.2% of 40.9%). The unexplained variance is caused by 

the meteorological variables that do not have a significant relationship with 

the remaining variation in SCP counts once the TCA and DEW have been 

included in the model. There are fewer meteorological variables available for 

analysis in Episode 4, however the total variance that can be explained by 

these (40.9%) is higher than during other episodes where more 

meteorological variables are taken into account (e. g. Northfleet, Episode 1, 

total variance = 21.6%). 
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Episode 5 

NORTH, TCA and MSLP explain a relatively large amount of the variation in 
SCP counts, 59.8% of the possible 62.7%. NORTH is the most important 

variable and accounts for 45% of the variation whereas TCA and MSLP only 
explain 9% and 6% respectively. 

6.3.2 IA S 

The results of the step-wise multiple regression analyses with IAS as the 
dependent variable are shown in Table 6.6b. The format is the same as in 
Table 6.6a. 

Episode 1 

At each site the meteorological variables selected by the step-wise analysis 
only explain a small amount of the variance, varying from 30.1% of 41.5% at 
Northfleet to 5.9% of 17.8% at Dartford. Although the amount of variance in 
IAS explained at Dartford is very low the model is significant, whereas the 

model was not a significant predictor of SCP at Dartford (Table 6.6a). RAIN is 

extracted at all sites as a significant predictor of IAS concentration and it 

explains the greatest amount of the variation at UCL (12%), Thamesmead 
(10%) and Dartford (6%). CB1 is the most important variable at Northfleet. 
NORTH is significant at UCL (11%) and also at Northfleet where it only 

explains 2% of the variance. The other meteorological variables are less 

consistent and CBH is the only other variable selected at more than one site. 

Episode 2 

VIS is the only variable that is extracted as a significant predictor of IAS at 

more than one site in Episode 2. However, the amount of variance explained 
by VIS low, 4% at Thamesmead and 6% at Dartford. There are some 

similarities with the analyses of Episode 2 that have SCP as the dependent 

variable. For example, MSLP is the most important variable extracted at 
UCL. WETB is extracted at Thamesmead and it explains the greatest amount 

of variance in IAS but not SCP. This shows that there are few similarities in 

the SCP and IAS profiles. Both the total variance explained by all the 
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meteorological variables and the variance accounted for by the extracted 
variables are lower than when SCP is the dependent variable, suggesting that 
there is more noise in the IAS profile that is caused by other factors. 

Episode 3 

VIS, MSLP and TEMP significantly predict a large amount (73.8%) of the 

variation in the IAS data. TEMP accounts for 56% or the variation on its own. 
The total variation that all the meteorological variables can account for is 

82.0%, the small difference between the two shows that the other 

meteorological variables in the analysis do not contribute much to the 

explanation. The large total variation indicates that there is little variation in 

the AS profile caused by variables not included in the model. 

Episode 4 

VIS and MSLP are also significant predictors of the IAS profile in Episode 4 

with the substitution of EAST for TEMP, compared to in Episode 3. In this 

episode the most important predictor is VIS (74%). However, it is possible 
that VIS is an effect of the pollution event rather than the cause. Once again 
the model explains a large amount of the variation, 89.6% of a possible 
91.5% showing that there are no other major factors causing variation in the 
IAS profile. 

Episode 5 

There are six variables (EAST, VIS, MSLP, TEMP, DEW, CBH) selected as 

significant predictors of the IAS profile in Episode 5 and these account for 

only 38.3% of a total variance possible of 46.1%. EAST was selected first 

and explains 13% of the variation. This episode has the largest number of 

variables selected in the step-wise regression and therefore is the least easy 

to interpret with the meteorology available. 

6.3.3 Summary 

With one exception the models created by the step-wise analyses during 

Episodes 1 and 2 explain little of the variation in SCP or IAS. The exception 
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is at UCL in Episode 2 where MSLP and TCA are the most important 

predictors and together explain 63% of the variation in SCIP concentration. 
The models best explain the variation in IAS during Episodes 3 and 4 and in 
SCP during Episodes 3 and 5. There are few variables that consistently 

account for the variation in SCP or IAS data at different sites during these 

episodes. NORTH is the most important variable in explaining the variation in 
SCP at three sites, UCL (Episode 1), Thamesmead (Episode 2) and UCL 

(Episode 5). The most variation in IAS is accounted for by EAST at 
Thamesmead (Episode 2) and UCL (Episode 5). TEMP explains the most 

variation in IAS at Northfleet (Episode 2) and UCL (Episode 3). 

6.4 The effect of site on SCP and IAS concentration 

The SCP and IAS profiles vary from site to site during the same Episode (see 
Chapter 5) even though the meteorological data are the same. This indicates 

that either the impact of SCPs and IASs changes spatially due to the 
locations of power stations and other Part A sources (see Chapters 3 and 4) 

or that there are site specific meteorological conditions that are not taken into 

account that affect SCP and IAS concentrations locally. This section will test 
the hypothesis that site has an effect on SCP and IAS concentrations by 

creating a site identity data set that will remove the effect of site (see ter 
Braak, (1988) for details of partial redundancy analyses). 

A data set was created that contained all the SCP and IAS data from each 

site and for each episode. A co-variable data set was created that contained 
the corresponding meteorological variables for each site and episode. The 

co-variable data set is dummy data that comprises four columns (one for each 

site) with 1/0 data to represent presence or absence of a site in each column 
(Jongman et al. 1995). The data were compared using step-wise multiple 
linear regression and redundancy analysis as before (see Section 6.3). 
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6.4.1 SCP 

Table 6.7a shows the significant variables selected by the step-wise multiple 
regression analysis with SCP as the dependent variable; Table 6.7b shows 
the significant variables from the same analysis with the inclusion of the co- 
variable data. Both models were significant (pO. 05). 

Table 6.7a: Results of the step-wise multiple regression for all episodes and 
sites in combination with SCP as the dependent variable 

Variable Coeff icient Standard 
deviation p-value sequential 

r2 
TCA 0.83 0.18 0.005 0.05 
VIS 3.10 0.34 0.005 0.07 
NORTH 1.01 0.17 0.005 0.09 

Table 6.7b: Results of the step-wise multiple regression for all episodes and 
sites in combination with SCP as the dependent variable and Including site 

predictor as a co-variable 

Variable Coefficient Standard 
deviation p-value sequential 

r2 
TCA 0.83 0.18 0.005 0.05 
NORTH 1.01 0.17 0.005 0.06 
DEW 1.93 0.17 0.040 0.06* 

*the output from CANOCO gives r" to two decimal places and in this case since the values 

are very low then the sequential ý does not increase due to rounding errors 

The results show a very poor relationship between the meteorological data 

and SCP as the only dependent variable. The total variance explained by the 

model without co-variables is 9% of a possible 12% of all the meteorological 

variables combined. The effect of adding in the site identity co-variable is to 

reduce the explanation of the variance to 6% of a possible 7%. The 

difference between the variances explained by the models is the effect of site. 

In this case the difference is 3%. 
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6.4.2 IAS 

The significant values identified by the step-wise multiple regression of all 
data with IAS as the dependent variable are shown in Table 6.8a and with site 
identity as a co-variable in Table 6.8b. Both models were significant (p: 50.05). 

Table 6.8a: Results of the step-wise multiple regression for all episodes and 
sites in combination with IAS as the dependent variable 

Variable Coefficient Standard 
deviation p-value 

sequential 
r2 

EAST 1.01 0.28 0.005 0.06 

WETB 1.68 0.20 0.005 0.12 

RAIN 0.08 0.25 0.005 0.14 

VIS 3.10 0.33 0.005 0.16 

TEMP 1.65 0.22 0.005 0.19 

DEW 1.92 0.16 
1 

0.005 0.20 

NORTH 1.01 0.18 1 0.025 0.21 j 

Table 6.8b: Results of the step-wise multiple regression for all episodes and 
sites in combination with IAS as the dependent variable and Including site 

predictor as a co-varlable 

Variable Coefficient Standard 
deviation p-value sequential 

r2 

EAST 1.01 0.28 0.005 0.06 

WETB 1.68 0.20 0.005 0.12 

RAIN 0.08 0.25 0.005 0.14 

VIS 3.10 0.33 0.005 0.15 

TEMP 1.65 0.22 0.005 0.18 

DEW 1.92 0.16 0.005 0.19 

NORTH 1.01 0.18 0.025 0.20 

The significant meteorological variables selected by both models explain 

almost all of the variance (21 % and 20%) that would be possible if all the 

meteorological variables were included in the regression (21% and 20% 

respectively). These figures are identical due to rounding errors, the 

significant variables explain slightly less than the total possible. The results 
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show that the two analyses are very similar with only 1% accounted for by site 
specific differences. 

6.4.3 PCA 

A PCA was performed on the environmental data for all episodes used in this 
Section (Figure 6.16). The 1't axis explains 28.0% of the variation in the 

meteorological data and the 2nd axis explains a further 22.4%, these are the 

only two significant axes. WETB, TEMP and DEW score highly on the 1't axis 
and are negatively correlated with NORTH, which also shows most of its 

variation on the 1't axis. Therefore, winds with a strong northerly component 

are associated with low temperatures and low humidity. EAST scores highly 

on both axes and has some positive correlation with NORTH. EAST is highly 

correlated with MSLP, which lies along the 2nd axis. These two variables are 

negatively correlated with RAIN, TCA and VIS showing that strong easterly 

winds do not bring rain and that rain is associated with the presence of clouds 

and poor visibility. 

The location of episode hours on the PCA shows that different meteorological 

variables are important to each episode. The hours of Episode 1 are located 

in the centre of the plot and show the greatest variation in RAIN, TCA and 
VIS. Episode 2's hours are positioned centrally and also show variation in 

RAIN, TCA and VIS. Episodes 1 and 2 are the only episodes that had 

rainfall. Episode 2,3 and 5 show some variation in WETB, TEMP and DEW 

although the hours of Episode 3 are much more dispersed and show variation 
in IVISLP as well. Episode 3 is the most distinct group and accounts for the 

variation in NORTH, thus indicating that there is a component of the wind that 

fluctuates from north to south during this Episode. 
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Figure 6.16: A PCA of the meteorology of all episodes 
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6.5 Discussion 

6.5.1 Meteorologicai time series 

Visual analysis of the meteorological data for each episode with reference to 

the peaks in AS and SCP from Chapter 5 shows that IAS-derived events 
from coal-fired sources occur at all sites in the transect when winds are from 

the east. This shows that the Kingsnorth and Tilbury, the coal-fired sources in 

the east Thames Corridor, have an episodic impact on London and confirms 
the analysis from Chapter 5. The size of AS peaks bears some relationship 
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to wind speed at UCL, with higher speeds being associated with IAS peaks of 
greater magnitude from the east. This is consistent with stronger winds being 

able to carry IAS further before deposition occurs and therefore causing a 
greater impact on the centre of London. There is not enough information to 
determine a relationship between the size of IAS peaks and wind speed at the 

other transect sites. 

Not all IAS events are caused by winds from the east; there is an IAS event 
during Episode 1 at Thamesmead, Dartford and Northfleet that coincides with 
winds from the north and north-west and its origin is not clear. The particle 
size data for the SCIP peak at the same time at Northfleet (Table 5.14) show a 
relatively small mean size which indicates that the source is not local. 
Although, as discussed in Chapter 6, the absence of large particles does not 
necessarily mean that these particles are absent as they just might not have 
been collected. In addition, the SCIP and IAS events may not originate from 
the same source. The only source that lies in a westerly direction is Didcot 
but the modelling data from Chapter 3 showed that it will have a small impact 

on London, especially in the east of London. However, the modelling study 
was based on the dispersion of SCPs which are relatively large (SCPs over 
100 prn were collected in lakes sediments in this study - see Table 4.3). In 

comparison, IASs are small (typically less than 5pm) and would easily be 

carried over long distances, i. e. from Didcot to the east of London. Long 

range transport of material contributes to the atmospheric load in London 

(Stedman, 1998) but the source of this material is associated with winds from 

the south-east. Other potential sources are the large coal fired power stations 
in the East Midlands which lie to the north of London and may contribute to 

the fine fraction of SCPs and IASs. 

This analysis does not take into account any effects that previous weather 

may have on pollution. A plume may originate to the east of London and 
initially be carried away from the city. A change in wind direction might then 

bring the plume back towards London and, based on an analysis of the wind 
direction, it would not be possible to identify the source. Comparison of 

pollution peaks with previous wind trajectories on different time scales (e. g. 
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Smith et al, 2001) may provide further information on the impact to London of 
high-temperature combustion derived particle pollution. 

A change in meteorological conditions might also be associated with pollution 
events. For example, in Episode 2 the SCP episode is immediately preceded 
by strong winds from the south-west which are probably ensuring that the 
pollution is being transported out of London. The following decrease to the 
relatively low wind speeds of the SCP peak cause stagnation of the air and 
then elevated concentrations, possibly due to a local source. 

The SCP peaks that occur at UCL are evidence of a local source based on 
size distribution data. The impact of Part A processes in London was shown 
to be local in Chapter 3 and there is evidence from Chapter 4 of a significant 
local source of SCPs to lake sediments. The wind direction is generally from 
the south-east and the potential sources are Citigen and London 
Underground Chelsea. However, the wind direction data are not consistent 
during each event, which once again may be caused by the effect of previous 
wind directions. Resuspension of particles is favoured when the atmosphere 
is turbulent. For example in Episode 4 (52-64 hours) the diffuse but elevated 
counts of SCP occur during the day with a period of high wind speed which 
would suggest a relatively turbulent atmosphere. The average particle size is 

relatively high (Table 5.14) and large particles are more easily resuspended 
(Hinds, 2000). 

The relationships with rain are not conclusive because there are not very 

many rain data points. Since rain is generally associated with removing 

particles a study of particulate pollution events will probably coincide with an 

absence of rain and it will therefore be difficult to study both at the same time. 
That said, there is a significant SCP peak in Episode 1 at UCL during a period 

of rain. Rain type determines the efficiency with which particles are removed 
(Mircea and Stefan, 1998) and heavier rain is less efficient at removing 

pollution particles. However, the rain during this period was not particularly 
heavy (see Figure 6.1o), only reaching around 1mm W. Alternatively, the 

source of this SCP event may be very close to UCL, i. e. Citigen, and the rain 
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may have had the effect of washing the particles out very close to the source, 
thereby causing a pollution event. 

6.5.2 Statistically significant meteorological variables 

There are few similarities in the results between the significant meteorological 
variables that explain the IAS and SCP profiles. Further, the total amount of 
variance explained by the models is, with a few exceptions, generally low. 
These exceptions are at UCL in Episodes 2,3 and 5 with SCP as the 
dependent variable and at UCL in Episodes 3 and 4 with IAS as the 
dependent variable. The model created for each of these Episodes reduces 
the input meteorology into a small number (between two and four) of 
significant meteorological variables that could be used to predict a proportion 
of the variance. Only Episodes 2 and 5 with SCP as the dependent variable 
are similar in terms of the meteorological variables; NORTH, TCA and MSLP 

are all selected by both but the relative importance of these variables in terms 

of the amount of variance they explain in SCP is different for each episode. 

RAIN is important for Episode 1 at all sites with IAS as the dependent 

variable, and for SCP as the dependent variable at all sites with the exception 
of Thamesmead. As mentioned above, rain has the effect of washing 
particles out of the air. Rain appears to have had this effect on IASs but it 
does not appear to have had much effect on the SCP event that occurred at 
UCL in Episode 1. 

There is no consistency between Episodes and sites in the statistically 

significant meteorological variables. In some cases the effect of correlation 
between variables may complicate the interpretation when one variable is 

selected to explain variation in one case and a different variable that is related 
to the first is selected to explain the variation in the second case. If the first 

variable was selected both times the explanation of the variance may not be 

reduced by much but patterns between cases would be easier to interpret. 

For example, if TEMP is the most important variable for explaining the 

variance in one case and WETB is the most important in another then it may 
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be appropriate to select TEMP at both sites because these have a good 
relationship. To refine the approach used in this Chapter analyses should be 

carried out on a reduced set of variables to remove inter-variable correlations. 

6.5.3 The effect of site and time 

The results show that there are site specific factors that will affect the 

explanations of variance by the meteorological variables. These will include 
localised meteorological processes, site height, surrounding trees, buildings 

and changes in the atmospheric loading of SCPs and IASs. The amount of 
variance explained by meteorological variables in the site analysis is very low 
for all dependent variables and indicates the complexity of the system. 

The PCA shows that there are different meteorological variables important 
during each Episode. All the episodes selected occurred in the winter and 
spring but differences may be caused by the effects of season that have not 
been taken into account in these analyses. 

6.5.4 Model 

The relationship between meteorology and SCP and IAS is complex and, 
therefore, it is not possible to develop a single model predicting IAS or SCP 

concentrations using this approach. The unexplained variation in SCP and 
IAS profiles is either caused by changes in meteorology or in the SCP or IAS 
input or is due to other factors that have not been taken into account in these 

analyses. The meteorology that would ordinarily cause a SCP or IAS episode 

will not be important if there is no source emitting these particles at the right 
time. Other variables, such as the previous weather conditions, have not 
been considered but may also be the cause of variation not explained by the 

meteorological variables selected. The contribution of resuspended particles 
to the particle size spectra is also a complicating factor. Therefore, it is not 

possible to create an overarching meteorological model to explain the 

pollution episodes seen. However, use of a longer data-set, consideration of 
the contribution that alternative variables such as previous wind direction will 
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have to the explanation of the variance or simplification of the model to 

remove correlations between variables may improve the analysis. Use of a 

synoptic climatalogical approach (e. g. Kalkstein and Corrigan, 1986) was 

attempted but was not successful due to the relatively small IAS and SCP 

time series. 
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CHAPTER 7: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Introduction 

This study has evaluated the spatial and temporal distribution of SCPs and 
1ASs from high-temperature combustion point sources in and around London. 
The main aims of this project were to determine the footprint of pollution from 
high-temperature fossil fuel combustion sources using dispersion modelling; 
to compare predicted deposition with actual concentrations of SCP in lake 
and pond sediments in London; to assess the short term variations of 
emissions from fossil-fuel combustion source using Burkard Traps across 
London; to determine spatial differences in SCPs and IAS using a transect of 
Burkard Traps across London; and to identify the meteorological conditions 
under which high concentrations of particles from high-temperature 

combustion sources impact on London. 

7.2 SCPs in lakes and ponds in London 

The hypothesis that SCP deposition would decrease from east to west 
London was disproved and shown to be related to source location. The 

spatial deposition pattern of SCPs modelled using ADIVIS 3 shows that Part A 

processes have the most significant impact in London due to lower stack 
heights causing SCPs to be deposited locally despite having lower emissions 
than power stations. Power stations in the east Thames corridor and the 

coal-fired power station in Didcot are responsible for contributing to the SCP 
background levels in London with the exception of south-east London where 

power stations are the dominant source of SCPs. Each power station shows 

a decrease in its impact across London away from the source. Littlebrook 

has the potential to have the greatest impact on London because it is the only 

power station located inside the M25. However, it is in operation for less than 

2% of the time and therefore its impact is relatively minor in comparison with 
the other power stations and the non-power station Part A processes. 

The main weakness of dispersion modelling is the large number of 
assumptions that have to be made. The qualitative deposition results from 
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this study should be treated with caution. Bearing in mind all the assumptions 
made the model produces a reasonable representation of the relative 
differences in deposition of SCPs across London and was therefore suitable 
for comparison with actual concentrations of SCPs in lakes and ponds. 

The footprint of SCP deposition agrees well with actual SCIP concentrations in 
the surface sediments of 27 lakes and ponds across London. Deposition of 
SCPs 100 gm in diameter was found to significantly predict 27% of the total 

variance in SCPs in lake and pond surface sediments. Deposition of all SCP 

size fractions were well correlated with each other and so were not selected 
by a step-wise regression analysis, however any of the SCP deposition 
fractions would predict a similar amount of the variance in the actual SCP 

concentration data. 

The only environmental variable that was a significant predictor of the 

variation in SCP concentration data was the core depth to maximum lake 
depth ratio, which explained 14% of the variation and suggested that SCP 

accumulation may not be uniform across each site. However, accumulation 

rate data was only available at eight sites and was shown to not have a 
significant influence on SCP concentration data. The remainder of the 

variation was accounted for by the other environmental variables in 

combination. 

Analysis of the SCP size distribution shows that size has some relationship 

with proximity to source and predicted SCP deposition. 

7.3 SCPs, 1ASs and meteorology 

Identification of IAS and SCP episodes using S02 concentrations is not a fail- 

safe method for finding IAS and SCP pollution events but in combination with 

N02 levels is a reasonably accurate technique. S02 and N02 data are widely 

available and, for the most part, SCP and IAS events are associated with 

elevated S02 concentrations. Incorporating an examination of the N02 levels 

at the time proves this to be a good method for screening Burkard Trap tapes. 
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Examination of the time-series of SCP and IAS alone can identify the fuel 
type used in the high-temperature fossil fuel combustion source. By 

considering the size distribution for each SCP peak it is possible to suggest a 
likely source for the event. A local oil-fired source was identified in the centre 
of London based on the SCP events that are not associated with IAS events. 
This agrees with the evidence from Chapter 3 which predicts high levels of 
deposition from Part A processes in the centre of London and in Chapter 4 

which shows that large numbers of SCPs are collected in the lakes in the 

centre of London. 

Inclusion of meteorology in the analysis in Chapter 6 allows sources to be 
identified with more certainty. There is significant evidence based on wind 
direction data that [AS events are caused by episodic pollution from power 
stations in the east Thames corridor. 

This is the first study of emissions of particulate pollution from power stations 
and other Part A processes for specific episodes in London and it has shown 
that high-temperature combustion sources have a specific impact that can be 

separated from the complex atmospheric aerosol load. Burkard Traps and 
lakes and ponds are not the only places where episodes of pollution have an 
impact. Between these sites are people, buildings and the natural 
environment, which are sensitive to the impact of particulate pollution. SCPs 

and IASs smaller than 5 pm can be deposited in the bronchioles and the 

alveoli. Not enough is known about these particles to assess their potential 
health impacts or to determine the precise effect that these pollution events 
have. Therefore it is vital that the health effects of IASs and SCPs are 

studied in more detail. 
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7.4 Recommendations for further work 

There is some variability in SCP concentrations in the lake and pond 
sediments that cannot be explained by modelled deposition from power 
stations. One variable that has not been incorporated in the model is lake or 
pond catchment due to the complex drainage systems that surround urban 
sites. Therefore, a detailed catchment study of a lake in an urban area is 

suggested. 

A study was attempted that co-located a deposition gauge with a Burkard 
Trap so that the SCPs collected could be compared with the flux of SCPs 

collected using a sediment trap in a close-by lake. This attempt was 
unsuccessful due to the disturbed nature of the lake but this approach would 
produce valuable information linking atmospheric concentrations with 
deposition. 

Dispersion modelling is complex due the numbers of input variables that are 
required and the lack of suitable meteorological data. There are other 
dispersion models that might be more useful for modelling particles (for 

example the Meteorological Office NAME model) and a study should be 

carried out to compare ADIVIS 3 with other models. 

To remove the unknown effect of the urban heat island a similar study should 
be undertaken to model the emissions from an individual power station in a 
rural area and to compare the local impacts on Burkard Traps and lakes. 

This would remove some of the uncertainty in the model. 

A more detailed modelling study should also be carried out in conjunction with 

a power station operator to determine the impact of emissions over a shorter 
time period so that these can be directly compared with SCPs and 1ASs 

collected on Burkard Traps. 

To better understand the effects of meteorology on IAS and SCP peaks 

collected in the Burkard Trap transect a longer record of tapes should be 
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counted, rather than just episodes, and the analysis should be re-run 

including other explanatory variables such as previous weather conditions. 

A study of the contribution of SCPs and IASs to PMIO and PM2.5 should be 

carried out in combination with an investigation into the impacts on health of 

inhalation of SCPs and IASs. 
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APPENDIX 

A detailed size breakdown of all SCPs in the twenty-seven lakes and ponds is 
included below. 

Percentage f SCPs in size fraction (Wn) 
Site 

0-2.56 2.56- 
5.13 

5.13- 
7.69 

7.69- 
10.25 

10.26- 
12.82 

112.82- 
15.38 

15.3 8- 
17.995 

17.95- 
20.51 

20.51- 
23.08 

23.08- 
25.64 

ADDI 0.00 0.93 5.12 10.70 10.70 13.02 12.09 9.77 7.44 4.19 
ALEX 0.00 0.00 1.61 1.61 6.45 14.52 17.74 14.52 6.45 6.45 
BANB 0.00 3.09 5.15 7.22 7.22 10.31 19.59 11.34 7.22 6.19 
BEDE 0.00 3.28 8.20 6.56 9.84 4.92 6.56 9.84 4.92 13.11 
BREN 0.00 3.95 13.16 14.47 10.53 7.89 9.21 7.89 9.21 2.63 
BROO 0.00 0.00 3.28 5.74 4.51 5.74 6.15 9.43 9.43 5.74 
BUSH 0.00 0.60 5.72 8.43 7.53 7.53 12.05 8.13 6.93 5.42 
CHER 0.00 0.00 1.96 5.88 19.61 15.69 9.80 9.80 7.84 7.84 
CROS 0.00 0.00 2.14 8.02 11.23 6.42 8.02 8.02 8.56 5.88 
DAGN 0.00 1.67 2.50 10.42 8.75 10.00 10.42 9.58 8.33 4.58 
DUCK 0.00 0.93 8.41 11.53 15.26 13.08 8.72 7.17 8.41 7.17 

_ EALI 0.00 0.86 3.43 7.14 11.14 10.57 11.71 8.57 7.43 5.14 
FAIR 0.00 0.63 8.81 10.69 18.87 15-09 11.32 10.06 5.03 6.29 
FLIN 0.00 2.06 10.31 14.43 9.28 13.40 8.25 10.31 5.15 4.12 
HOLL 0.30 1.51 3.93 1 8.16 13.60 11.48 8.16 10.88 11.18 5.44 
NORS 0.00 3.02 9.37 12.08 13.60 1 9.06 12.99 9.37 6.65 4.23 
PECK 0.52 0.00 3.09 6.70 11.34 12.89 14.43 10.82 6.70 7.22 
QUEE 0.00 0.51 9.23 12.31 13.33 7.69 11.28 10.26 1 4.62 3.08 
REG 0.00 0.16 3.32 9.18 8.86 13.45 9.49 8.54 6.80 7.12 1 
RICH 0.00 1.35 4.05 10.81 13.51 9.46 12.16 8.11 8.11 2.70 
SHEN 0.00 0.00 3.23 4.84 9.68 12.90 11.29 8.06 8.06 8.06 
STANM 0.00 1.03 4.44 8.89 13.68 11.79 10.77 7.01 7.52 5.47 
STEN 0.00 5.59 8.39 6.29 14.69 9.09 11.89 10.49 4.20 4.20 
STEW 0.00 1.04 8.33 12.50 7.29 11.46 10.42 8.33 5.21 4.17 
VICT 0.00 0.65 3. 7.28 8.74 9.71 7.61 8.58 8.74 7.61 
WAND 0.00 0.00 2.83 8.13 10.95 11.66 10.25 1 10250 9.89 5.30 
JWHIT 0.00 1 0.00 4.21 1 8.74 1 10.68 9.71 1 9.39 1 9.39+ 8.74 1 7.44 
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Per ntage of SCPs in size fraction (pm) 
Site 25.64- 

28.21 
28.21- 
30.77 

30.77- 
33.33 

33.33- 
35.90 

35.90- 
38.46 

38.46- 
41.03 

41.03- 
43.59 

43.59- 
46.15 

46.15- 
48.72 

48.72- 
51.28 

ADDI 4.65 5.58 3.26 2.33 2.79 2.33 F93 0.93 0.93 OAT 
ALEX 3.23 3.23 6.45 3.23 3.23 1.61 3.23 0.00 1.61 0.00 
BANB 4.12 3.09 1.03 4.12 1.03 0.00 2.06 2.06 0-00 2.06 
BEDE 8.20 1.64 6.56 4.92 1.64 3.28 1.64 1.64 0.00 0.00 
BREN 7.89 1.32 1.32 2.63 2.63 3.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
BROO 6.56 1 4.10 4.10 5.33 3.28 1.23 1 2.05 1.64 1.23 2.46 
BUSH 6.93 6.33 2.71 4.22 3.61 3.31 1 1.81 1.81 0.60 1.20 
CHER 5.88 5.88 3.92 5.88 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CROS 6.95 4.81 5.35 2.14 1.07 4.81 1.60 1.60 2.67 2.14 
DAGN 4.58 4.17 1.67 3.33 4.17 1.67 2.92 0.83 1.67 2.08 
DUCK 2.49 2.18 2.18 2.80 2.18 1 1.25 1.56 1 0.31 0.93 0.62 
EALI 3.14 4.86 4.00 3.71 4.29 1.71 3.43 0.86 1.14 2.00 
FAIR 4.40 1.89 1.89 __ 1.26 0.00 0.00 1.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FLIN 5.15 2.06 3.09 1.03 1.03 2.06 1.03 1.03 1 1.03 0.00 
HOLL 6.65 2.11 4.23 3.63 1.51 1.21 1 0.91 0.60 1.21 0.60 
NORS 3.32 3.32 2.42 3.63 0.30 1.21 0.91 0.60 0.91 0.60 
PECK 5.15 4.64 4.12 3.09 2.58 0.52 0.52 0.52 1.03 1.03 
QUEE 5.13 5.13 3.08 2.56 3.59 1.54 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 
REG 5.38 1 6.49 5.54 2.85 3.80 1.42 2.22 1.27 0.63 0.79 
RICH 5.41 5.41 5.41 1.35 0.00 0.00 1.35 2.70 2.70 2.70 
SHEN 3.23 8.06 11.29 4.84 4.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.61 0.00 
STANM 5.81 3.42 5.13 2.74 2.91 1.37 1.37 1.54 0.85 0.34 
STEN 3.50 1.40 

__ 
2.80 2.80 3.50 1.40 1.40 2.80 0.70 1.40 

STEW 7.29 1 _ 6.25 4.17 0.00 1.04 2.08 1 0.00 2.08 4.17 2.08 
VICT 5.34 3.56 4.21 4.53 4.53 2.91 2.27 2.27 1.62 1.13 
WAND 8.48 4.24 1.77 3.18 2.47 1.06 1.77 2.83 0.35 1.41 
WHITV 6.15 5.18 3.88 3.56 1 2.91 2.59 1.94 1.29 1.29 
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Per ntage of SCPs in size fraction (gm) 
Site 51.28- 

53.85 
53.85- 
56.41 

56.41- 
58.97 

58.97- 
61.54 

1 61.54- 
64.10 

64.10- 
66.67 

66.67- 1 
69.23 

69.23 

, 
71.79 

71.79- 1 
74-36 

1 74.36- 
76.92 

d 

ADDI 0.00 0.47 0.00 0.47 0.00 0.47 
,-0.00 

0.00 1 0.00 1 0.0 3 
ALEX 1.61 1.61 0.00 1.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 0 
BANB 1.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.03 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 
BEDE 0.00 1.64 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.64 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
BREN 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.32 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
BROO 1.64 1.23 0.82 2.46 2.87 0.82 2.05 0.41 0.82 0.41 
BUSH 1.81 0.90 0.30 0.60 0.60 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.00 
CHER 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CROS 0.53 1.07 0.53 2.14 0.53 1.07 0.53 0.53 1 0.53 0.00 
DAGN 0.83 0.42 1.67 0.00 1 0.83 1.25 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.83 
DUCK 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.62 0.31 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.31 
EALI 1.14 1.43 0.29 0.29 0.57 0.57 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FAIR 0.00 0.63 0.00 1.89 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FLIN 0.00 1.03 1.03 0.00 0.00 1.03 1.03 1.03 0.00 0.00 
HOLL 0.30 0.91 0.30 0.30 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.00 
NORS 0.00 0.30 1.21 0.00 1 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.30 0.00 
PECK 1.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.52 0.52 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 
QUEE 0.51 1.03 1.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.51 1.03 0.00 0.00 
REG 1.27 0.16 0.32 0.32 0.00 0.16 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
RICH 1.35 0.00 0.00 1.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SHEN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
STANM 1.03 0.34 0.34 0.17 0.51 0.34 0.68 0.00 1 0.34 0.00 
STEN 0.00 0.70 1.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
STEW 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.04 0.00 1 1.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 
VICT 0.65 1 0.81 1 0.49 1.29 1 0.32 0.32 0. L9 0.00 0,00 0.32 0.32 

IWAND 
1 

0.35 0.35 0.35 0.71 1 0.35 0.00 035 . 00 0 Ei 0.00 0.71 
JWHITV 0.65 1 0.32 0.97 0.32 1 0.00 0.32 -0.00 0.00 

E 

0.00 0.32 
I 
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Perc ntage of SCPs in size fraction (gm) 
Site 76.92- 

79.49 
79.49- 
82.05 

82.05- 
84.62 

84.62- 
87.18 

87.18- 
89.74 

89.74- 
92.31 

92.31- 
94.87 

94.87- 
97.44 

97.44- 
100.00 

1100.00- 
102.56 

ADDI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.47 
ALEX 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
BANB 0.00 0.00 1.03 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
BEDE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
BREN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
BROO 0.41 1.23 0.00 0.00 0.82 0.00 0.41 0.82 0.00 0.41 
BUSH 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 
CHER 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CROS 0.53 0.53 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
DAGN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
DUCK 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
EALI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.00 
FAIR 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FLIN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

HOLL 0.30 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

NORS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

PECK 1.03 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
QUEE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.51 
REG 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
RICH 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SHEN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

STANIVI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

STEN 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

STEW 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

VICT 0.16 0.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 
WAND 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00-1 0.00 1 0.00 
WHITV 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 1 0.00 
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Perc ntage of SCPs in size fraction (gm) 
Site 102.56- 

1105.13 1105.13- 
107.69 

107.69- 
110.26 

110.26- 
112.82 

112.82- 
115.38 

115.38- 
117-95 

1117.95- 
120.51 

120.51- 
123.08 

123.08- 
125.64 

125.64. 
128.21 

ADDI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
ALEX 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
BANB 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

BEDE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
BREN 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
BROO 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

BUSH 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

CHER 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

CROS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
DAGN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 

DUCK 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

EALI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

FAIR 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

FLIN 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 
HOLL 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
NORS 0.00 1 0900 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PECK 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
QUEE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 
REG 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
RICH 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

SHEN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
STANIVI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
STEN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 0.00 

STEW 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

VICT 0.0 .2 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
WAND 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
WHITV 0.00 0.00 0.00 

2 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 J 
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